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Abstract
The power of modern computer systems is due in no small part to their fantastic
ability to adapt to whatever tasks they are charged with. Self-reconfigurable robots
seek to provide that flexibility in hardware by building a system out of many individual modules, each with limited functionality, but with the ability to rearrange
themselves to modify the shape and structure of the overall robotic system and meet
whatever challenges are faced. Various hardware systems have been constructed for
reconfigurable robots, and algorithms for them produce a wide variety of modes of
locomotion. However, the task of efficiently controlling these complex systems – possibly with thousands or millions of modules comprising a single robot – is still not
fully solved even after years of prior work on the topic.
In this thesis, we design theoretical control algorithms for the lattice-style selfreconfigurable robots. These robots are composed of modules attached to each other
in discrete lattice locations and only move by transitioning from one lattice location to another adjacent location. A key task for these robots is reconfiguration:
transitioning the robot from one connected arrangement of modules to a different
connected arrangement. In our work we show a lower bound for the time to reconfigure a robot given the physical limitations of modules in that robot. Furthermore,
we develop an algorithm with a running time that matches this lower bound both for
a specific example reconfiguration problem and for general reconfiguration between
any pair of 2D arrangements of modules. Since these algorithms match the demon-

iv

strated lower bound, they are asymptotically optimal given the assumed abilities of
the modules in the robot.
In addition to our theoretically optimal reconfiguration algorithms, we also make
contributions to the more practical side of this robotics field with a novel, physically
stable control algorithm. The majority of prior theoretical work on control algorithms for self-reconfigurable robots did not consider the effects of gravity upon the
robot. The result is that these algorithms often transform a robot into configurations
– arrangements of modules – which are unstable and would likely break hardware on
a real robot with thousands or millions of modules. In this thesis we present an algorithm for locomotion of a self-reconfigurable robot which is always physically stable
in the presence of gravity even though we assume limited abilities for the robot’s
modules to withstand tension or shear forces. This algorithm is highly scalable, able
to be efficiently run on a robot with millions of modules, demonstrates significant
speed advantages over prior scalable locomotion algorithms, and is resilient to errors
in module actions or message passing. Overall, the contributions of this thesis extend
both the theoretical and practical limits of what is possible with control algorithms
for self-reconfigurable robots.
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1
Introduction

The concept of a self-reconfigurable (SR) robot shows great promise. An SR robot
is a single system composed of many individual units, called modules, which have
limited functionality but can attach and detach from each other independently and
move about the structure formed by other modules. In this way the robotic system
can autonomously reconfigure its shape to match whatever challenge may arise. Such
a design is a natural fit for remotely executed operations in unpredictable environments, such as search-and-rescue missions, since a single SR robot can accomplish a
wide variety of tasks.
These are commonly cited advantages for self-reconfigurable robots, but we also
see a larger goal that can be met by these flexible robotic devices. Specialized
machines can be more efficient for a single task, but may only get partial use on a
day-to-day basis or can even be rendered obsolete over longer time spans. A welldesigned self-reconfigurable robot holds the promise that it will always be of use
because it can adapt to fit each new task. In situations such as in-home assistance,
a single SR robot could be developed to replace many specialized machines. Even
for a single task, SR robots present an option that can be upgraded cheaply through
1

software rather than continually purchasing new hardware to adapt to changing
needs or changing times. In building construction projects, often machines go unused
because one machine must wait while another finishes its work or because a large
number of machines were only required for one or two difficult portions of the job.
Self-reconfigurable robots would not have to wait since they could adapt to each
new task. For difficult portions of the work, these robots could be extended as
needed by simply adding more modules. Overall, self-reconfigurable robots hold an
obvious advantage in applications where one machine must do many things, but
quite possibly have the greatest potential in applications where we now have many
disparate machines handling many different tasks.
To fulfill this potential, every ability of these robots – adaptability, power, control
– must be scalable. That is, as the number of modules in the robotic system increases,
an SR robot should be able to execute more complex actions, be able to execute those
actions with more power or at a larger scale, and do so in an efficient manner despite
the increased complexity. Throughout this text we use the term scalable to indicate
an ability that grows in proportion with the number of modules in the robot by any
of the metrics just listed.
In this thesis, our initial work on this topic looks at defining limits on the physical
abilities of individual modules, then showing optimal planning and control for SR
robots given those physical limitations. This has results in reconfiguration algorithms
– transforming the robot’s modules from one connection arrangement to another –
which have a substantial asymptotic improvement over prior work in the amount of
time required for the robot to complete a given reconfiguration task. Similarly, our
work on the task of generating locomotion with an SR robot also looks at continuing
this force-analysis approach while extending towards more general robot abilities.

2

1.1 Organization of this Thesis
In the following Chapter 2 we describe related prior work in the field. Hardware
designs are covered in Section 2.1 and prior algorithmic work is given in Section 2.2.
Chapter 3 then covers our contribution which develops an abstract model for selfreconfigurable robots. This allows us to prove optimal movement time bounds for
SR robot reconfiguration algorithms which are substantially faster than any other
results in the field. The work in Chapter 3 also shows our algorithm to solve a testcase reconfiguration problem which demonstrates that our movement time bounds
are attainable. Following that, Chapter 4 gives our algorithmic work that extends to
solving general reconfiguration between arbitrary 2D arrangements of modules while
still meeting our optimal movement-time bound.
Next, Chapter 5 describes our Robomotion algorithm, which generates scalable
yet physically stable locomotion for lattice-style self-reconfigurable robots. The direct contributions of this work is that we have an algorithm that is capable of running
on systems with millions of modules, is able to give locomotion speeds which are considerably faster than prior leading work in the field, is resilient to common module
errors, and is physically stable in the presence of gravity (an especially significant
aspect). To our knowledge, this addition of stability has not been made previously in
any theoretical locomotion or general reconfiguration algorithm for SR robots. There
are also less direct contributions by this work as it provides an algorithmic framework that is easily extendable. The same techniques which we used for locomotion
could also be used for physically stable reconfiguration between many if not most
stable configurations of modules. Moreover, our locomotion algorithm is designed
to interact with modules running other algorithmic roles, so it could be used as
one component in a more elaborate and functionally useful SR robot. Furthermore,
Chapter 5 includes our proposal of the BLOCKS style of hardware design in Section
3

5.10. The BLOCKS design is a direct implementation of a popular abstract model
for SR robots. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes with a summary of our contributed work
and an overview of potential topics for future work.

4

2
Survey of Related Work
on Self-Reconfigurable Robots

Our own research work, which we will describe later in this document, builds upon
much of the prior work that has been done in the field and so it is important to survey
the history of that prior work. The concept of a self-reconfigurable robot has origins
as far back as 1988 with the work of Toshio Fukuda on his cellular robot, CEBOT
[77]. This work was continued for the next decade with hardware innovations from
researchers like Chirikjian [160], Yim [33], and Murata [143] and algorithmic ideas
from researchers like Rus [187] and Shen [274]. In more recent years, the number of
researchers working on this topic has greatly increased and with them many different
variations have been introduced upon the concept of a self-reconfigurable robot.

Organization of this Chapter For the overview presented here we begin in Section 2.1 with a survey of many of the different hardware designs that have been
implemented for self-reconfigurable robots. That section describes the different categories of these hardware designs before giving descriptions and images of the robots

5

themselves. Details about these hardware designs are given, as well as a best approximation for the time when they were first seen in publication. Following that,
in Section 2.2 a survey of prior algorithmic approaches for controlling these robots
is given.

2.1 Prior Self-Reconfigurable Robot Hardware Designs
The general design of a self-reconfigurable robot is to have a single system composed of many individual parts (modules) that can rearrange to modify the shape
and structure of the robot. An important characteristic of such a robot is how it
might change its configuration, the particular arrangement of connectivity between
independent modules in the robot. Accordingly, an important task for these robots
is how to reconfigure: to transition the robot from one configuration to the next.
The atomic moves that a robot can use to reconfigure, or to take any action, differ
based on the underlying hardware design of the robot.
2.1.1

Hardware Types Overview

Most hardware designs for these robots fall into two broad categories: lattice architectures or chain architectures. One other type, mobile architectures, has seen
less interest but is briefly covered here. We first describe what characteristics define
each of these design groups before surveying existing hardware that falls into these
groupings. For each design group, a brief description of what constitutes an “atomic
move” or rmove [33] is also given.

Lattice Architectures

For lattice-style hardware designs, robots in this category are composed of modules
6

that are ordered in a precise lattice or grid-like arrangement. Modules are only able
to attach to the rest of the robot at the discrete locations on the lattice formed by
other modules in the collection. To reconfigure this style of robot, a module must
first detach from its current lattice location. The module then moves along the lattice
structure – on surfaces formed by other modules – so that it can reach a new lattice
location and reattach to the larger collection there. The method by which modules
are able to move along the surfaces of the larger robot collection differ with each
hardware design.
One constant, though, is that a single module by itself is largely incapable of generating locomotion within a general environment. It takes a collection of modules
working together to achieve useful shapes or functionality. While this may seem like
a limitation, it greatly limits the requirements that a single module must be able
to meet and thus simplifies the task of designing hardware for this architecture. A
single atomic move for this design is also simple: a transition of one module from
its current lattice location to an adjacent lattice location. The majority of our own
research, both past and future work, focuses on algorithms for this style of hardware
as it seems to have a greater potential for scaling to systems with very large numbers
of modules. However, since our work is theoretical in nature many ideas also apply
to the chain style and mobile style architectures that will be described next.

Chain Architectures

This category of self-reconfigurable robots allows more free-form movement than the
rigid grids of lattice architectures. Here robot systems are composed of open or
closed kinematic chains of modules. These chains then attach at common points to
form complex trees or loops. When making a single chain, the visual image of the
7

robot would be similar to a snake. The bending ability of individual modules can
then result in snake-like movements such as making sinusoidal waves for locomotion.
For this style of hardware, modules tend to have more independent abilities. Their
individual movements are often meant to have a more direct influence in generating
useful behaviors, like locomotion, than we would see with the lattice-style hardware
designs.
Accordingly, hardware demonstrations for tasks like locomotion have been more
advanced with this style of robot since fewer modules must coordinate to generate useful behavior. The tradeoff, however, is that the planning and control for
collections of these modules can be more difficult. While the low-level control of
lattice-style designs largely revolves around local movements between adjacent lattice locations, chain style architectures require concern for how much a module bends
or turns in order to attach to neighbors which are not necessarily at regular, easily
known locations. The forces that these modules need to exert can also be larger in
cases where the robot wishes to bend or lift a long chain of modules. Hence, an
atomic move for this design is less simple: it involves a single module making an
attach or detach operation (to connect to another module or break a connection) as
well as a possible motion within any of that module’s degrees of freedom.

Mobile Architectures

This type of hardware implementation consists of modules that can move independently through their environment. An atomic move for this category would then
involve a module detaching from the collection, moving through the environment to
a new location outside the collection, then reattaching at that new location. These
movements are in addition to any walking or climbing along the structure formed
8

by the other modules as was done for reconfiguration of lattice-style architectures.
This allows for a greater range of potential reconfiguration algorithms as modules
are not restricted to always being fully connected. However this design does place a
greater burden on the hardware implementation as each module must be self-reliant
for power and for mobility through the environment. As a result some work has been
done on this concept [76] but other designs have been more popular.
2.1.2

Other Hardware Details

The categories above define the aspects for self-reconfigurable robot modules that are
most important when designing the algorithms and systems that will control them.
That is the focus here since our work is primarily on the theoretical side. There are,
however, several other hardware details that are worth mentioning even though they
are often ignored when control algorithms are designed.

Communication

The method by which modules can relay information to each other, and the method
by which the total robot receives signals from any outside controller, is very important to the viability of any hardware design. There are a myriad of potential problems
with signal interference, communication delays or failures. However, for the purposes
of theoretical algorithm design, these implementation details are usually best represented by one of two abstractions. Firstly, local or point-to-point communication,
where modules can communicate with immediate neighbors to which they are physically connected, is usually assumed. Secondly, global or broadcast communication,
where a single message can be sent simultaneously to all modules in the system,
is the other main possibility. The use of broadcast communication in algorithmic
9

design is often limited to relaying start-up conditions before a robot executes some
task. For our own research work, we have almost exclusively used a point-to-point
communication model. Handling of potential communication errors has seen some
work on specific systems – sufficient to getting a particular hardware design to function – but little work on generalized algorithms has been done for this topic.

Homogenous vs. Heterogeneous Designs

The majority of hardware systems in the field of self-reconfigurable robotics are homogenous. That is, they are composed of a single type of basic module hardware.
The flexibility of these systems then comes from how groups of these basic modules
can act together in different ways. Since this has been the dominant hardware style,
the majority of algorithms designed for SR robots have assumed homogenous systems. The other possible style is that of heterogeneous systems, which utilize more
than 1 type of basic module hardware. This can provide additional functionality as
each of the different hardware pieces can bring unique abilities, but it also can make
planning and control of such diversivied systems more challenging. Although work
on heterogeneous systems has been more limited, the work of Zkov et al. [312] and
the work of Lyder et al. [136] has made some initial progress on hardware of this
style. The systems will be covered in the following hardware survey during subsection 2.1.6.

Power

Having an effective means to provide power and energy to modules in a robot system
10

is a critical engineering aspect. Different system designs have looked at having small
batteries onboard for each module, having a single power source connected to one
module and then having electrical current flow from it to the rest of the system,
or some combination. However, for algorithmic considerations, details about providing power are typically left to the hardware implementation. Control algorithms
for self-reconfigurable robots are usually content to assume that all modules need to
stay connected to the overall group throughout any planned action. This is necessary for the modules to function effectively, but it also allows them to receive power
from neighboring modules if necessary. With the exception of low-level hardware
control procedures, little algorithmic work has been done that specifically considers
the means by which modules receive power.

Sensors

Any robot must have good sensing abilities in order to interact effectively with
its environment. However, the current state of algorithmic development for selfreconfigurable robots still has several major challenges to overcome just with the
issue of effectively controlling these multi-module systems. The problem of reconfiguring an SR robot – to transform it from one configuration to another – and
the problem of generating locomotion with such a robot have both been addressed
by many research groups with many different algorithmic approaches. However, research work is just starting to move beyond these problems and onto tasks like object
manipulation or high-level planning to provide useful abilities for these robots rather
than just general shape-shifting. Accordingly, the topic of how sensors might be utilized with these robots has seen some work [233, 187, 198] but has not been heavily
addressed.
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Specific Hardware Implementations

For actual hardware design of SR robots, the challenge of getting modules to attach
and detach from each other reliably, to be able to move from one lattice location to
another or to bend or twist at the precisely required angle are all critical. However,
for high-level algorithms controlling these systems such details are represented only
as abstract abilities that are assumed to be available. There is still much more work
that could be done to make control planning redundant to many errors or failures
by module hardware, but the majority of prior work has not yet addressed these
concerns. These details are also largely reduced to abstract operations in our own
work.
2.1.3

2D Hardware Designs

CEBOT The CEBOT, which stands for “cell structured
robot”, is probably the first proposed hardware design
for self-reconfigurable robotics, first coming in 1988 from
Fukuda et al. [75, 77]. In one version, modules or “cells”
Figure 2.1: Left: CEwere able to attach to each other using large hooks, as BOT modules separate
shown in Figure 2.1. For the modules shown there, one (left) and stacked (right)
[279].
had a degree of freedom of rotating it’s top while the
other had the ability to bend at a hinge in its body. This movement is in addition
to the freedom of the hooks to clamp to or disengage from forming a connection.
Experiments with another version of this robot, the Series II implementation, were
able to have one CEBOT module approach another, connect, and then separate
autonomously. The Series II robot module had an approximate size of 176 x 126 x
12

90mm. Two different functional versions were made: a mobile cell weighing 2.7kg
and a target cell, which the mobile module would attempt to dock with, coming at
1.0kg.
While the actual hardware that was built was more limited, these researchers
envisioned 3 main classes of module types: (1) cells for actuation, with abilities to
bend, rotate, slide, or independently generate movement in the environment, (2) cells
for connectivity with such as length-adjustable arms or power cells for energy, and (3)
special purpose cells like end-effectors or perhaps grippers. It is interesting to note
these proposed classes of module functionality because current research also looks
to make similar distinctions. However, now homogenous designs are favored, with
simple module hardware, and groups of several modules acting together to create the
functionality classes instead. One possible exception to this trend is the work on the
Odin robot, covered later in subsection 2.1.6, which also imagines a heterogeneous
hardware scheme with several specialized parts.

Crystalline Although they still fall in the category
of lattice-style hardware designs, the Crystalline robot
first developed by Rus et al. in 2000 [190] represents
a slightly unique design class. Rather than bendable
modules that can roll or walk along the exterior of a
lattice structure, crystalline modules are expandable
Figure 2.2: A partially expanded Crystalline module
Robot modules in this design used mechanical latches [22].
cubes that can push or pull each other into place.

to have faces of adjoining modules connect to each
other. The Crystalline robot itself was restricted to motion in 2D, but the concept
can easily be extended to 3D modules (and was for the Telecube hardware design,
for which a description will be given shortly). For two dimensional solutions this
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means four expanding and contracting faces, for three dimensions six faces of a cube
have this ability. Through this method squares or cubes of modules can combine at
uniform coordinates to form a crystal-like structure.
A set range for contracting and expanding – a factor of 2 in the case of this robot
– will then allow two neighboring modules to contract to half their normal size and
fill a single grid space in the lattice. A single grid space hole is then formed into
which other modules can be pushed. One drawback of this design is that certain
configurations of atomic modules are “rigid” [10]. That is, other configurations can
neither transform into them, nor can they transform into others. A simple example
is a straight line of cubic modules. In this case all of the modules in the system can
only push or pull in a single axis direction. Thus it is impossible to move modules
in other axis directions. Algorithmic solutions found ways around this restriction by
forming meta-modules: several hardware modules that are grouped together and act
as a single unit.
2.1.4

Chain-style Hardware Designs

PolyPod This was one of the first chain-style hardware designs, coming as the main basis for Mark Yim’s thesis work
while at Stanford. [279] The system was designed with two
types of modules: segments and nodes. Segments have 2 Figure 2.3: A PolyPod segment [279].
degrees of freedom for movement and the motion looks like
something similar to an accordion. A small 8-bit processor is onboard each segment
for low-level control, although it appears that any high-level control would come from
some processor outside the robot. The other type of module, a node, is used less frequently in the robot and mostly acts as a connection point and hardware holder. It
contains batteries for power and, since it has a connection point on each face, allows
the robot to form non-serial configurations (something beyond a single loop). Elec14

trical connectors allowed power to flow through the entire robot and IR ports were
used for communication. This early robot design focused on demonstrating various
forms of locomotion – such as a snake-like sidewinder movement, a rolling loop, or
a walker – and the ability to self-reconfigure between different shapes allowing each
movement. Power efficiency was one lingering issue, though, and an external power
source was usually used via a tether for the robot.

PolyBot This was the next version following the PolyPod
robot, coming from Yim et al. at PARC starting in 1999.
This design was very similar to PolyPod, but the modules
were smaller here with each fitting inside a cube that was
5cm on each side. The design still consisted of segment modules and node modules, but here the segment modules were

Figure 2.4: A Polygreatly simplified. Now the segment module consisted only Bot generation 1 module [161].
of 2 square faces, which acted as connection ports for other
modules, and a connection between those faces as shown in
Figure 2.4. This connection allowed 1 degree of freedom: bending the angle between
those 2 connection faces. The reconfiguration demonstrations for this robot design
also focused primarily on locomotion.

CKbot This is the current version of the Poly- family of
chain style robots, first published by Yim et al. at UPenn in
2006 [198]. Here the node modules are no longer used and the
only remaining module design is that of the segment module.
Figure 2.5: A CKIt has improved to the point of being fairly low-cost (about bot module [199].
$150 for one module), fairly small (about a 60mm cube in
side and 138g in weight) and fast (0.3s for a 180 degree rotation when unloaded).
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A microcontroller is onboard each module for low-level control and each module
has IR sensors for detecting proximity to the ground as well as having inter-module
communication. Onboard batteries provide the power for modules. The task of
locomotion has been heavily addressed with this design, particularly when in the
“rolling loop” configuration which has managed an impressive speed of 1.4m/s. For
other demonstrations, the basic CKbot module as been used as a “joint” module and
when combined with another type, a “leg” module, and a few other specialized parts
it has been able to demonstrate amphibious locomotion [291]. High-level control for
this robot is still left up to an outside, centralized controller like a laptop computer.
2.1.5

Older 3D Lattice-style Hardware Designs

Molecule This early hardware design by Rus et al. was
first implemented in 1998. It consists of modules called
Molecules that each consist of two apple-sized atom units
linked by rigid bar [117]. Each atom can rotate 180 degrees
relative to the bond. The bond can rotate one atom 180
degrees in relation to the other atom. This combines to
Figure 2.6: Top: A
give four degrees of freedom for the entire Molecule module. male Molecule module.
A female
An individual module would start moving by attaching one Bottom:
Molecule [114].
atom to another Molecule module contained within a lattice
substrate structure. The bond of the moving Molecule module would then move the
second atom through space so that atom could come to rest upon and connect with
another lattice cell in the direction that the moving module is traveling. Once this
connection is established the first atom can now detach and be moved through space
by the bond to continue movement of the Molecule module through an alternating
sequence of detachment, turn, and reattachment.
The flexibility of the Molecule bond permits it to traverse not only level lattice
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structures, but also make convex or concave transitions onto surfaces on perpendicular axes. For movement of a given Molecule module along the exterior of a lattice
surface a distributed implementation of a graph search algorithm is used to plan a
path, then local control algorithms in the module execute it. This is not complete,
however, as it does not fully account for the topology of the lattice surface nor the
possibility that the environment containing the lattice does not have enough free
space for another Molecule module to traverse past.
The reconfiguration algorithms devised specifically for the Molecule module are
mostly just a combination of simple movements. The most basic involves a pair
of modules “leap-frogging”. The pair starts with one module in front of the other.
The back module then climbs over the first to become the new front module. In
this way translation is possible with just two modules, even in the absence of a
larger structure. More advanced, global reconfiguration algorithms for the Molecule
module are given in the form of generic algorithms for a physical abstraction that
the Molecule module satisfies. These generic reconfiguration algorithms, designed
for hardware fitting the “sliding cube” abstract module, are discussed later in this
chapter. Both the algorithms and that abstract model are covered within Section 2.2.

Telecube This is an expanding cube style modular robot
designed by Yim et al. while at PARC. This design was a
3D realization of the same concepts for expanding-cube style
modules from the Crystalline robot by Rus et al., which was
described earlier in subsection 2.1.3. The Telecube module is
able to expand out or contract inward, independently, each Figure 2.7: A Telecube module in conof the 6 faces of its cube-shaped module. Thus, a single tracted form [239].
module has 6 degrees of freedom. Similar to the Crystalline
robot, grouping modules into meta-modules was proposed for full functionality, but
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the meta-module size needed only 8 modules for a 2x2x2 construction rather than a
much larger 4x4x4 construction which was previously proposed by prior work. This
advantage was gained by creative use of “free blocks”.
Free blocks are simply Telecube modules that are completely contracted and rest
between partially contracted Telecube modules in the normal lattice structure. These
added modules can be used to facilitate the reduction in meta-module size as well as
to affect the weight distribution, density, and structural strength of sections of the
robot system as required. In addition, the authors are able to show that the amount
of space needed for reconfiguration is bounded by the space needed for the initial
configuration and the final configuration between which the transition occurs.
2.1.6

Recent 3D Lattice-style Hardware Designs

Shady Designs for the Shady robot by Vona et al. in the
Rus group at MIT were first published in 2006 [253]. This
hardware is composed of two rotating grippers connected by Figure 2.8: Diagram
of the Shady robot
a single bar that is able to flex slightly at a hinge. The total [253].
system is a little over 40cm long. The rotating grippers are
designed for making reliable attachments to truss-like bars of variable thickness. A
battery and processing power are also onboard the robot. This design was meant
to be able to travel along truss structures and was a precursor design in plans to
develop a heterogeneous self-reconfigurable robot composed of active modules like
Shady, and passive bar-like pieces.

Shady3D This hardware design was first published in 2007, following from the
work on the Shady robot by the same researchers at MIT, although the ideas
for this design seem to have originated at the same time as the original Shady.
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For this Shady3D hardware the two grippers are slightly
smaller than those of the original shady, but are still able
to rotate relative to their adjoining bar. The bar itself is
split into two halves, dividing in the middle of its length,
Figure 2.9: A sinand is able to twist those halves relative to each other so gle Shady3D module
[298].
that the grippers at either end can rotate to face the same
direction, opposite directions, or any angle between. This
gives a total of 3 degrees of freedom for the entire module, although multiple modules can be combined – joined by attachment to passive bars – forming more versatile
meta-modules still capable of building, disassembling, or traveling along truss-like
structures.

Molecube This cube-shaped robot was first designed in
2005 by Lipson et al. [310] and had an updated version made
a couple years later. The current (2008) version of the module is 66m along each side, with rounded corners, and weights
200g. The module is divided into 2 halves, split along the Figure 2.10: Two
current-version Molecube’s longest diagonal, and for movement a servo motor cube modules [307].
is able to rotate these halves relative to each other. This
has the effect of swapping the cube faces. For example, the top vertical face would
become one of the side faces of the cube after a 180 degree rotation.
A micro-controller processor is present in each half of the cube for control and
power seems to come via an external electrical supply and a current that flows
through the entire robot system. Pin and socket connectors are used to make the
mechanical and electrical attachments between neighboring modules. This hardware
design is of particular note since the researchers have made their hardware designs
and software open-source and easily available on the web – at http://molecubes.org/
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– in hopes of building a community of researchers and non-researchers alike around
this robotic design.

Miche This cube module was first designed in 2007 by
Gilpin et al. working in Daniela Rus’ group at MIT [83].
Each module is composed of 6 separate printed circuit boards
that interlock together into a single cube shape. The modules are 1.8 inches long on each side, weigh about 4.5oz, Figure 2.11: Several
Miche modules [83].
include batteries onboard for power, and are able to communicate with immediately connected neighbors. Modules
connect to each other via switchable permanent magnets, but while this allows them
to attach and detach from each other, general reconfiguration isn’t really achieved.
Instead the system changes shape via disassembly. The robot begins as a large collection of modules and then a decision is made which modules should be, and which
should not be, in the final configuration. For any modules not in the plans for that
final shape, their magnetic connections to the rest of the robot are shut off. Then
some external force, such as gravity, can take affect and “disassemble” the collection
to reach the desired shape.

EM-Cube Yet another cube-shaped module recently designed in 2008 by An [5] who is also working in the Rus
group at MIT. The outer shell of the module is made from
an aluminum sheet so as to have minimal interference for
the magnets that are used to connect modules together and Figure 2.12: Several
EM-Cube modules reto provide reconfiguration movement. That outer shell is configuring [5].
smooth without any protruding parts while inside rests a
microprocessor for control, electromagnets and permanent magnets for connections,
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and a Zigbee chip and wire antennas for wireless inter-module communication. There
are batteries onboard to provide electrical energy, but permanent magnets generate
enough power to connect neighboring modules so that the system can maintain its
structure without actively using up electricity. For reconfiguration, modules simply
slide along flat surfaces formed by other modules, although in practice the modules
tend to slightly hop rather than smoothly glide. This hardware design basically
works as an exact hardware implementation of the “sliding cube” abstract model,
which will be discussed in the next section.

ATRON Designs for the ATRON module from Ostergaard
et al. at the University of Southern Denmark go as far back
as 2004 [155]. Each module is shaped like a sphere, 11cm in
diameter, and that sphere is divided into two halves which
10
can rotate relative to each other much like the Molecube de- Figure 2.13:
ATRON modules colsign described earlier. Point-to-point physical connections lected together [14].
with hooks provide latching attachments between neighboring modules. A micro-controller processor is embedded in each half of the sphere for
control, onboard batteries provide power, and 4 sets of infrared diodes on each module allow for communication between adjacent neighbors. Each module has some
sensing abilities as well, such as tilt sensing and the ability to detect whether a
neighboring lattice location is occupied or is free. Reconfiguration operations for
this hardware design are executed by one module rotating its two halves and thereby
moving an attached neighboring module from one adjacent lattice location to another. This design is notable since it has one of the largest working collections –
dozens, or possibly even 100 modules – of any current hardware type. The research
group working on this hardware platform has also been one of the most active in
algorithmic development for self-reconfigurable robots.
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Odin This second hardware design from the Denmark group
was recently designed in 2007 [136]. It is one of the few
heterogeneous hardware designs, composed of passive ballshaped modules and active bar-like modules. The ball modules are 50mm in diameter, weigh 36g, and act as joints able

Figure 2.14: The
to connect up to 12 bar modules. The bar modules are able ball and bar modules
for the Odin robot
to expand or contract their length in addition to being able [136].
to flex passively the angle of connection to the ball joints
to avoid detachment. To achieve this, bar modules are composed of a telescoping
rigid bar and 2 flexible connectors at either end. Each of these parts are 35mm in
diameter. The connectors weigh 20g each and the telescoping bar weighs in at 84g.
The connectors are about 25mm long while the bar is 60mm when contracted and
up to 132mm long when expanded.
Ball joints provide power sharing between other modules and act as a point for
linking a communication bus joining modules directly connected to it. Communication between modules is configurable itself. Bus communication can remain local, or
it can be opened up for global communication between a large subset, or even all,
of the modules in the robot. Micro-controllers are present in each flexible connector
to provide processing power and batteries can be placed inside the telescoping tubes
for power. This design is in a way similar to the Miche robot because it is not totally able to self-reconfigure in the traditional sense. The focus here is on designing
multiple classes of small, atomic hardware modules and then building more useful
meta-modules out of these atomic parts. In that vein, the current ability of the Odin
system is as more of a deformable robot, able to modify its shape by changing the
lengths of connection bars. Its modules cannot detach, move, and reattach to a new
locations in the robot structure as reconfigurable robots typically do.
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2.1.7

Hybrid Hardware Designs

M-TRAN This system, first designed in 2002 by Kurokawa
et al. [100], sought to combine features from both chain-style
and lattice-style SR robots. A single module consists of two
block parts, each half-cubic and half-cylindrical, connected
Figure 2.15:
A
by a rigid bar. The block parts can each rotate 180 degrees walker made from 9
modules
relative to the bar. Each block also has a flat connection M-TRAN
[124].
surface on 3 sides. Each side has 4 permanent magnets to
make connections to adjacent neighbors as well as an electrical connection for sharing
communication and power. Each module also has 3 microcontrollers for controlling
the angular alignment of the module’s parts and for attaching or disconnecting from
other modules.
This robotic system has been able to demonstrate locomotion movements similar
to those of the chain-style robots shown earlier. However, because the modules are
able to interconnect onto either the front or sides of other modules, these modules
are also capable of forming the lattice structures for which lattice-style SR robots
are designed. For now though, demonstrations of this functionality have mostly been
limited to software simulations.

SuperBot This robot design by Shen et al. [94, 193, 208]
came out in 2005 and has the same general design and functionality as the M-TRAN robot just described. One notable
difference, though, is that it does have one extra degree of
freedom for movement. The rigid bar connecting the two Figure 2.16: A SuperBot module [193].
block parts is divided in half, at the middle of its length,
and so the two halves of the bar can twist relative to each other. This in turn spins
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one of the block parts relative to the other.
The robot has 3 connectors on each block part end of the SuperBot module, the
same as on the M-TRAN design, but here connections use homogeneous mechanical
latches rather than magnetics. Each SuperBot module also has an onboard battery
for power, one micro-controller processor in each half, and 3 motors: one for each of
the module’s degrees of freedom. The total module is 168 x 84 x 84mm and weighs
878g. Like the M-TRAN hardware system, the demonstrations for the SuperBot
have mostly focused on locomotion, but the design is theoretically capable of forming
larger lattice structures.

2.2 Prior Algorithmic Work for SR Robots
It is no small task to design flexible and reliable hardware for self-reconfigurable robot
modules. Yet in many ways, the algorithmic challenge for controlling that hardware is
even greater. Managing such a large distributed system, with potentially thousands
or millions of modules, is a task with tremendous complexity. Each module has its
own processing and communication powers – though these are very limited – and
the topology of the network is constantly changing. Challenges exist in keeping
open communication links throughout the robot, generating useful behavior with
algorithms simple enough to scale to collections of thousands or millions of modules,
and doing all of this without causing the robot to run out of power or collapse under
its own weight.
A survey of algorithmic work in this field could include every publication – more
than 300 papers spanning 2 decades of work – so the focus here is narrowed to apply to
those topics most relevant to our own work. We begin in subsection 2.2.1 by covering
some popular abstract models and metrics used to analyze self-reconfigurable robots.
Here we also briefly mention some key ideas related to motion planning and general
reconfiguration for these robots. Although these are very important topics to the
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field at large, the treatment here is brief as other issues more closely relate to our
own work.
We then continue in Subsection 2.2.2 with a detailed coverage of prior algorithms
for generating locomotion with lattice-style SR robots. A great deal of interesting
work has been done specifically for locomotion with chain-style hardware, but we
do not cover it here since our own work focuses on lattice architectures. Next a
survey of work on component-based or “hierarchical” control for SR robots is given
in Subsection 2.2.3. We then conclude with an overview of prior efforts in the field
for several topics related to force analysis and management with SR robotics in
Subsection 2.2.4.
2.2.1

Abstract Models and Motion Planning for SR Robots

To aid in the design of algorithms for these self-reconfigurable hardware platforms, a
few abstract models have been designed. Possibly the most popular abstract model
is the sliding cubes model given by Rus et al. [71]. In this model for lattice style
self-reconfigurable robots, cubes are used to represent the individual robot modules.
The cubes then have the ability to slide along the flat surfaces formed by other cubes
(modules) and make concave and convex transitions to orthogonal surfaces of cubes.
This represents the ability of the robot modules to transition along lattice surfaces
of other modules but abstracts away unimportant details about how that movement
is created. This allows for the design of algorithms that can be implemented by most
any of the lattice style hardware architectures. Other abstract models for these robots
have also been proposed, including our own Self-Reconfigurable Kinodynamic (SRK)
Model which is described later in Section 3.2. Each of these models is designed with
the intent of simplifying and generalizing algorithms for SR robots and are especially
useful for motion planning and reconfiguration schemes.
Motion planning for SR robots has typically fallen into two categories: reconfigu25

ration planning and locomotion planning. An important definition for both types is
that a configuration of an SR robot refers to a particular arrangement of connectivity between the independent modules in the robot [33]. For reconfiguration planning,
this means that the goal is to take a robot with modules in one configuration and
rearrange them into a different configuration using atomic module movements. As
described earlier in Section 2.1.1, with lattice style modules an atomic movement
would be to move from one discrete lattice location to another adjacent location.
Locomotion planning is similar, but the goal is for the SR robot to generate movement through its environment through module actions. This can be achieved via
reconfiguration, or sometimes by other coordinated module actions like bending or
twisting. Algorithms described below are mostly reconfiguration algorithms for lattice style SR robots.
Work by Amato et al. provides an example of fast reconfiguration with modules
having limited abilities [257]. Here algorithms were designed for hexagonal shaped
modules that could execute in a manner similar to the sliding cubes model. Reconfiguration was typically achieved by first using a centralized planning stage to determine
target destinations for each module in the final configuration. This is then followed
by a distributed control stage where the modules move to the desired positions. A
main advantage exhibited by this work was that little or no message passing between modules was necessary during the distributed stage where modules moved to
their target positions. Such communication is relied upon heavily by most other
approaches. Despite this advantage, the initial centralized planning stage makes it
hard to scale these algorithms to systems with very large numbers of modules.
Purely distributed algorithms have also been designed by many research groups
in an attempt to allow efficient reconfiguration even for self-reconfigurable robots
with large numbers of modules. One technique for these algorithms that has gained
interest in recent years is that of using local rules. Local rules algorithms seek to
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have each module in the robotic system operate using the same set of very simple
rules for deciding when and where to move next along the lattice structure formed by
other modules in the system. These rules that a given module follows are only based
on information local to that module’s current location. Thus, since the plan that
each module follows has little or no sense of the global structure of the robot, this
algorithmic design is well suited to running efficiently on self-reconfigurable robots
with very large numbers of modules.
Examples of this design include the work by Butler et al. which developed local
rules and algorithms for the sliding cube abstract model using concepts based on cellular automata [26] . The work of Kubica et al. also used local rules in combination
with messages called “scents” that decay as they propagate through the structure
[121] . A simulation of navigation through an obstacle filled environment was presented with this technique. Local rules were also used for locomotion planning in
several papers [25, 27, 28, 67] which will be covered later in the locomotion algorithm
review of Subsection 2.2.2.
Compared to local rules algorithms, a very different approach to controlling selfreconfigurable robots is to maintain the global structure of the robot as a hierarchy of
components. This approach has been considered by Casal and Yim in [33], and more
recently by Christensen et al. in [47] which posed questions about what problems arise
when the behaviors and control algorithms that successfully operate on a system with
only a few modules must be scaled up to work on a robot with very large numbers of
modules. Christensen et al. posit that a scalable anatomy could achieve the desired
result by using scalable components – for bones, muscles, and joints – which operate
like the analogous parts found in humans and animals. This work is reviewed more
thoroughly later in Subsection 2.2.3.
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Figure 2.17: Local Rules: The left side of the figure shows locomotion generated
from local rules. The right side shows a grouping 5 such rules which would generate
eastward locomotion (to the right) if no obstacles were present [25, 24].

2.2.2

Locomotion for Lattice-style SR Robots

Nearly any motion planning algorithm for lattice-style self-reconfigurable robots
could possibly be counted as a locomotion algorithm. This is due to the fact that this
robot architecture very naturally lends itself to a style of locomotion termed “cluster
flow”. A cluster flow algorithm simply has modules at the back of a configuration
slide across the surfaces formed by other modules and then reattach at the front of
the configuration in the direction of intended locomotion. Repeated application of
this procedure will eventually transition the robot forward and generate the desired
locomotion. This is a simple procedure that nonetheless can be very robust when
traveling over rough terrain. The speed and scalability of this method, however, can
vary substantially with the algorithm chosen to implement the cluster flow strategy.
A 2002 paper by Butler et al. [25] was likely the first paper to use local rules to
generate cluster flow. These rules, based on cellular automata, looked at the configurations of surrounding neighbor modules to decide when and where to transition
to next. The purpose of this design was to use very limited, local information and
to have each module running the same control procedure as every other. In this
work the authors were able to demonstrate a capability for straight-line locomotion
in 2D or 3D, including over uneven terrain, while ensuring that the robot would not
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disconnect itself into multiple sections. This early version of the algorithm was not
however able to navigate tunnels or caves (anything with overhead obstacles) or make
turns. A second paper, also coming in 2002 from Butler et al. [27], would partially
correct these limitations. It added the ability to make turns, if on level ground, along
with the ability to subdivide the robot intentionally into multiple groups which could
each care out the same locomotion procedure, but each with a smaller collection of
modules. The algorithm was also able to recombine collections of modules, but at
this time only in 2D.
The next step in the local rules evolution came with the 2003 paper by Butler and
Rus [28]. This added the ability to make 90 degree turns while over rough terrain, to
move under overhangs, to climb up inclines (as opposed to just traversing terrain with
small, scattered obstacles). The skill to raise up and climb over tall obstacles was also
added and again all were done with a guarantee of not accidentally disconnecting any
modules from the larger robotic collection. Detailed simulation results were given
to demonstrate these algorithms, as had been similarly done for the earlier work.
The impressive aspect of this series of papers is not just the locomotion abilities that
they were able to achieve, but that it was done using cellular automata rules that
only required very little information to succeed. Individual modules in the robot had
no real sense of what the global structure or behavior of the robot was like. They
instead relied only on sparse information that was local to their current location.
While this can help to make the control method more scalable – since very little
global communication is required – it did necessitate very large rule sets in order
to provide all of the desired abilities. This would later cause the Rus group to look
toward machine learning techniques for a means of automatically generating these
rule sets. As far as we know that has not resulted in further advances for lattice-style
locomotion, although some techniques for chain-style locomotion were developed.
This question about the large number of rules needed for generating useful be29

havior was further analyzed in a paper by Ostergaard et al. coming in 2004. Here
the authors tried multiple approaches for implementing cluster flow, including both
a “regular” distributed programming approach and a local-rules approach similar to
the earlier work of Rus et al. which was just described. This work by Ostergaard et
al. included forward and turning locomotion, but not quite the range of guarantees
on obstacle avoidance as the Rus group provided. This new paper did however make
interesting comparisons between the different approaches for generating cluster flow.
The authors found that both methods worked, but that the local rules required more
complex rule sets owing to the fact that they were stateless. Program-based control
had tens of rules while the memoryless local controllers had hundreds of rules. This
size disparity showed a clear advantage for the more detailed programming method
and possibly showed an inherent limitation on the practical scalability of memoryless
local rules. Once the rule sets become too large, the “simple” control scheme is small
and simple no more.
A publication by Brandt and Christensen in 2007 further explored the possibilities
for locomotion algorithms, this time focusing on implementations for the ATRON
hardware platform [14]. Here the researchers introduced a meta-module design, 3
modules acting together as a unit, and showed that it allowed diagonal movement of
the meta-module across the surfaces of other modules. Typical movement for latticestyle architectures is only in orthogonal directions. This was not a new hardware
accomplishment – individual modules within the meta-module were still restricted
to orthogonal movements – but it did give an initial version of hierarchical control.
By having the meta-modules themselves remember the steps for creating a diagonal
movement, or any other meta-module transition, this simplified the work of planning
locomotion by a higher-level process. The actual algorithm used to plan locomotion
was fairly simple. Individual meta-modules moved forward in a greedy fashion toward
some desired goal point. A module preparing to move would first check that it was
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not about to run into an obstacle, or another module, before moving. This generally got modules moving in the right direction, but some safety checks on the larger
robotic structure were still needed.
The main safety check that was used
was to avoid movements that would disconMillion Module
nect the overall robot. In the local-rules Figure 2.18:
March: By applying a simple machine
algorithms described earlier this guarantee learning technique, highly scalable lowas already programmed into the rule set. comotion was possible [69].
The design was such that no rule was capable of producing a disconnection. This was useful, but also likely made the rule sets
difficult to modify and helps explain the vast number of rules that were necessary.
For the algorithm of Brandt and Christensen a limited heuristic search was used to
check the connectivity of neighbors. Basically, if a module could find an alternate
connection path between each of its neighbors, and lock those paths so they could
not change, then the module itself would be free to move without causing a local
disconnection. If local connectivity was preserved then global connectivity would be
as well. This ensures connectivity, but since the heuristic search is limited it does
not ensure that any module which could safely move will pass this test and actually
be allowed to move. Finally, its worth noting that in experiments the researchers
found that their algorithm tended to encourage configurations to spread out and become flatter during locomotion. This meant an initial delay, but the locomotion rate
speeds up later as a flatter configuration means a larger percentage of modules are
able to move simultaneously. This importance in the shape of a robot’s configuration
during locomotion will be explored further when we describe our own approach in
Chapter 5.
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Finally, one of the most recent and arguably most advanced locomotion algorithms for lattice-style SR robots came with the work of Fitch and Butler [68, 69].
The first full paper on this algorithm was presented in 2007. In it, the authors also
sought to have each module execute the same, limited plan in order to generate locomotion. However, instead of a large set of local rules, they instead formulated the
problem as a simple instance of a distributed MDP (Markov Decision Process). Reward values were set for any locations in a “goal region” and modules were supposed
to transition into that region. Values for other lattice locations could then be set
by propagating scores back from the goal region. Locations further away would be
less desirable, so a transition penalty could simply be added whenever a backward
propagation was made.
In this way a given module only had to think locally: it could check with neighboring modules to get the values of their locations and, from those values, it could
determine the value of its own location. Each module would then make greedy decisions to move into open locations with the best values. Heuristic schemes were
also used to ensure connectivity though these were generally more robust than those
used earlier by Brandt and Christensen. Overall, the locomotion scheme was simple
enough to allow simulation results over over a million modules performing locomotion. This earned the scheme its memorable name: Million Module March. A more
careful review of the advantages and shortcomings of this algorithm will be made
later in Subsection 5.2.1 as we use this as a barometer to compare to the potential
benefits of our own approach to locomotion.
2.2.3

Hierarchical Control for SR Robots

Many of the algorithms in the prior subsection on locomotion sought to scale up to
systems with large numbers of modules by using very simple control schemes. This
was often achieved by using local rules that relied upon very limited information and
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logic to control each module individually. Another approach – a variation falling
between centralized control and the extremely distributed control of local rules – is
that of hierarchical control. The idea of hierarchical control in this context is to divide
the task of controlling general behavior for an entire robot into subtasks. Controllers
for these subtasks can be smaller and easier to design, and then a high-level process
can call on these subtask controllers to execute as parts in the global control scheme
of the robot. Depending on the size of the desired task and the number of modules in
the robot being controlled, control may be subdivided many times to form multiple
levels in the hierarchical design. The remainder of this subsection reviews prior work
that has developed the ideas of hierarchical control in self-reconfigurable robotics.
A 2008 publication from Dewey et al., working as a joint venture between CMU
and Intel Research, gives a brief look at grouping modules into components for
improved robotic control [60]. There focus is on generalizing the analysis of metamodules which several groups have used to simplify motion planning and general
reconfiguration algorithms. Rather than having a meta-module be designed for one
hardware platform, they seek out and identify two main properties which a generalized meta-module would need: “(1) it can be used as the basic unit of an efficient
planner and (2) it can be instantiated by a wide variety of different underlying
modular robots.” The researchers also go on to design, and show in simulation, a
reconfiguration algorithm based on using these meta-modules for substeps in execution.
This paper by Dewey et al. is one of the few that consider this idea of grouping
modules into subcomponents outside of satisfying hardware platform-specific needs.
In fact, it is largely of note because, so far, it may be the only publication that begins
to consider these generalized ideas except for the work by the research group at the
University of Southern Denmark. Descriptions for the work of that Denmark group
comprises the rest of this subsection.
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An earlier (2004) paper by Brandt and Ostergaard investigated the utility of
behavior subdivision: a desired “global” behavior is specified, but this is in turn divided into smaller “behavior primitives” which jointly can create the desired global
outcome. The researchers also found that using more powerful general rules seemed
to result in control algorithms that are both simpler and faster than algorithms using
more limited, local-rules based control. This matches the findings of a similar comparison that was mentioned during the locomotion algorithm survey in Subsection
2.2.2, but this is not surprising since Ostergaard was an author on both papers.
For this 2004 behavior subdivision paper, the researchers also implemented a
cluster flow algorithm for their ATRON hardware system to exhibit the utility of
behavior subdivision. The use of their technique was very simple in this instance. For
example, it divided the task of locomotion into the primitives of: (1) disassembling
the rear, (2) moving foward, and (3) assembling on the front of the configuration.
Little consideration is given for how modules are given these sub-behavior roles, so the
cluster flow algorithm is unlikely to be as robust as other methods for cluster flow
– those previously described in Subsection 2.2.2 – when obstacles are introduced,
turning is required, or when the techniques are applied to very large numbers of
modules. However, this subdivision of behavior is similar to the subdivision of tasks
that is used for our own locomotion algorithm, proposed later in Chapter 5. Also,
this paper seems to be one of the first to introduce this important idea of subdividing
tasks for SR robots, which could also be referred to as “hierarchical control”.
The next step in the advancement of this topic came in 2006 with a publication by
Christensen, Brandt and Stoy while working with the same Denmark research group
[47]. While this paper was only an extended abstract, it was the first to clearly
introduce the idea of having different classes of predetermined module groups in
order to facilitate higher-level control. Some prior work did this with meta-modules,
small groups of modules acting together, but this was largely a means for overcoming
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the physical limitations of individual modules which might otherwise have a harder
time executing general reconfiguration algorithms.
Here, in place of simple meta-modules for motion planning, the authors instead
propose anatomical parts made from sets of atomic modules: a bone for structure,
hinge or ball-and-socket joints for movement, and contracting chains forming muscles
for power. However, the content of this paper by Brandt and Stoy is merely that of
abstract ideas, and no details are given on how these anatomical components might
be effectively made from SR modules. A 2007 paper authored by Brandt, Christensen
and Lund, again with the same research group, also mentions the idea of combining
groups of modules to form classes of useful parts, but again these remain abstract
ideas. Instead this paper’s focus was on demonstrating that their hardware platform,
ATRON, was capable of forming a variety of useful configurations.
Finally, a 2008 paper by Christensen and Campbell has become the
most advanced published work to date
on the topic of hierarchical control
of SR robotics [50].

The ideas of

anatomical parts formed from modules which was first proposed 2 years
earlier finally has some details added
Figure 2.19: Scalable Joint: Christensen to it in this paper. Here the authors
et al. propose forming groups of modules into
describe and show simulation results
anatomical parts, like muscles and bones, to
simply control of SR robots [50].
for some initial, simple parts: bones
for structure, cilia (active bendable
chains) for affecting objects in the environment, a whisker (passive bendable chain)
for detecting contact, and contracting muscle parts for generating force. The control
of each of these examples is simple, but the potential of what this technique could
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create is large and still unexplored.
2.2.4

Force Analysis and Control for SR Robots

We now begin to cover four related topics on force analysis and control for selfreconfigurable robots. None of these topics have seen much prior work, but all are
critical to achieving the goal of creating real-world robots with the full range of capabilities that this flexible architecture promises.

Generating Scalable Forces with SR Robots

The first of these force control topics is on collective actuation: multiple modules
acting in coordination to produce forces larger than would be possible for any single
module individually. This could also be referred to as the task of generating scalable forces. The ideas from the last subsection about scalable anatomies from the
research group at the University of Southern Denmark [50] have some potential in
this direction. However, no careful analysis has yet been presented to show the force
effects that could be produced from their module groupings for joints and contracting
muscles.
While it has not had direct analysis, that anatomy-based work does have many
similarities to analyzed work by Campbell and Pillai working at Intel Research [31,
30]. In their two publications on the topic, the authors explicitly consider the scaling
affects of forces – and to a limited extent even friction – when trying to use groups
of modules acting in coordination to produce larger effects. Their work focused on
modules that were spherically shaped or at least “highly faceted” and that are able
to roll along the surfaces of neighboring, connected modules.
If we consider a 2D arrangement of modules, a group of 8 modules forming an
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octagon shape could collectively move relative to each other to deform that shape.
Such a deformation would make this circular configuration more oblong in one direction, expanding its length, and would compress its width in the orthogonal direction.
None of the modules in the group ever detach from each other. However, through this
simple operation we now have multiple modules acting together to produce a larger
force than would have been possible individually. With this technique the authors
envision sheets of these octagons acting together to expand or compress the sheet
in a straight line, or to do so in an arched shape if the octagon module groups are
deformed unevenly. While these actions may be thought of as creating translational
forces. However, neither this work nor the anatomy-based work of the Denmark
group is a natural fit for generating large rotational forces.

Balance For SR Robots

To our knowledge, the only publication on the topic of balance for self-reconfigurable
robots – apart from low-level hardware control for small numbers of modules – is the
2006 paper by Moll, Will, Krivokon and Shen [140]. In this paper the authors present
a distributed method for calculating the mass of chain-style SR robots. This is done
by recursively finding the mass of subgroups of modules in the robot, which in turn
may be combined to get the overall mass of the robot. Once these mass properties
are known, the authors also show the use of those properties to steer the robot’s center of mass to a desired position by adjusting the joint positions of the robot. This
method is of particular use for balancing configurations of the robot when possible.
The distance which the robots center of mass can be moved is limited since only
joint articulation is used to move it. Robot locomotion would be needed for arbitrary
movement, but that is a secondary detail and could be added. Also, the distributed
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algorithm for calculating the robot’s mass would apply to lattice-style architectures
but the method for moving the center of mass would need to be redesigned. Still, no
other work seems to have tackled the task of balancing a self-reconfigurable robot, or
calculating its mass properties, in a manner that would scale to systems with large
numbers of modules.

Physical stability for SR Robots

While the theoretical work on balancing SR robots has seen little work, the topic
of maintaining physical stability in the presence of gravity has in some sense seen
even less attention. Hardware demonstrations of actual SR robots clearly can stand
up while experiencing gravity. However, these demonstrations are for relatively small
numbers of modules compared to the end goal of thousands or millions. Demonstrations that do use a large number, likely no more than 100, keep to simple configurations that avoid testing the limits of what their modules could achieve. Thus, the
strength of these systems so far relies upon the integrity of individual modules acting
alone rather than on algorithmic techniques that will scale to collections with many
more modules and configurations with many more holes and tenuous overhangs.
From the algorithmic side, it largely seems that the question of physical stability
has either been assumed or ignored, but never explicitly considered. For lattice-style
architectures, the cluster flow method for locomotion (described previously in subsection 2.2.2) tends to assume stability by keeping to a dense blob configuration. If
there are no internal holes, then the robot can only be unstable if its bottom-most
modules are crushed under the shear weight of those directly above. Yet this limitation removes most of the robot’s ability to do useful actions. Some locomotion
and reconfiguration algorithms for lattice-style architectures have allowed modules
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to make internal transitions through the configuration [73, 20]. However, these algorithms did not do so in a manner that guaranteed physical stability. As we will
discuss later in Chapter 5 when our own work is presented, internal tunnels actually
make it very difficult for a SR robot with many modules to be physically stable in
the presence of gravity. Thus, any such tunneling algorithm that lacks a guarantee
on stability will often form a configuration that breaks under the force of gravity if
applied to a large collection of modules. The ability of our own locomotion algorithm to avoid this, while still remaining scalable and fast, is one of our significant
contributions.
One property that many algorithms for reconfiguration and locomotion do ensure
is connectivity. These methods will keep a collection of modules from accidentally
being disconnected into two or more disparate parts. However, even some limited
simulations [69] reveal this to be insufficient for ensuring physical stability in the
presence of gravity for hardware with reasonable strength and connectivity limitations. In general, the task of identifying and safely forming any and all physically
stable configurations is very difficult. Even the task of ensuring physical stability for
a limited set of configurations to allow locomotion or limited reconfiguration is hard
to do. We will later heavily address the topic of stable locomotion in Chapter 5.

Object Manipulation using SR Robots

Some work has been done on forming intelligent conveyor belts with self-reconfigurable
robot modules [15, 280] and the idea of attaching a gripper to the end of some module
has been proposed in many papers. Still, the challenge of forming scalable components that can grasp and move large objects is yet to be really met.
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3
Kinodynamic Planning
for Self-Reconfigurable Robots

In this chapter we now begin to present our own work in the field of self-reconfigurable
robotics. Our first contribution was to develop an abstract model for self-reconfigurable
robots that explicitly accounted for limitations on the physical properties of all modules in the system. By carefully considering these physical properties, we were able to
design theoretically optimal reconfiguration algorithms which significantly improved
on prior running times for reconfiguration.

Organization of this Chapter This chapter begins in Section 3.1 by first explaining the reconfiguration task that was solved: the “x-axis to y-axis problem”. We
next begin introducing this set of results in Section 3.2 by giving our abstract model
for SR robot modules. Given the bounds set by this model, Section 3.3 references
physics equations that govern the movement of modules and define what reconfiguration performance is possible. To explain our algorithm, in Section 3.3 we also
begin with a 1-dimensional case of n masses represented as a row of n points with a
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separation of 1 unit between adjacent points, for some unit of distance measure. The
points will then contract so that they have only 1/2 unit separation. After showing
√
that this contraction takes O( n) movement time while still satisfying the bounds of
our abstract model, we then immediately extend this result to a matching example
using a known physical architecture for modules.
Section 3.4 will then extend the result to a contraction/expansion case in 2 di√
mensions while maintaining the same time bound. This will then lead to a O( n)
movement time algorithm for the x-axis to y-axis reconfiguration problem. This
algorithm recursively uses the 1-dimensional contraction operation and uses the reversible process of transforming the initial n module row into an intermediate stage
√
√
n × n cube. The process is then reversed to go from the cube to the goal col√
umn configuration. Section 3.5 then matches this with a Ω( n) lower bound for the
1-dimensional example and the x-axis to y-axis problem, showing both cases to be
√
Θ( n). We then conclude by summarizing the work of this chapter in Section 3.6.

3.1 Overview of Kinodynamic Planning
We were able to design efficient motion planning algorithms by treating reconfiguration as a kinodynamic planning problem. Kinodynamic planning refers to motion
planning problems subject to simultaneous kinematic and dynamics constraints.[61]
To that end, we defined an abstract model for modules in SR robots. This extends
the definitions of previous models by setting fixed unit bounds on a module’s shape,
aspect ratio, mass, and the force it can apply, among other requirements.[113, 160]
To exhibit the significance of these bounds we consider the following “x-axis to
y-axis” reconfiguration problem. Given a horizontal row of n modules, reconfigure
that collection into a vertical column of n modules. This simple problem, illustrated
in Figure 3.1, provides a worst-case example in that Ω(n) modules must move Ω(n)
module lengths to reach any position in the goal configuration regardless of that goal
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Figure 3.1: The x-axis to y-axis problem: transforming a row of modules into
a column. Our algorithm uses an intermediate step of forming a square.

column’s horizontal placement. Any horizontal positioning of the vertical column
along the initial row configuration is deemed acceptable in our treatment of the
problem given here.
We define the movement time of a reconfiguration problem to be the time taken
for a system of n modules to reconfigure from an initial configuration to a desired goal
configuration. Modules are assumed to be interchangeable so the exact placement of a
given module in the initial or goal configuration is irrelevant. An implicit assumption
in various prior papers on reconfiguring robotic motion planning is that the modules
are permitted only a fixed unit velocity. [113, 160, 250] This assumption is not
essential to the physics of these systems.
For the x-axis to y-axis problem, if only one module in the SR robot is permitted
to move at a given time and with only a fixed unit velocity, a lower bound of Ω(n2 )time is clear. [160] Allowing concurrent movement of modules, a movement time of
O(n) is possible while still keeping all modules connected to the system and keeping
unit velocities. However, we observe that faster reconfiguration is possible if we do
not restrict modules to move at a fixed, uniform pace.
Another major principle that we use, and that has seen use in other reconfiguration algorithms as well [188, 33], is what we refer to as the principle of time reversal.
This principle is simply that executing reconfiguration movements in reverse is al42

ways possible, and they take precisely the same movement time as in the forward
direction. This is, of course, ignoring concerns such as gravity. Otherwise an example
of rolling a ball down a hill would require less time or less force than moving that
ball back up the hill. We ignore gravity and use this principle extensively in the
results presented in this chapter.
Before continuing further, it will be useful to define some notation that we will
use throughout the remainder of this chapter. As given above, let n denote the
number of modules in the SR robot undergoing reconfiguration. In the initial row
configuration of the x-axis to y-axis problem, let the modules be numbered 1, . . . , n
from left to right. Let xi (t) be the x-axis location of module i at time t. Similarly,
let vi (t) and ai (t) be the velocity and acceleration, respectively, of module i at time
t. For simplicity, the analysis in our examples will ignore aspects such as friction
or gravity. The effect is similar to having the reconfiguration take place with ideal
modules while lying flat on a frictionless planar surface.

3.2 The Self-Reconfigurable Kinodynamic Model:
We begin introducing these results by defining our abstract model for SR robot
modules. This model, proposed in a 2006 publication [175], was the first to consider a
set of general constraints on the physical limitations of robot modules for properties
such as volume, shape, aspect ratio, mass, and the force that the module could
generate. It generalizes many of the requirements and properties of reconfigurable
robots and in particular, the properties of the sliding cube model and the expanding
cube hardware design described in the previous Chapter 2 which surveyed many
different hardware designs. Our abstract model explicitly states bounds on physical
properties such as the size, mass, and force exerted for each module. These properties
will be utilized by the algorithms and complexity bounds that later follow. The
requirements of our model are described by the following set of axioms.
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• Each module is assumed to be an object in 3D with either (i) a fixed shape
and size or (ii) a limited set of geometric shapes that it can acquire. In either
case, the module also has a constant bound on its total volume and the aspect
ratio of its shape.
• Each module can latch onto or grip adjacent modules and apply to these neighboring modules a force (or torque if the hardware allows).
• Generally, modules are all connected either directly or indirectly at any time.
• For each module there is a constant bound on its mass.
• There is a constant bound on the magnitude of the force and/or torque that a
module may apply to neighboring modules with which it is in contact.
• The motion of modules is such that they never collide with a velocity above a
fixed constant magnitude.
• For modules in direct contact with each other, the magnitude of the difference
in velocity between these contacting modules is always bounded by a constant.
• Each module, when attached (or latched) to other modules, can dynamically set
the stiffness of the attachment. This is in addition to the ability of the module
to apply contraction/expansion or rotational forces at its specified attachments.
Note on Stiffness: The axiom on the stiffness of the attachments to neighboring
modules is required to ensure that forces (external to the module) are transmitted
through it to neighboring modules. We add this since contraction and/or rotational
forces along a chain of modules can accumulate to amounts more than the unit
maximum applied by any one module, and may need to be transfered from neighbor
to neighbor. Note also that we assume idealized modules that act in synchronized
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movements under centralized control. This reduces analysis difficulties for cases when
many sets of modules operate in parallel.
While the axioms given above state important module requirements, more concrete models are necessary for algorithm design and analysis. The sliding cube model
and the expanding cube hardware design described in the previous section satisfy the
axioms of our abstract model so long as bounds on the physical abilities of modules
are implied. In particular, for these modules the “stiffness” requirement means that
the transmitted forces are translational. The exact use of this will become apparent
in our first 1-dimensional example with expanding cube modules.
Finally, while not used in the results that immediately follow, we note two other
useful abilities for physical modules: the ability to push and the ability to tunnel.
The ability to push requires one module exerting enough force to push a second
module in front of it while sliding along a surface in a straight line. The tunneling
ability would allow modules to transition through the interior of a lattice structure
in addition to moving along external surfaces.
To exhibit the significance of this axiomatic approach, in 2006 we showed significantly improved reconfiguration times for a representative case called the “x-axis to
y-axis” problem [175]. We will first build up to the problem by considering reconfiguration movements along a 1D line before showing results for the full 2D “x-axis to
y-axis” problem.

3.3 x-axis to y-axis: 1D Force Analysis
All analysis of movement planning in this set of results is based on the physical
limitations of individual modules stated in the last section. Given this abstract
model, we can now make use of the elementary equations of Newtonian physics
governing the modules’ movement in space and time. For these equations we use the
notation first mentioned in Section 3.1. Let xi (t) be the distance traveled by object
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i during movement time t. Similarly, let vi (t) be its velocity after time t. Finally,
given an object i with mass mi , let Fi be the net force applied to that object and
ai be the resulting constant acceleration. Although the relevant equations are basic,
we state them here so that they can be referred to again later:

F i = m i ai

(3.1)

1
xi (t) = xi (0) + vi (0)t + ai t2
2

(3.2)

vi (t) = vi (0) + ai t .

(3.3)

In the first equation we get that a net force of Fi is required to move an object
with mass mi at a constant acceleration with magnitude ai . In the second equation,
an object’s location xi (t) after traveling for a time t is given by it’s initial position
xi (0), it’s initial velocity vi (0) multiplied by the time, and a function of a constant
acceleration ai and the time traveled squared. Similarly, the third equation gives
the velocity after time t, vi (t), to be the initial velocity vi (0) plus the constant
acceleration ai multiplied by the time traveled.
All modules in the examples that follow are assumed to have unit mass m = 1
and sides with unit length 1. Our algorithms all require 2 stages of motion: one
stage to begin motion and a second stage to slow it and ensure zero final velocity.
So, we assume that each module is capable of producing a unit amount of force, 1,
once for each stage. This still keeps within the constant-bounded force requirement
of our abstract model. For an expanding cube module this unit force is capable of
contracting or expanding it in unit time while pulling or pushing one neighbor module. Note that using this to define a “unit” amount of time is a somewhat arbitrary
decision intended to give us a simple baseline to work with. It is unimportant if
we had instead chosen as our unit the amount of time for the unit force to actually
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push/pull 1, 2, or 7 neighboring modules. The important aspect is simply that the
number of neighbors which can be moved by a unit (constant bounded) force in unit
(constant bounded) time is bounded by some constant, be that 1, 2, 7, etc. With
any such constant bound the asymptotic results of this chapter will hold.
Also, since the module has unit mass, by equation (1) we get a bound on its
acceleration a ≤ 1 given the force applied in just a single motion stage. Again, all
concerns for friction or gravity (or a detailed description of physical materials to
ensure the proper stiffness of modules) are ignored to simplify calculations.
Before tackling the x-axis to y-axis reconfiguration problem, we first begin by
analyzing a simpler 1-dimensional case which we will refer to as the Point Mass
Contraction problem. Here a row of n point masses will contract from a total length
of n units, to a length of n/2. Although these point masses are not connected and do
not grip each other, they otherwise satisfy the axioms of our model. After showing
√
this reconfiguration to take O( n) movement time, we will show that same result
holds for a case with expanding-cube style modules instead of point masses. This
1-dimensional contraction case, which we refer to as the Squeeze problem, will be a
recursive step in our algorithm for the x-axis to y-axis reconfiguration problem.
We assume the initial configuration consists of an even number n of point masses
arranged in a row on the x-axis, each initially having 0 velocity. For i = 1, . . . , n the
ith point initially at time t = 0 has x-coordinate xi (0) = i−(n+1)/2. We assume each
point has unit mass and can move in the x-direction with acceleration magnitude
upper bounded by 1. For simplicity, we assume no friction nor any gravitational
forces. Our goal configuration at the final time T is the point masses arranged in a
row on the x-axis, each with 0 final velocity, such that each point mass is a distance
1/2 from the next point mass in the x-axis direction. So, for i = 1, . . . , n the ith
point at the final time T has x-coordinate
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xi (T ) =

xi (0)
i
n+1
= −
.
2
2
4

To summarize, this means that the “0” value along the x-axis is located at the
middle of this row of point masses and during movement all point masses will move
inwards toward that “0” x-axis coordinate location. To differentiate notation, we’ll
use parentheses to denote a function of time, such as xi (t), and square brackets to
denote order of operations, such as 2 ∗ [3 − 1] = 4. Furthermore, we require that
the velocity difference between consecutive points is at most 1, and that consecutive
points never get closer than a distance of 1/2 from each other. Given this, our goal is
to find the minimal possible movement time duration from the initial configuration
at time 0 to final configuration at time T .

Lemma 3.3.1. The Point Mass Contraction problem requires at most total move√
ment time T = n − 1.
Proof: Fix T =

√

n − 1. For each point mass i = 1, . . . , n at time t, for 0 ≤ t ≤ T ,

let xi (t) be the x-coordinate of the ith point mass at time t and let vi (t), ai (t) be
its velocity and acceleration, respectively, in the x-direction (our algorithm for this
Point Mass Contraction Problem will provide velocity and acceleration only in the
x-direction).
For i = 1, . . . , n the ith point mass needs to move from initial x-coordinate
xi (0) = i − (n + 1)/2, starting with initial velocity vi (0) = 0, to final x-coordinate
xi (T ) = xi (0)/2 = i/2 − (n + 1)/4 ending with final velocity vi (T ) = 0. To ensure
the velocity at the final time is 0, during the first half of the movement time the ith
point mass will be accelerated by an amount αi in the intended direction, and then
during the second half of the movement time the ith point mass will accelerate by
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−αi (in the reverse of the intended direction). For i = 1, . . . , n, set that acceleration
as:

αi =

n + 1 − 2i
.
n−1

Note that the maximum acceleration bound is unit, since |αi | ≤ 1, satisfying
the requirement of our abstract model. During the first half of the movement time
t, for 0 ≤ t ≤ T /2, by equations (3) and (2) we get that the velocity at time t is
vi (t) = vi (0) + αi t which implies vi (t) = αi t and the x-coordinate is given by:

xi (t) = xi (0) + vi (0)t +
xi (t) = i −

αi 2
t
2

n + 1 αi 2
+ t .
2
2

At the midway point T /2, this gives the ith point mass velocity vi (T /2) = αi T /2
and x-coordinate

 2
n + 1 αi T
xi (T /2) = i −
+
2
2 2
xi (T /2) = i −

n + 1 ai T 2
+
.
2
8

During the second half of the movement time t, for T /2 < t ≤ T , we will set the
ith point mass acceleration at time t to be ai (t) = −αi . By equation (3) we get that
the velocity at time t during the second half of the movement time is
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T
vi (t) = vi (T /2) − αi t −
2
 


T
T
vi (t) = αi
− αi t −
2
2
vi (t) = αi [T − t] .
and the x-coordinate given by equation (2) is



2
T
αi
T
xi (t) = xi (T /2) + vi (T /2) t −
−
t−
2
2
2


n + 1 αi T 2
xi (t) = i −
+
2
8





2
T
αi
T
αi T
t−
−
t−
.
+
2
2
2
2
This implies that at the final time T , the ith point mass acceleration has velocity
vi (T ) = αi (T − T ) = 0 and x-coordinate



n + 1 αi T 2
xi (T ) = i −
+
2
8



2
αi T
T
αi
T
+
T−
−
T−
2
2
2
2


n + 1 αi T 2
αi T 2 αi T 2
xi (T ) = i −
+
+
−
2
8
4
8
xi (T ) = i −

n + 1 αi T 2
+
.
2
4

Recalling that we initially set αi =

n+1−2i
n−1
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and T =

√

n − 1 we get:

xi (T ) = i −

n + 1 n + 1 − 2i
+
2
4

xi (T ) =

n+1
i
−
2
4

xi (T ) =

xi (0)
.
2

So we get that xi (T ) = xi (0)/2 as required. Moreover, the time any consecutive
points are closest is the final time T , and at that time they are distance 1/2 from
each other, as required in the specification of the problem.
It is easy to verify that the velocity difference between consecutive point masses
i and i + 1 is maximized at time T /2, and at that time the magnitude of the velocity
difference is

|vi (T /2) − vi+1 (T /2)| = |αi − αi+1 |T /2
√
2
n−1
≤
n−1
2
≤ 1
as required in the specification of the problem. Thus, we have shown it possible to
√
complete this problem in time T = n − 1 while still satisfying the axioms of our
abstract model (excluding connectivity and gripping). 2

The Squeeze Problem With this result proved for the Point Mass Contraction
problem, the same reconfiguration using expanding cube modules can be solved by
directly applying Lemma 3.3.1. We refer to this reconfiguration task as the Squeeze
problem and define it as follows. Assume an even number of n modules, numbered
i = 1, . . . , n from left to right as before. Keeping the modules connected as a single
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Figure 3.2: The Squeeze problem: Expanding cube modules in (a), each of
length 1, contract to each have length 1/2 and form the configuration in (b).

row, our goal is to contract the modules from each having length 1 to each having
length 1/2 for some unit length in the x-axis direction. This reconfiguration task is
shown in Figure 3.2. Given the bounds on the module’s physical properties required
by our abstract model, the goal is to perform this reconfiguration in the minimum
possible movement time T .
Similarly, we define the Reverse Squeeze problem as the operation that undoes
the first reconfiguration. Given a connected row of n contracted modules, each with
length 1/2 in the x-axis direction, expand those modules to each have length 1 while
keeping the system connected as a single row. Since this problem is exactly the
reverse of the original Squeeze problem, steps for an algorithm solving the Squeeze
problem can be run in reverse order to solve the Reverse Squeeze problem in the
same movement time with the same amount of force.
As with the Point Mass Contraction problem, all modules will be moving inward
toward the center of the row. This may seem to require that at least 1 module
be somehow fixed to an immovable surface and thus might require a very strong
force to do so as the number of modules grows large. However, this requirement is
lessened considerably when we note that the inertia of the modules themselves, and
the symmetry in their reconfiguration movements, will naturally help keep the overall
center of mass of the system in a fixed location. This would then cause all modules
to move toward the center of the row when contracting. If we assume ideal modules
with frictionless reconfiguration then no fixture to an immovable surface is required,
while any departure from this ideal form would require a small connection force to
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keep the overall center of mass of the system exactly fixed in place. Regardless, this
is a small issue as our emphasis is on initial and final forms of the configurations and
not their exact placements relative to each other.
We first perform the force analysis for the case of solving the Squeeze problem. At
the initial time t = 0 cube i’s center x-coordinate has location xi (0) = i − (n + 1)/2.
Recall that each cube is assumed to have unit mass 1, can grip its adjoining cubes,
and can exert expanding or contracting forces against those neighbors. Furthermore,
a unit upper bound is assumed on the magnitude of this force, which as stated earlier
also causes an acceleration bound ai ≤ 1 for all modules. We wish to contract the
center x-coordinates of the modules from location xi (0) to xi (0)/2 = i/2 − [n + 1]/4
as before in the contraction example with point masses. Again, we wish to find the
minimum possible movement time for contraction from the initial configuration at
time 0 to the goal configuration at time T .

Lemma 3.3.2. The Squeeze problem requires at most total movement time T =
√
n − 1.
Proof: For each cube i = 1, . . . , n at time t for 0 ≤ t ≤ T let xi (t) be the xcoordinate of the center point of the ith cube and let vi (t) be its velocity in the
x-direction. (Our algorithm for this Squeeze problem will provide velocity only in
the x-direction.)
In the Squeeze problem, there will be an expansion/contraction force applied
by each ith cube to its neighbors that are located just before and just after it on
the x-axis. These consecutive neighbors are assumed to be gripped together. Let
αi = [n + 1 − 2i]/[n − 1] be the acceleration of each module i just as defined in the
Point Mass Contraction problem.
During the first half of the movement time t, for 0 ≤ t ≤ T /2, the ith cube
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will be subjected to external force Fi,L (t) =

Pj=i−1

aj (t) from its left neighbor (the
P
i − 1th cube) and will be subjected to external force Fi,R (t) = j=n
j=i+1 aj (t) from its
j=1

right neighbor (the i + 1th cube). During this time, we let the ith cube apply the
additional contraction force ai (t) = αi . This will result in the constant acceleration
of the center of the ith cube by αi .
During the second half of the movement time t, for T /2 < t ≤ T , the ith cube
P
will be subjected to external force Fi,L (t) = j=i−1
−aj (t) from its left neighbor and
j=1
P
will be subjected to external force Fi,R (t) = j=n
j=i+1 −aj (t) from its right neighbor.
During this time we will let the ith cube apply the additional force ai (t) = −αi . This
will result in the constant deceleration of the center of cube i by −αi .
The above sums describing forces Fi,L (t) and Fi,R (t) are due to the accumulation
of the forces (the individual mass of each cube is unit, so each contributed force is just
the jth cube’s acceleration) along the chain of cubes (to the left or right, respectively)
of the ith cube. Note that the model’s axiom on allowed specification of stiffness of
the attachments to neighbors of a module is required to ensure forces (external to
the module) are transmitted between neighbors of the module. (For example, during
the middle time phases of the Squeeze algorithm, the middle two modules indexed
n/2 and n/2 + 1 can each only apply a unit maximum force between each other, but
there is an accumulated force transmitted between them of a constant times n.) For
our Squeeze algorithm, this is immediate since the accumulated forces Fi,L (t) and
Fi,R (t) are precisely known for each ith module.
P
It is useful to observe that j=n
j=1 aj (t) = 0 due to the definition of the aj (t) (that
is, the center of the overall system does not change x-coordinates). This implies
that at all times the total sum of forces involving the ith cube — including both
external forces as well as forces providing acceleration of the mass of the ith cube —
P
is balanced: Fi,L (t) + Fi,R (t) + ai (t) = j=n
j=1 aj (t) = 0.
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In summary, the resulting acceleration of the center point of the ith cube is
ai (t) = αi for 0 ≤ t ≤ T /2 and is ai (t) = −αi for T /2 < t < T . Hence, we have
made the center of each cube translate in the x-axis on a trajectory exactly the same
as the ith point mass of our solution to the Point Mass Contraction Problem. That
way, we satisfy the required movement restrictions of the Squeeze Problem. That is,
for i = 1, . . . , n the center of the ith cube will move from the initial x-coordinate
xi (0) = i − [n + 1]/2 starting with initial velocity vi (0) = 0 to final x-coordinate
xi (T ) = xi (0)/2 = i/2 − [n + 1]/4 and ending with final velocity vi (T ) = 0. 2
√
Given that the above problem requires at most T = n − 1 time to be solved,
we get the same result for the Reverse Squeeze problem.

Corollary 3.3.3. The Reverse Squeeze problem requires at most movement time
√
T = n − 1.
Note that all of the operations performed in solving the Squeeze problem can be
done in reverse. The forces and resulting accelerations used to contract modules can
be performed in reverse to expand modules that were previously contracted. Thus,
we can reverse the above Squeeze algorithm in order to solve the Reverse Squeeze
problem in exactly the same movement time as the original Squeeze problem. (Note:
Although the forces are reversed in the Reverse Squeeze problem, the stiffness settings
remain the same. It is important to observe that without these stiff attachments
between neighboring modules, the accumulated expansion forces would make the
entire assembly fly apart.)

3.4 x-axis to y-axis: 2D Reconfiguration
The above analysis of the 1-dimensional Squeeze problem has laid the groundwork
for reconfiguration in 2 dimensions. This includes the x-axis to y-axis reconfiguration
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Figure 3.3: Confined Cubes Swapping: Expanding cube modules contracting
vertically (a - c), then expanding horizontally (d - f ). Here the scrunched arrow
represents contraction and the multi-piece arrow denotes expansion.

problem which we will provide an algorithm for at the end of this section. We build
to that result by first looking at a simpler example of 2-dimensional reconfiguration
that will serve as an intermediate step in our final algorithm. We continue to use
the same expanding cube model here as was used in the previous section.
In that previous section a connected row of an even number of n expanding cube
modules was contracted from each module having length 1 in the x-axis direction to
each having length 1/2. We now begin with that contracted row and reconfigure it
into two stacked rows of n/2 contracted modules. Modules begin with
by height dimensions and then finish with 1 ×

1
2

1
2

× 1 width

dimensions. This allows pairs of

adjacent modules to rotate positions within a bounded 1 × 1 unit dimension square.
We denote this reconfiguration task as the confined cubes swapping problem.
The process that we use to achieve reconfiguration is shown in Figure 3.3. We
begin with a row of modules, each with dimension

1
2

× 1. Here motion occurs in

two parts. First, “fix” the bottom edge of odd numbered modules so that edge
does not move. Do the same for the top edge of even numbered modules. Then
contract all modules in the y direction from length 1 to length 1/2. Note that to
achieve this no external connection is used to “fix” the edges in place, but instead
two counterbalancing forces are required: (1) a force within each module to contract
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it, and (2) sliding forces between adjacent modules in the row to keep the required
top/bottom edges in fixed locations as described earlier. This process creates the
“checkered” configuration in part (c) of Figure 3.3.
Something worth clarifying here is that when saying that we “fix” the locations
of the top or bottom edges of certain modules, this is only an aide to help the reader
conceptually understand the intended reconfiguration movements. In fact, there is
no external connection that keeps the location of these edges fixed, as is visually
apparent in part (c) of Figure 3.3. The catch is that the edges of these modules will
keep fixed locations, not by some external connection, but by a perfect balancing of
the contracting force of each module and the sliding forces between adjacent module
(as mentioned in the last paragraph). When dealing with ideal modules, the intended
edges exactly keep their fixed locations. In actual, imperfect reconfiguration these
edges would likely stay in nearly the same locations, but would waver a bit during
reconfiguration.
We can then reverse the process, but execute it in the x direction instead, to
expand the modules in the x direction and create 2 stacked rows of modules, each
with dimension 1× 21 . Note that requiring certain edges to stay in fixed locations had
an important byproduct. This results in pairs of adjacent modules moving within
the same 1 × 1 square at all times during reconfiguration. This also means that the
bounding box of the entire row does not change as it reconfigures into 2 rows. This
trait will be of great significance when this reconfiguration is executed in parallel on
an initial configuration of several stacked rows.
Again, number modules i = 1, . . . , n from left to right and assume modules have
unit mass 1, can grip each other, and can apply contraction, expansion and sliding
forces. In this problem each module will exert a unit amount of force twice: once
for a contraction reconfiguration stage – going from part (a) to part (c) in Figure
3.3 – and once for an expansion reconfiguration stage – going from part (c) to part
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(f) in the same figure. Having two stages will double our running time, but will still
meet our abstract model’s requirements. Finally, concerns for gravity or friction are
again ignored for the sake of simplicity. Given these bounds, our goal is to find the
minimum reconfiguration time for this confined cubes swapping problem.

Lemma 3.4.1. The confined cubes swapping problem described above requires T =
O(1) movement time for reconfiguration.
Proof: First consider the step of transforming the single row of modules into the
intermediate “checkered” configuration. In this step all forces and movement occur
in the y-axis direction. Let the number of modules n be even. From the initial row
configuration let the even numbered cubes i = 2, . . . , n be the modules that contract
upwards while the odd numbered cubes i = 1, . . . , n − 1 are contracted downwards.
As stated above, we wish to begin reconfiguration by keeping fixed the location
of top edges of even numbered (upward) modules. We also want to fix the location
of bottom edges of odd (downward) modules. This is done by having sliding forces
between adjacent modules to balance out contraction forces. By definition an expanding cube module can exert enough force to contract from length 1 to length 1/2
in O(1) movement time using a unit amount of force while beginning and ending
with zero velocity. To also allow for sliding forces, let 1/4th of each module’s force
go toward contracting it while the other 3/4 of its force capability is left available to
generate sliding force.
A constant fraction of the original force still permits contraction to occur in
O(1) time. Specifically, if a force of 1 caused contraction in time T = 1 then from
our equations in Section 3.3 we conclude that a force of 1/4 permits contraction in
√
time T = 4 = 2. Thus, set T = 2 as the movement time for this contraction
reconfiguration step.
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Since the contraction motions were suitably created by applying the constant
fraction 1/4 of the original force, we focus now on the sliding motions by looking
at the even numbered (upward) modules. In the initial configuration, even and odd
modules have their centers at the same y coordinate. In the checkered configuration,
even modules’ centers have a y coordinate a distance of 1/2 above the odd modules’
center coordinates. This is created by even modules’ centers moving up 1/4 unit
distance and odd modules’ centers moving down 1/4 unit. Alternatively, we can
think of it as the even modules’ centers moving 1/2 unit distance relative to the odd
modules’ centers. We focus on this relative separation between the center points
of upward and downward moving modules to simplify our analysis. To create this
motion let each module i = 1, . . . , n − 1 apply a force of 1/4 to each of its connection
boundaries in the proper direction to create sliding motion.
Given these force applications, the resulting force applied to each upward moving
(even) module i = 2, 4, . . . , n − 2 comes from 2 such boundaries and a total force
of [1/4 + 1/4] + [1/4 + 1/4] = 1. The exception is module n that has only 1 such
boundary and so only a force of 1/4 contributed from its lone neighbor. This matter
is resolved by module n applying all of its available force of 3/4. Now all upward
moving modules have a force of 1 applied to them.
With unit masses for each of the modules, from equation (1) in Section 3.3 we get
that a force of 1 will generate an acceleration of 1. Yet, as in previous examples we
first need an acceleration in the direction of movement, then a reverse acceleration
in the opposite direction to ensure a final velocity of 0. Splitting the force evenly
between 2 stages, we will have accelerations with magnitude 1/2. Let y(t) denote
an upward moving module’s position relative to its neighboring downward moving
modules, while v(t) and a(t) denote its velocity and acceleration, respectively. In the
first stage, during 0 ≤ t ≤ T /2, a(t) = 1/2, and during T /2 < t ≤ T , a(t) = -1/2.
We require only 3 such values y(t), v(t), and a(t) because in this idealized model all
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modules will be moving in unison.
The equations describing this motion are the same as those found during the
work of Section 3.3. At the final time T the final velocity is given by v(T ) =
a(0)[T − T ] = 0 as desired. The final position is given by y(T ) = a(0)T 2 /4 = [1/2] ∗
[4/4] = 1/2 exactly as desired. Finally, we know that the velocity difference between
adjacent modules never exceeded a constant bound because velocities themselves
never exceeded a constant bound in this movement. Also, note that forces in this
system are balanced with the contracting modules absorbing the sliding motion just
described to result in the entire system keeping the same bounding box throughout
reconfiguration as is visually apparent in Figure 3.3.
For the second reconfiguration step, we perform the reverse of the contraction
operation just described. The only difference is instead of the modules expanding
in the y-axis direction, they do so in the x-axis direction. By the principle of time
reversal described in the Section 3.1 this operation can be done in exactly the same
amount of time and using the same amount of force as the prior operation (and
forces are balanced in the same way). Thus we also get that this step takes time
T=2, thereby completing the confined cubes swapping problem in O(1) total time. 2

Extending this analysis, we now consider the case of an m × n array of normal,
unit-dimension modules. That is, we have m rows with n modules each. We wish
to transform this into a 2m ×

n
2

array configuration. All of the same bounds on the

physical properties of modules hold and gravity and friction are still ignored. Once
more we wish to find the minimum movement time T for this reconfiguration.

Lemma 3.4.2. Reconfiguring from an m × n array of unit-dimension modules to an
√
√
array of 2m × n2 unit-dimension modules takes O( m + n) movement time.
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Figure 3.4: Reconfiguring an array of modules: Horizontal contraction from
stage a to b. Vertical expansion from state e to f . Note that the dimensions of the
array remain unchanged through stages b - e as that is the confined cubes swapping
subproblem.

Proof: Assign to the modules array coordinates (i, j) for being in row i and column j, counting from the bottom and from the left of the array, respectively. Let
x(i,j) (t) and y(i,j) (t) denote the x and y coordinates of module (i, j)’s center at time t.
x
(t) and ax(i,j) (t) give the velocity and acceleration, respectively,
Furthermore, let v(i,j)
y
of module (i, j) at time t in the x direction. Let v(i,j)
(t) and ay(i,j) (t) do the same

in the y direction. This reconfiguration problem will be completed in three stages,
all of which have already been analyzed: the Squeeze problem, the confined cubes
swapping problem, and the Reverse Squeeze problem.
In the first motion stage – state (a) to state (b) in Figure 3.4 – all m rows
contract from length n to length n/2 in time T1 . Note that this reconfiguration
is just the Squeeze problem from Section 3.3, but now with several rows executing
that same step simultaneously. All motion and forces occur in the x direction and
the location of module (i, j) is described by x(i,j) (0) = j − [n + 1]/2 and x(i,j) (T1 ) =
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x(i,j) (0)/2 = j/2−[n+1]/4. Since forces and motion only occur along individual rows
(ignoring shearing) we treat each row individually and find the same reconfiguration
problem as was solved in the Squeeze problem. Solving in the same way, we first
x
accelerate for 0 ≤ t ≤ T1 /2 and decelerate for T1 /2 ≤ t ≤ T1 we set α(i,j)
=

n+1−2j
n−1

as the magnitude of that acceleration. As previously found, this leads to a final
x
x
velocity of v(i,j)
(T1 ) = α(i,j)
(T1 − T1 ) = 0 and a final x coordinate of x(i,j) (T1 ) =
√
x
x
j − n+1
+ [α(i,j)
[T1 ]2 ]/4. With our stated values for α(i,j)
, setting T1 = n − 1 gives
2

x(i,j) (T1 ) = j/2 − [n + 1]/4 = x(i,j) (0)/2 as desired. All forces are balanced and unit
bound requirements are met just as during our analysis of the Squeeze problem.
For the second stage of motion, pairs of modules along each row independently
and simultaneously solve the confined cubes swapping problem. This reconfiguration
is shown in the changes from state (b) to state (e) in Figure 3.4. Let the contraction
motion take place from T1 < t ≤ T2 and the expansion motion take place during
T2 < t ≤ T3 . Let modules in even numbered columns move upward while modules
in odd numbered columns move downward. Initially, y(i,j) (T1 ) = i − [m + 1]/2 for all
modules. For even numbered modules, if i ≤ m/2 then y(i,j) (T2 ) = i−[m+1]/2−1/4
and if i > m/2 then y(i,j) (T2 ) = i − [m + 1]/2 + 1/4. This is because all of these
modules move upward, but our location for y = 0 is through the middle of the module
array. For odd numbered modules if i ≤ m/2 then y(i,j) (T2 ) = i − [m + 1]/2 + 1/4
and if i > m/2 then y(i,j) (T2 ) = i − [m + 1]/2 − 1/4.
The shift in horizontal locations during the expansion stage of this instance of the
confined cubes swapping problem is similar. For modules formerly in even numbered
columns with j ≤ n/2 we have x(i,j) (T2 ) = j/2 − [n + 1]/4 and x(i,j) (T3 ) = j/2 − [n +
1]/4 + 1/4 while for columns with j > n/2 it is x(i,j) (T3 ) = j/2 − [n + 1]/4 − 1/4.
For modules formerly in odd numbered columns it is the opposite: if j ≤ n/2 then
x(i,j) (T3 ) = j/2 − [n + 1]/4 − 1/4 and if j > n/2 then x(i,j) (T3 ) = j/2 − [n + 1]/4 + 1/4.
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This is because even numbered modules expand to the left while the odd numbered
modules under them expand to the right. Note that by the analysis of the confined
cubes swapping problem this stage takes time T3 − T1 = O(1). Alternatively, we can
just note that every modules moves only O(1) distance and so O(1) movement time
is to be expected.
Now, from time T3 to T4 we need to perform the Reverse Squeeze problem and
expand the modules in the vertical direction – state (e) to state (f) in Figure 5. The
difficulty is that the number of rows has now doubled as modules from even numbered
columns moved on top of modules from odd numbered columns. So, for each module
(i, j) from an even numbered column, assign it a new row number k = 2i. For each
module (i, j) from an odd numbered column, assign it k = 2i − 1. Now, let yk (t)
be the vertical location of a module in row k. At time t = T3 we have yk (T3 ) =
k/2 − [2m + 1]/4. After expansion, we wish to have yk (T4 ) = k − [2m + 1]/2. This
is exactly the Reverse Squeeze problem. So, we can again complete the expansion
in to movement stages, one to accelerate and one to decelerate. It can be verified
√
that this can be completed in time T4 − T3 = 2m − 1 (and by the principle of time
reversal, this should be expected).
√
Thus we have completed the reconfiguration task in 3 stages taking n − 1, O(1),
√
and 2m − 1 time, respectively. Thus, we have that the total time for reconfigura√
√
tion is O( m + n). 2

The reconfiguration problem just analyzed may now be used iteratively to solve
the x-axis to y-axis reconfiguration problem that was posed at the start of this
chapter. Note that a row of n modules can be viewed as a 1 × n array, which by the
√
previous lemma would take O( n) movement time to reconfigure into two stacked
rows of n/2 modules each. By continuing to apply our module array reconfiguration
step, we double the height and halve the width of our array each time until we are
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left with a single vertical column of n modules.
This process will take O(log2 n) such steps, and so there would seem to be a danger
of the reconfiguration problem requiring an extra lg2 n factor in its movement time.
This is avoided because far less time is required to reconfigure arrays in intermediate
√
√
steps. Note that the O( m + n) time bound will be dominated by the larger of
the two values m and n. For the first b(lg2 n)/2c steps the larger value will be the
√
√
number of columns n, until an array of b nc × d ne dimensions is reached. In the
√
√
next step a d ne × b nc array of modules is created, and from that point on we
have more rows than columns and the time bound is dominated by m.
The key aspect is that the movement time for each reconfiguration step is decreased by half from the time we begin until we reach an intermediate array of
√
√
dimensions about n × n. By the principle of time reversal it should take us the
√
√
same amount of movement time to go from a single row of n modules to an n × n
cube as it does to go from that cube to a single column of n modules. This tactic is
now used in our analysis to find the minimum reconfiguration time for the x-axis to
y-axis problem.

Lemma 3.4.3. The x-axis to y-axis reconfiguration problem can be completed in
√
movement time O( n).
Proof: For simplicity, let n be even and let n = p2 for some integer p > 0. Let r(i)
and c(i) be the number of rows and columns, respectively, in the module system after
i reconfiguration steps. From the previous Lemma 3.4.2 in this section we have that
a single step of reconfiguring an m × n array of modules into a 2m × n2 array requires
√
√
time O( m + n). Initially, assuming a large initial row length, then c(0) = n,
√
n  1, and the reconfiguration step takes O( n) time. For subsequent steps we
still have c(i)  r(i), but c(1) = n/2, c(2) = n/4, etc. while r(1) = 2, r(2) = 4,
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etc. In general c(i) = n/2i and r(i) = 2i . Eventually, we get c(i0 ) = r(i0 ) =

√

n at

i0 = (lg2 n)/2. Up until that point the time for each reconfiguration stage i + 1 is
p
O( c(i)). So, the total reconfiguration time to that point is given by the following
summation.

(lg2 n)/2

X p
c(i) =
i=0

(lg2 n)/2 r

X
i=0

∞
√ X
≤
n
i=0



n
2i
1
√
2

i

√
n
√
=
1 − (1/ 2)
√
= O( n) .
Thus we have that reconfiguration from the initial row of n modules to the inter√
√
√
mediate n × n square configuration takes O( n) movement time. Reconfiguring
from this cube to the goal configuration is just the reverse operation: we are simply
creating a “vertical row” now instead of a horizontal one. This reverse operation will
then take the exact same movement time using the same amounts of force as the
√
original operation, so it too takes O( n) movement time. Thus, we have that while
satisfying the requirements of our abstract model the x-axis to y-axis problem takes
√
O( n) movement time. 2

In the proof just given we assumed that the number of modules n was both even
and the square of some integer (n = p2 for some integer p > 0). This simplified
√
the calculations above, but it was not necessary to achieve the O( n) movement
time bound. One problem that could come up in a non-ideal case is if we have
an intermediate configuration with an odd number of columns. Our reconfiguration
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Figure 3.5: Sliding Cube Reconfiguration: A demonstration of how the same
x-axis to y-axis reconfiguration could be executed for another style of module design.

sub-step required an even number of columns so that adjacent modules along each
row can pair up and rearrange so that they are stacked vertically instead. During
reconfiguration, whenever we have an odd number or columns we can simply leave
the column at one end unchanged and only reconfigure the remaining rows as normal.
The question then is what does this do to the running time of the algorithm?
We can see that at each stage where an odd number of columns is encountered, the
reconfiguration movement time can be no greater than if we had one more column
to make an even number. Thus, the total movement time of reconfiguring this nonideal number of modules n must be bounded by the time to reconfigure the next
largest power of 2. That is, the time to reconfigure m modules where m ≥ n and
m = 2p for the smallest possible integer p. In choosing the smallest possible value
for p we also get that 2p−1 < n ≤ 2p = m. Hence, m ≤ 2n and therefore if it
√
takes O( m) time to reconfigure that larger, ideal number of modules then we have:
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√
√
√
O( m) = O( 2n) = O( n).
Finally, it is also worth noting that although we chose the sliding cube module
design as an example hardware system for the proofs in this chapter, our results
are not limited to this design only. Figure 3.5 gives a visual aide to what the same
reconfiguration process would look like if it were instead implemented by fixed-size
modules matching the sliding cube model of Rus et al.[113] This abstract model
was mentioned in Chapter 2 and is referenced because it encapsulates many of the
properties common to lattice style self-reconfigurable module designs. One possible
extension needed to match the algorithmic intuition shown in Figure 3.5 is that we
require modules to remain attached to multiple neighbors while reconfiguring, a requirement that some hardware designs may not match. Also, for our reconfiguration
algorithm modules will either need to make a tricky corner transition or could operate with multiple modules forming a base, meta-module unit as has been investigated
in other related work.[250, 26, 43]

3.5 x-axis to y-axis: Lower Bounds
In Section 3.3 we showed that the 1-dimensional Point Mass Contraction Problem,
reconfiguring a row of n point masses with unit separation to have 1/2 distance sep√
aration, could be solved in time T = n − 1. We now show a matching lower bound
for this problem. Again, the same assumptions about the physical properties of the
point masses are held and concerns for friction or gravity are ignored.

Lemma 3.5.1. The Point Mass Contraction Problem requires at least total move√
ment time T = n − 1.
Proof: Consider the movement of the 1st point mass which needs to move from initial
x-coordinate x1 (0) = 1 − [n + 1]/2 = 1/2 − n/2 starting with initial velocity v1 (0) = 0
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to final x-coordinate x1 (T ) = x1 (0)/2 = 1/4 − n/4 and ending with final velocity
v1 (T ) = 0. The total distance this point mass needs to travel is x1 (T ) − x1 (0) =
[n − 1]/4.
Taking into consideration the constraint that the final velocity is to be 0, it is
easy to verify that the time-optimal trajectory for point mass i = 1 is an acceleration of 1 in the positive x-direction from time 0 to time T /2, followed by a reverse
acceleration of the same magnitude in the negative x-direction. The total distance
traversed in each of the two stages is at most [a1 /2]t2 = 1 ∗ [T /2]2 /2. So, the total
distance traversed by the 1st point mass is at most [T /2]2 = T 2 /4 which needs to be
√
[n − 1]/4. Hence, T 2 /4 ≥ [n − 1]/4 and so T ≥ n − 1. 2

Hence, we have shown:

Theorem 3.5.2. The lower and upper bound for the total movement time for the
√
Point Mass Contraction Problem is exactly T = n − 1.
As in Section 3.3, we can use an extension of this lower bound argument to prove
the following lemma.

√
Lemma 3.5.3. The Squeeze problem requires total movement time Ω( n).
Proof: Consider the movement of the first n/c cubes i = 1, 2, . . . , n/c. Let c be
a real number strictly larger than 2. For i = 1, . . . , n the center of cube i needs
to move distance |xi (0) − xi (T )| = |[n + 1]/4 − i/2| from the initial x-coordinate
xi (0) = i − [n + 1]/2 starting with initial velocity vi (0) = 0 to final x-coordinate
xi (T ) = xi (0)/2 = i/2 − [n + 1]/4 and ending with final velocity vi (T ) = 0. Note
that this distance is at least
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for the first n/c cubes (those with indices from 1 to bn/cc) and the last n/c cubes
(those with indices from n − dn/ce+1 to n). This is a total of at least n1 = 2[n/c − 1]
cubes. The total force applied by all n cubes is at most n, since by assumption each
has a force magnitude upper bound 1.
Hence, since they have unit masses, the average acceleration (at their center
points) applied to each of these n1 = 2[n/c − 1] cubes can be at most n/n1 =
c/[2[1 − c/n]] ≈ c/2. Thus, at least one of these cubes (say the ith cube) has average
acceleration at most ai ≈ c/2. But the ith cube needs to traverse a distance of at
least | [n + 1]/4 − i/2 | ≥ n[1/4 − 1/[2c]] + 1/4.
Moreover, the ith cube must start and end with 0 velocity, so it is easy to verify
that the time-optimal trajectory for its center point has an acceleration of at most
ai ≈ c/2 in the positive x-axis direction from time 0 to T /2, followed by a reverse
direction acceleration of the same magnitude but in the negative x-axis direction.
The total distance traversed in each of the two stages is at most ai t2 /2 =
[c/2][T /2]2 /2, so the total distance traversed by the center of the ith cube is at
most [c/2][T /2]2 = cT 2 /8 which needs to be ≥ n[1/4 − 1/[2c]] + 1/4. Thus,
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√
T = Ω( n) . 2
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Hence, we have also shown:

Theorem 3.5.4. The total movement time for the Squeeze problem is both upper
√
and lower bounded by Θ( n).
By the same argument, we can also get a bound on the x-axis to y-axis problem.

Corollary 3.5.5. The x-axis to y-axis reconfiguration problem requires total move√
ment time Ω( n).
Proof: Given the initial row configuration and the goal column configuration, pick
the end of the row farthest away from the goal column configuration’s horizontal
placement. Select the n/c cubes at this end of the row, for some real number greater
than 2. Among these n/c cubes we can again find some ith cube that must have an
acceleration at most ai ≈ c/2 and that it must travel a distance ≥ n[1/4−1/[2c]]+1/4.
√
This again leads to the movement time being bounded as T = Ω( n). 2

3.6 Summary
In this chapter we have presented a novel abstract model for self-recongurable (SR)
robots that provides a basis for kinodynamic motion planning for these robots. Our
model explicitly requires that SR robot modules have unit bounds on their size, mass,
magnitude of force or torque they can apply, and the relative velocity between directly
connected modules. The model allows for feasible physical implementations and
permits the use of basic laws of physics to derive improved reconguration algorithms
and lower bounds.
Here we have focused on a simple and basic reconguration problem. Our main
results were tight upper and lower bounds for the movement time for this problem.
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Our recursive Squeeze algorithm recongures a horizontal row of n modules into a
√
vertical column in O( n)-time. This result significantly improves on the running
time of previous reconguration algorithms. Our algorithm satisfies the restrictions
imposed by our abstract model and we also show that it is kinodynamically optimal
given the assumptions of that model.
While carefully using the forces produced by modules, our analysis ignored forces
caused by gravity and friction. While incorporating full analysis of these forces is
an important topic for future work, we did not immediately find a simple characterization to include them and still preserve the pure elegance of the results presented
here. For another issue, the algorithm given was a centralized planner and only
solved a simple example to demonstrate how faster reconfiguration algorithms were
possible. Yet the multipart nature of SR robots makes distributed algorithms a
necessity. Extending our lower-bound analysis to more complex analysis, and developing distributed algorithms to match those bounds, are possible topics for future
work.
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4
Optimal Kinodynamic Motion
Planning for 2D Reconfiguration

This chapter follows in the same vein as the previous one, now reviewing our second
major contribution to the self-reconfigurable robotics field. Using similar techniques
to those described in the last chapter, we were able to develop an algorithm for general reconfiguration between any two distinct, 2D connected configurations of n SR
√
robot modules that achieve this reconfiguration within O( n) movement time. This
matched the asymptotic lower bound that had been shown in the earlier paper [175].
Assuming that the initial and final configuration are both set along the x-y plane,
this reconfiguration was achieved through a three-stage process using the z-axis dimension as workspace.

Organization of this Chapter This chapter begins with an overview of the problem being solved and a rough outline of our approach to that problem in Section
4.1. Next, in Section 4.2 the problem considered in this chapter is more rigorously
defined and the notation that will be used in the remainder of this chapter is given.
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In Section 4.3 we transform a general, connected 2D configuration of modules into
a 2D configuration with a known Hamiltonian Cycle through its modules, doing so
in O(1) movement time. Then, in Section 4.4 that Hamiltonian Cycle is used to
allow reconfiguration into the z-axis column intermediate stage. All of these recon√
figurations will be shown to require only O( n) movement time in total, and thus
general reconfiguration between connected 2D configurations will be completed in
this asymptotic bound. We conclude in Section 5.11 with a summary of the results
presented here along with thoughts on further work that could extend those results.

4.1 Introduction
√
We will now present an O( n) movement time algorithm for reconfiguration between
general, connected 2D configurations of modules. Our algorithm accomplishes this
by transforming any 2D configuration into a vertical column in a third dimension
√
in O( n) movement time. By the Principle of Time Reversal mentioned in [175],
we may then reconfigure from that vertical column to any other 2D configuration in
the same movement time. Thus, we have an algorithm for reconfiguration between
general 2D configurations by going through this intermediate column state.
We begin with a general, connected 2D configuration in the x/y-axis plane, with
the z-axis dimension used as our workspace. The configuration is represented as a
graph with a node for each module and an edge between nodes in the graph for pairs
of modules that are directly connected. The robot modules are then reconfigured
in O(1) movement time so that they remain in the x/y-axis plane, but a Hamiltonian Cycle (a cycle that visits each module exactly once) is formed through the
corresponding graph and is known.
Using this cycle we create a Hamiltonian Path which may be reconfigured in
√
O( n) movement time so that each module has a unique location in the z-axis
direction. It is in this stage that our kinodynamic formulation of the problem is nec73

essary to achieve the desired movement time bound. Finally, in two further stages all
√
modules will be condensed to the same x-axis location and y-axis location in O( n)
movement time. This forms the intermediate configuration of a z-axis column of
modules. Then, by reversing this process we can reach any 2D connected config√
uration, completing a O( n) movement time algorithm for general reconfiguration
between 2D arrangements.

4.2 Notation and Problem Formulation
Bounds and Equations We assume that each module has unit mass, unit length
sides, and can move with acceleration magnitude upper bounded by 1. This acceleration is created by exerting a unit-bounded force on neighboring modules so that
one module slides relative to its neighbors. Each module in any initial configuration
begins with 0 velocity in all directions. We also assume that each module may exert
force to contract itself from unit length sides to 1/2 unit length or expand up to 3
units in length in any axis direction in O(1) time. These assumptions match the
abstract module requirements first stated in our 2006 paper [175]. Friction and gravitational forces are ignored. Our analysis will again make use of the same physics
equations, copied here from Section 3.3 just as a reminder:

F i = m i ai

(4.1)

1
xi (t) = xi (0) + vi (0)t + ai t2
2

(4.2)

vi (t) = vi (0) + ai t .

(4.3)

In these equations Fi is force applied to a module i having mass mi and acceleration ai . Similarly, xi (t) and vi (t) are module i’s position and velocity after moving
for time t.
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Problem Formulation Define the coordinate location of a module in a given axis
direction as being the smallest global coordinate of any point on that module. This
must be the location of some face of the module since all modules are assumed
to be rectangles with faces aligned with the 3 coordinate axes. Let A and B be
two connected configurations, each of n modules with each module having a z-axis
coordinate of 0 and unit-length dimensions. Let at least one module δ in A and
one module β in B have the same coordinate location. The desired operation is
reconfiguration from A to B while satisfying the requirements of the abstract model
given previously in Section 3.2.

4.3 Creating a Hamiltonian Cycle
We begin to lay the groundwork for our algorithm by first showing that a Hamiltonian Cycle may be formed through a collection of modules in a general, connected 2D
configuration along the x/y-axis plane. We consider this configuration as a graph,
with the modules represented as nodes and connections between touching, neighboring modules represented as edges in the graph. First a spanning tree for this graph
will be found. Then the modules will be reconfigured to form a Hamiltonian Cycle
through them that essentially traces around the original spanning tree.
4.3.1

Finding a Spanning Tree

To facilitate the creation of such a cycle, we will form a spanning tree by alternating
stages of adding rows and stages of adding columns of modules to the tree. We later
show how this method of creating a spanning tree is useful. We define a connected row
of modules as a row of modules i = 1, . . . , k each having the same y-axis coordinate
and with face-to-face connections between adjacent modules i and i + 1 along that
row. A connected column is defined in the same way as a connected row, but with
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each module having the same x-axis coordinate. An endpoint module has only one
adjacent neighbor in the spanning tree.
Define a free module as one that has not yet been added to the spanning tree.
Consider a case where we have a partially formed spanning tree T and a given
module p that has been added to T . Let the free-connected row about p be the
longest possible connected row of modules which includes p and is composed only of
modules, other than p, that are free. Similarly, the free-connected column about p is
the longest possible connected column of modules which includes p and is composed
only of free modules (with p possibly not free). These definitions are used in the
algorithm below and examples are given in Figure 4.1.
CREATE SPANNING TREE(Module m)
Input: A module m in the 2D configuration.
Output: A spanning tree of all configuration modules.
Initialize: Add m to spanning tree T .
Add m to queue R.
Add m to queue C.
While:
Repeat:

R is nonempty or C is nonempty.
For-each module x in R
Remove x from queue R.
For-each module y in x’s free-connected row
Add y to tree T as part of that row.
Add y to queue C.
End-for-each
End-for-each
For-each module x in C
Remove x from queue C.
For-each y in x’s free-connected column
Add y to tree T as part of that column.
Add y to queue R.
End-for-each
End-for-each

The algorithm above simply adds modules to the spanning tree through alter76

nating stages of adding free-connected rows and columns of modules. The For-each
loops are executed synchronously so rows and columns are added one at a time (i.e.
no time overlap). The fact that we add these synchronously and that we alternate
between row stages and column stages will be used in later proofs.

Spanning Tree Property 1: If two modules a and b have a face-to-face connection,
the same y-axis (x-axis) coordinate, and were each added to the spanning tree as part
of rows (columns), then a and b were added as part of the same free-connected row
(column).

An example run of this tree creation algorithm is given in the top row of pictures
in Figure 4.1. The bottom row of pictures shows how the spanning tree may be
converted to a double-stranded spanning tree, which will soon be discussed.

Lemma 1: The algorithm described above finds a spanning tree through a given 2D
connected configuration along the x/y plane and satisfies Spanning Tree Property 1.

Proof: To prove that a spanning tree is formed we must show that all modules are
added to the tree and that no cycles are created. First, consider a case where the
algorithm for creating the spanning tree has finished, but one or more modules have
not been added to the spanning tree. Since the given 2D configuration is assumed
to be connected, there must be some module q in the group, not yet added to the
spanning tree, that has a face-to-face connection to another module d which has been
added to the spanning tree.
Yet, in this case q would be a part of either module d’s free connected row or its
free connected column. So q would have been added to the spanning tree when d
was added or in the next stage when the free connected row or column about d was
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added. Hence, we cannot have that the algorithm has finished and module q is not
a part of the spanning tree. Thus, all modules must be part of the spanning tree.
Furthermore, with the exception of the first module added to the tree (module
p0 ) modules are added to the spanning tree through either a free connected column
or a free connected row. Then each module m has at most one ‘parent’ module in the
spanning tree: the module preceding m along the row or column with which m was
added. Hence, no cycles are formed and a complete spanning tree has been created.
Also, each module is added to the spanning tree exactly once and is considered for
inclusion in the spanning tree at most 4 times (once when each of its 4 possible neighbors are added). Thus, the algorithm terminates and, from a centralized controller
viewpoint, it takes O(n) computation time.
Finally, to prove that Spanning Tree Property 1 holds, consider two modules a
and b that were added to the spanning tree from different rows r1 and r2 , respectively,
but share a face-to-face connection and have the same y-axis coordinate. Since rows
are added synchronously one at a time, either r1 or r2 was added first. Without loss
of generality let it be r1 . Then at the time that module a was added as part of r1 ,
module b would have been free. Thus, module b would have been included in r1 , the
same free-connected row as module a, instead of r2 . Thus, Spanning Tree Property
1 holds for rows. A matching argument for columns also holds (replacing rows r1
and r2 with columns c1 and c2 and letting a and b have the same x-axis coordinate
instead of the same y-axis coordinate). Thus, Spanning Tree Property 1 holds for
both rows and columns. 2
4.3.2

Doubling the Spanning Tree

With a spanning tree through our given 2D configuration now found, we may focus on
turning that into a Hamiltonian Cycle. A basic step for this is to divide the modules
along the spanning tree into adjacent pairs of modules. We then reconfigure each
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Figure 4.1: Top Row: Creating a spanning tree by successive rows and columns.
Bottom Row: Transforming into a double-stranded spanning tree.

of these pairs of consecutive 1 × 1 dimension modules along that spanning tree into
1
×2
2

dimension modules that run parallel to each other in the direction of the original

spanning tree. An example is shown in the 3 pictures along the bottom row of Figure
4.1.
This reconfiguration is done so that each pair of modules maintains the same 1×2
length dimension bounding box around those modules. So, all such reconfigurations
may be done locally and simultaneously in two stages. Using two stages allows
alternating pairs of modules to be kept stationary so that the overall configuration
does not become disconnected. At all times adjacent modules along the spanning
tree will share at least a corner connection from the 2D ‘bird’s eye’ view (which is
really an edge connection since each module has a 3D rectilinear shape).
The effect of this reconfiguration is to transform our original tree into a “doublestranded” spanning tree. That is, a spanning tree which has two parallel sets of
modules along each edge of the tree, but with single modules still permitted at the
endpoints of the tree. This allows traversal of the tree by using one module from
each pair to travel ‘down’ a tree branch, and the other module in the pair to travel
back ‘up’ the branch. Further reconfiguration work will transform this intuition into
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an actual Hamiltonian Cycle.

Lemma 2: Given the spanning tree T formed in Lemma 1, the modules in that tree
may be paired such that the only modules remaining single are endpoint modules in
that tree.

Proof: Consider some row of modules labeled i = 1, . . . , k such that module i is
adjacent to module i + 1 in the row, and modules i = 1 and i = k are the endpoints.
Along this row, we may pair up module i = 1 with i = 2, module i = 3 with i = 4,
and so on down the line. In this way if k is even, then all modules are paired and
if k is odd then module i = k is the only module left single at it is an endpoint of
this row. A matching pairing scheme can be done for a column of modules labeled
i = 1, . . . , k with the endpoint module k again being the only possible module left
single.
We are now prepared to pair the modules from an entire spanning tree T created
by the algorithm considered in Lemma 1. Since that spanning tree was formed by
repeatedly adding free connected rows and columns to the tree, we will use the
methods described above to pair modules along those rows or columns as they are
added to the tree. Recall that T was formed by first adding a single module p0 to
that tree and adding p0 to both data structures R and C. We then formed the entire
tree by alternating between two types of stages. One stage took all modules in R
and added to the tree the free connected rows about the modules from R. The other
stage took modules out of C and added their free connected columns to the spanning
tree.
Consider a given free connected row or column, with modules labeled i = 1, . . . , k
just added to tree T . For this row or column to be added, there must have been
some module along the row i = p, that was already added to the tree (so that this
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is p’s free connected row or column). Assume p 6= k, switching the order in which
modules were labeled if necessary. If module p is still single, then pair the modules
along the entire line of modules i = 1, . . . , k using the methods previously described.
Module k is then the only module possibly left single. If k is left single, and if it
is not an endpoint of the entire spanning tree, then either the free connected row
or free connected column about k will later be added to the spanning tree. At that
time, we can see that module k will be paired just as module p was paired above.
The case that remains is that if module p was previously paired before we add to
the spanning tree the free connected column or row about p. In that case consider
the line of modules i = 1, . . . , p − 1 and for just that group pair the modules together
so that module i = 1 is the only one possibly left single. If it is, and it is not an
endpoint of the overall spanning tree, then we know from above that it will later
be paired. Now, repeat this step for pairing modules along the line i = p + 1, . . . , k
such that module k is the only one possibly left single. Again, if k is left single and
is not an endpoint of the entire spanning tree then we know from above that it will
later be paired. Since all modules were added to the spanning tree by this method,
we have that the entire set of modules are arranged into pairs such that the only
modules that are possibly left single are the endpoints of the overall spanning tree. 2

Now that we have the modules in our spanning tree paired together, the next
step is to reconfigure those pairs so that the desired double-stranded spanning tree is
formed. This reconfiguration and its proof are similar to the confined cubes swapping
problem which was previously introduced in Section 3.4.

Lemma 3: Consider a row of n modules in the x/y plane, labeled i = 1, . . . , n
along the row, each having unit length dimensions. Each pair of adjacent modules
along the row may be reconfigured in O(1) movement time so that each has 1/2 × 2
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unit dimensions in the x/y plane while maintaining the same 1 × 2 unit dimension
bounding box around each pair in that plane throughout reconfiguration.

Proof: First consider the step of transforming this row of modules into an intermediate “checkered” configuration. In this step all forces and movement occur in the
y-axis direction. Let the number of modules n be even. From the initial row configuration let the even numbered modules i = 2, . . . , n be the modules that contract
upwards while the odd numbered modules i = 1, . . . , n−1 are contracted downwards.
As stated above, we wish to begin reconfiguration by keeping fixed the location
of top edges of even numbered (upward) modules. We also want to fix the location
of bottom edges of odd (downward) modules. This is done by having sliding forces
between adjacent modules to balance out contraction forces. By the definition given
in Section 4.2 each module can exert enough force to contract from length 1 to length
1/2 in O(1) movement time using a unit amount of force while beginning and ending
with zero velocity. To also allow for sliding forces, let 1/4th of each module’s force
go toward contracting it while the other 3/4 of its force capability is left available to
generate sliding force.
A constant fraction of the original force still permits contraction to occur in O(1)
time. Specifically, if a force of 1 caused contraction in time T = 1 then from our
equations in Section 4.2 we conclude that a force of 1/4 permits contraction in time
√
T = 4 = 2. Thus, set T = 2 as the movement time for reconfiguration. Since
the contraction motions were suitably created by applying the constant fraction 1/4
of the original force, we focus now on the sliding motions by looking at the even
numbered (upward) modules.
In the initial configuration, even and odd modules have their centers at the same y
coordinate. In the checkered configuration, even modules’ centers have a y coordinate
a distance of 1/2 above the odd modules’ center coordinates. This is created by even
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modules’ centers moving up 1/4 unit distance and odd modules’ centers moving
down 1/4 unit. Alternatively, we can think of it as the even modules’ centers moving
1/2 unit distance relative to the odd modules’ centers. We focus on this relative
separation between the center points of upward and downward moving modules to
simplify our analysis. To create this motion let each module i = 1, . . . , n − 1 apply
a force of 1/4 to each of its connection boundaries in the proper direction to create
sliding motion.
Given these force applications, the resulting force applied to each upward moving
(even) module i = 2, 4, . . . , n − 2 comes from 2 such boundaries and a total force of
(1/4 + 1/4) + (1/4 + 1/4) = 1. The exception is module n that has only 1 such
boundary and so only a force of 1/4 contributed from its lone neighbor. This matter
is resolved by module n applying all of its available force of 3/4. Now all upward
moving modules have a force of 1 applied to them.
With unit masses for each of the modules, from equation (1) in Section 4.2 we get
that a force of 1 will generate an acceleration of 1. Yet, we require an acceleration
in the direction of movement, then a reverse acceleration in the opposite direction
to ensure a final velocity of 0 for each module. Splitting the force evenly between 2
stages, we will have accelerations with magnitude 1/2. Let y(t) denote an upward
moving module’s position relative to its neighboring downward moving modules,
while v(t) and a(t) denote its velocity and acceleration, respectively. In the first
stage, during 0 ≤ t ≤ T /2, a(t) = 1/2, and during T /2 < t ≤ T , a(t) = -1/2. We
require only 3 such values y(t), v(t), and a(t) for each time t because in this idealized
model all modules will be moving in unison.
At the final time T the final velocity is given by v(T ) = 1/2(T − T ) = 0 as
desired. The final position is given by y(T ) = a(0)T 2 /4 = (1/2)∗(4/4) = 1/2 exactly
as desired. Finally, we know that the velocity difference between adjacent modules
never exceeded a constant bound because velocities themselves never exceeded a
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constant bound in this movement. Also, note that forces in this system are balanced
with the contracting modules absorbing the sliding motion just described to result
in the entire system keeping the same bounding box throughout reconfiguration.
For the second reconfiguration step, we perform the reverse of the contraction
operation just described. The only difference is instead of the modules expanding in
the y-axis direction, they do so in the x-axis direction and modules are now expanding
from length 1 to length 2.
By the principle of time reversal mentioned in Section 4.1 and earlier in Section
3.1 this operation can be done in exactly the same amount of time and using the
same amount of force as the prior operation (and forces are balanced in the same
way). Thus we also get that this step takes O(1) time, thereby completing the confined cubes swapping problem in O(1) total time. 2

With the reconfiguration step proven for a single row, we may now state that the
entire double-stranded spanning tree may be formed in O(1) movement time.

Lemma 4: Given the spanning tree formed in Lemma 1, and the pairing of modules along that tree given in Lemma 2, that spanning tree may be reconfigured into a
double-stranded spanning tree in O(1) movement time.

Proof: The proof for Lemma 3 showed that a single row of unit-dimension modules
could be reconfigured into a “double-stranded row” in O(1) movement time. That
proof was general and also works for a similar reconfiguration of a column of unitdimension modules. Thus, we may reconfigure an entire spanning tree of modules as
desired in two stages.
In the first stage, all modules in the spanning tree that were paired along rows
will simultaneously be reconfigured into double-stranded rows. This is possible as
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each pair of modules never exceeds its initial bounding box and will always have a
portion of some module in the pair available to remain connected to the remaining
SR robot configuration. Now, in the second stage all modules that were paired along
columns in the spanning tree are simultaneously reconfigured into double-stranded
columns. In combination, the two stages reconfigure the entire system into a doublestranded spanning tree. Since each stage required only O(1) movement time, the
entire reconfiguration has been completed in O(1) movement time. 2

4.3.3

Forming a Hamiltonian Cycle

With the lemmas above we have shown that any connected, 2D
configuration of modules may be reconfigured into a doublestranded (DS) spanning tree in O(1) movement time. The next
step is to form a Hamiltonian Cycle. Note that a single DS
module pair, or a module left single, trivially forms a “local”
cycle of 2 or 1 module, respectively. Thus, all that remains is
to merge local cycles that are adjacent along the DS spanning
tree. This will form a Hamiltonian Cycle that effectively traces

Figure
4.2:
Neighbors:
The
6 possible locations for neighbors
adjacent
to
a
double-stranded
module pair.

around the original tree.
Single modules only occur at the endpoints of the spanning tree. So, we only
have 2 types of adjacent local cycle merge cases to consider: (1) DS module pair
adjacent to another DS pair, and (2) DS pair adjacent to a single module. Thus,
it is sufficient to consider these merge cases from the viewpoint of a given DS pair.
Figure 2 illustrates an example DS pair and the 6 possible locations, A-F, of adjacent
local cycles. These 6 neighbor locations have 2 types: (1) at the endpoint of the DS
pair (locations A and D) and (2) along the side of the DS pair (B, C, E, and F).
Since the original spanning tree was made with straight rows and columns, adja85

cent DS pairs along the tree will typically form straight lines or make perpendicular
row-column connections. The lone exception is a short row-column-row or columnrow-column sequence where the middle section is only 2 modules long. This can
sometimes cause adjacent DS pairs that are parallel but slightly offset. An example
of this situation, which we refer to as the kink case, occurred in the example in Figure
4.1 (modules 1,2,3 and 4). Later it is also shown more clearly in Figure 4.4.
We now have only 5 types of local cycle merges to handle: (1) pair-single merge
at the end of the pair, (2) pair-pair merge at the end of each pair, (3) pair-single
merge at the side of the pair, (4) pair-pair merge at the side of 1 pair and end of the
other pair, and (5) pair-pair merge at the side of each pair (kink case). A given DS
pair must be able to simultaneously merge with all neighboring local cycles adjacent
to it along the DS spanning tree. In order to merge adjacent cycles, there needs to
be sufficient face-to-face module connections between the 2 cycles to allow one cycle
to be “inserted” into the other cycle. In the 2D viewpoint of this chapter’s figures,
this means shared edges between modules rather than just a shared point. We now
present 5 reconfiguration rules for handling all 5 cases as well as 4 further rules for
resolving potential conflicts between the first 5 rules. Typically, a rule first shows the
cycles to be merged and then shows the reconfigured modules after their cycles have
been merged in O(1) movement time. In the following descriptions, a module’s length
refers to its longest dimension and a module’s width refers to its shortest dimension
in the x/y-plane.

Rules 1, 2: The leftmost two pictures of Figure 4.3 show examples of merge types
1 and 2: neighbors at the ends of the DS pair. No reconfiguration of the modules
is necessary as the adjacent modules already share sufficient edges to allow cycle
merges. Thus, no conflict can arise between multiple applications of rules 1 and 2.
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Figure 4.3: (1,2): Adjacent neighbors occurring at ‘endpoint’ locations A or D.
(3,4): Adjacent neighbors occurring at ‘side’ locations B, C, F, or E.

Rules 3, 4: In Figure 4.3 rules are also given for handling merge types 3 and 4.
The two middle pictures in Figure 4.3 show how to insert a single module into a
DS pair while the two rightmost pictures show how to insert another DS pair. In
reconfigurations for this rule modules travel O(1) distance and do not exceed the
original bounding boxes of the modules shown. Thus, reconfiguration takes O(1)
movement time and does not interfere with other modules in the system. Note that
rules 3 and 4 may simultaneously be applied at each of the four possible side locations
along this DS pair without conflict.
The only possible conflict occurs with the module end that was extended in rule
4, when this same module end is also faced with another rule 4 application along its
side (a rule 3 application at this same side location is not a problem). This second
rule would require the module end to contract, creating a direct conflict with the first
rule. In this case the conflicted module does contract and the void it was supposed
to extend and fill will be handled later by reconfiguration rule 8.

Rule 5: In Figure 4.4 we present a reconfiguration rule for handling the last type
of local cycle merge, the type 5 ‘kink case’. Dark blue modules are those adjacent
to each other along the kink case. Light red modules are from a different part of the
spanning tree not directly connected to any of the blue modules. In this example
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Figure 4.4: Rule 5: Double-stranded module pairs occurring in a ‘kink’ case.

the blue modules were added in a left-to-right, row-column-row order sequence. We
now prove two small properties about this kink case arrangement.

Proposition 1: The green square labeled “open” is not occupied by any module in
the original 2D configuration.

Proof: Since the blue modules in this kink case were added to the original spanning
tree in a left-to-right order, modules w and x were added first as part of a left-to-right
row (before r and s were added). If the green square were occupied by some module
g then it would have been added either as part of a row or part of a column. If
added as part of a row then by Spanning Tree Property 1 module g would be part of
the same row as modules w and x and thus would be added before modules r and s.
Yet, in this case in the next part of the sequence for creating the kink case, modules
r and s would have been added as parts of different columns and therefore could not
have been paired together as shown.
So, if module g exists it must have been added to the spanning tree as part of a
column. In this case, the column would have to be added before modules w and x
were added as part of a row. Otherwise module g would be part of that row instead.
Yet, this means that module s would have been part of the same column. Thus,
modules r and s could not have been paired together as shown and follow modules
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w and x as part of a left-to-right kink case. Thus, module g could not have been
added as part of a column and hence could not exist. Thus, the green square must
be unoccupied. 2

Proposition 2: The red ‘question mark’ square, if occupied by a ‘red’ module, must
have been added to the spanning tree as part of a column and must not have a neighbor to its left adjacent to it in the spanning tree.

Proof: Let the supposed red module be labeled m. If m was not yet added to the
spanning tree when the middle ‘column’ portion of the kink creation sequence was
executed then m would have been added as a column adjacent to module w. This
would make m an adjacent ‘blue’ module instead of a non-adjacent ‘red’ module.
Thus, m must have been added as part of a row or column before the kink case’s
column portion was added. If m was added within a row before the column portion
of the kink case, then modules r and s would have been part of the same row and
the kink would not have formed as shown. Thus, m could not be part of a row and
so must be part of a column.
Now consider the portion of the spanning tree occurring just before module w in
the kink case. If w’s parent in the tree were below it, then w would have been added
as part of a column. Then, by Spanning Tree Property 1 since modules w and m
would both have been added as part of columns, they must have been added as part
of the same column. This contradicts our assumption that module m is not adjacent
to any blue module in the spanning tree. Since module m must have been added
as part of a column — if m exists — then module w must have been added as part
of a row. Thus, if the red question mark square is occupied by a red module, then
picture 5.0 is correct and picture 5.1 depicts a situation that did not occur.
If m were added as part of a column before modules w or x were added as part of
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a row, then module w would have been part of the same column as m and the kink
case would not have formed. Thus, m must have been added as part of a column
after the bottom row of the kink case but before its column portion is added. In
this case, any ’red’ module to m’s left would have been added as part of a row and
added after m’s column (otherwise m would be part of the row instead). Yet, this
row addition would necessarily come after the kink case’s column is added. So any
module to m’s left would have been added as part of a column adjacent to the blue
module below it. Thus, such a module would be a ’blue’ module and would not be
adjacent to module m in the spanning tree. Therefore, red module m, if it exists,
must have been added as part of a column and does not have a neighbor to its left
adjacent to it in the spanning tree. 2

These properties allow rule 5 to work. The green square in the bottom-right
corner is open, so module s can expand into that space. If the upper-left corner
(question mark space m) is filled by a blue module, by rules 3 and 4 it will first be
inserted to the left of module w and will not be a problem. Otherwise that corner is
filled by a red module which may be pushed upwards as shown in picture 5.3.
Only two minor issues remain: (1) rule case 4 requires a module with width 1/2 to
extend its length and fill a void, but modules w and s in the kink case have width 1,
and (2) module s expands its width into an open space below it, but what if another
module from a different kink case also expands into that space? These conflicts are
handled by rules 6 and 7.

Rule 6: Figure 4.5 gives a reconfiguration rule for handling one of the possible
conflicts caused by the previous kink case. In all pictures shown the green square
marked “open” must be unoccupied. If the kink case in Figure 4.5 (modules r, s, t
and u) was formed right-to-left then by Proposition 1 that green square must have
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Figure 4.5: Rule 6: Correcting a conflict between a rule 4 and a rule 5 case.

been unoccupied for the kink case to form. Otherwise the kink case is formed leftto-right. Consider if some module m did occupy the green space. Module m cannot
be part of a row because by Spanning Tree Property 1 it would be part of the same
row as modules t and u, preventing the kink case from forming.
The only remaining possibility is that module m was added to the tree as part of
a column. This column must have been added after the bottom row of the kink case.
Otherwise either module r or s would have been part of that column and not part
of the kink case shown. Thus, r and s are added to the tree before any module in
the green space (module m). Yet, then in the same stage when r and s are added as
part a row (left-to-right), module m would have been added as part of a row along
with modules t and u (left-to-right) since the column to its left was added before
modules r and s. Again, this prevents the kink case from forming and so is not
possible. Hence, the green square must be unoccupied in all pictures shown. If we
only have blue modules (all adjacent along the spanning tree) then reconfiguration
may proceed as in 6.1.
The only other conflict from combining the kink case with rule 4 is shown in
Figure 4.5, picture 6.2, and is handled by either 6.2a or 6.2b. In this arrangement,
the conflict occurs if we require DS pair (w, x) to be adjacent to DS pair (y, z) in
the spanning tree. It is not important that these module pairs be adjacent, just that
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each module pair be attached to the tree at exactly one location. So, the tactic used
is split and steal: break apart adjacent DS pairs and add one pair, along with its
subtree, to a different portion of the spanning tree. First, consider the case where
pair (w, x) is the parent of pair (y, z) (i.e. (w, x) precedes (y, z) in the DS tree). In
this case split off pair (y, z) and insert it into the ‘blue’ portion of the spanning tree
as shown in picture 6.2a.
In the opposite scenario, pair (y, z) is the parent of pair (w, x). In this case, the
blue kink case must have been formed from right to left. Note that if the kink case
was formed from left to right, modules p and q would have been added as part of a
column. Yet, since pair (y, z) is the parent of pair (w, x), modules y and z would
have been added as part of a column. By Spanning Tree Property 1, this means that
y, z, p, and q would have to be part of the same column. This is not the case as
shown in picture 6.2. Therefore, the kink case must have been formed right to left
and pair (r, s) must be the parent of pair (p, q). Thus, we can split off pair (p, q) and
add it to the red portion of the spanning tree as shown in 6.2b.
In both 6.2a and 6.2b, the DS module pair chosen to
move to a new location was the child pair rather than the
parent. Therefore, when the parent and child are split,
the parent can stay at its old location. Meanwhile, the
child pair may be successfully added to its new location
or may be stolen by some third spanning tree location.
In this way, regardless of how it is used, no conflicts will
arise from multiple applications of Rule 6. From this
point forward the rules will necessarily continue to inFigure 4.6: Rule 7:
crease in complexity in order to handle the conflicts be- Correcting a conflict between two rule 5 cases.
tween the earlier, simpler rules we designed.
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Rule 7: Within Figure 4.6, the picture of a module arrangement that is labeled
“7.0” depicts a case where two different kink cases will attempt to expand into the
same open space. The module arrangement labeled 7.1 depicts the resulting collision.
To resolve this conflict, consider the case where module pair (p, q) is the parent of
pair (y, z). In this case we can, once again, apply the “split and steal” tactic and
join module pair (y, z) to the blue portion of the spanning tree. Figures 7.2 and 7.3
depict how this can happen depending on whether module y has a neighbor to its left
in the blue question mark area shown in picture 7.3. Alternatively, if module pair
(a, b) was the parent of pair (w, x), then the same reconfiguration could be applied
to add module pair (w, x) to the red portion of the spanning tree instead. If neither
case occurs, then pair (y, z) is the parent of pair (p, q), and pair (w, x) is the parent
of pair (a, b). In this case, we can add modules y, z, p, and q to the blue portion of
the spanning tree as shown in picture 7.4 within Figure 4.6.

Rule 8: In Figure 4.9 rules are given to resolve a conflict between two simultaneous
rule 4 applications. The initial state of this module arrangement is given with the
blue modules in picture 8.0. The green squares labeled A and B are given simply
to label the two important spaces beneath module z. For example, if space A is
occupied by any blue module — one directly adjacent either to pair (w, x) or pair
(y, z) on the spanning tree — then no reconfiguration is necessary and the cycles
may be merged as shown in picture 8.1. This is true regardless of what type of blue
module occupies space A.
Alternatively, if space A is not occupied by a blue module then this conflict
case can typically be resolved by the reconfigurations shown in the transition from
picture 8.2a to picture 8.2b. Here module z expands downward to make a connection
with module x, but module x also expands upward to meet z. To allow this, w
must contract its width (shortest dimension in x/y-plane) to 1/4 and potentially red
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Figure 4.7: Rule 8: Correcting a conflict between two rule 4 cases.

modules occupying spaces A or B must also contract. Red modules p, q, r and s
represent such a case. Note that r contracts but s does not, leaving the boundary
between the two modules at the same location. Thus, module r maintains any
connections to other modules it previously had (though with smaller area).
The reconfiguration from 8.2a to 8.2b allows red modules in spaces A or B may
contract and maintain prior connections. However, conflicts can occur between two
simultaneous applications of rule 8. In pictures 8.3a and 8.3b a case is shown where
expanding module z must connect not to module x but to another expanding module
c instead. Since modules w and x have unlabeled blue modules above and below in
these pictures they must have been added by a row. Therefore by Spanning Tree
Property 1 there must be an open space between them and any red modules filling
the space between z and c. Because of this, any such red modules are surrounded on
3 sides by a blue module or open space and these red modules can be contracted out
of the way. An example is given with r, s, and the red single module shown. Now
modules z and c can expand until they make contact (a width of 1 for each).
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Two more possible conflicts between rule 8 applications are handled in the transition from picture 8.4a to 8.4b and in going from 8.5a to 8.5b. Here spaces A and B
are partially or completely filled by another module facing a rule 8 application. In
the case where only space B is filled (8.4a/8.4b) then module z can have its length
contracted before expanding its width. A potential connecting module g may then
expand its length to maintain the connection. The corresponding red modules do the
same. In these pictures it can be proven that the green spaced marked “open” are
in fact unoccupied, but the reconfigurations shown work even if these spaces were
occupied. If spaces A and B are both occupied by red modules in a rule 8 case, then
the conflicted modules are stolen to become blue modules just as was done for rule
7. In 8.5a and 8.5b these modules are m and n and we switch both from the red to
the blue portion of the tree to handle the conflict.
With this fix, all possibilities have been checked to ensure
that blue module z can expand downward if needed. The last
remaining problem is that module z must connect to horizontal
DS pair module x as in picture 8.2b. This requires module w
to contract its width so x can expand. A second rule 8 application could require the opposite thing. This case is depicted
in picture 8.6a and the resulting reconfiguration fix is given in Figure 4.8: Rule
Correcting a
8.6b. Note that here modules w and x achieve the required 9:
conflict between two
connections (w to t and x to z) while exceeding their original rule 8 cases or a rule
5 and a rule 8 case.
bounding box by a width of 1/4 unit. Thus, any module previously occupying that space can be pushed out of the way without further conflict
(as with the red module given below x in picture 8.6b). If the blue portion of the
spanning tree in these pictures began in the lower-left corner (either with pair (t, u)
or the vertical blue DS pair next to it) then it can be shown that the green squares
marked “open” must be unoccupied. Again, the reconfigurations shown work with95

out creating further conflicts even if these spaces are filled.

Rule 9: When the modules in rule 8 expand outside their original bounding boxes
any modules in those locations are pushed out of the way without conflict. Rule 9,
depicted in Figure 8, shows that this is true even if those “previous” occupants were
modules that underwent a rule 5 or another rule 8 application. With all potential
conflicts between rules now resolved, we have a complete rule set for transforming
the DS spanning tree into a Hamiltonian Cycle.

Lemma 5: Reconfiguration Rules 1-9 successfully transform a DS spanning tree into
a known Hamiltonian Cycle through the modules in O(1) movement time.

Proof Sketch: A cycle is formed by merging adjacent local cycles. Five types of
merges are needed. Rules 1-5 handle these types. Rules 6-9 resolve any conflicts.
Rules 1-4 are used in unison, then rules 5-9, in O(1) total move time. 2

4.4 Reconfiguration Between Arbitrary 2D Arrangements
In the previous section we showed that any given 2D configuration of modules along
the x/y plane could be reconfigured in O(1) movement time so that a known Hamiltonian Cycle through those modules was formed. Now, given such a 2D Hamiltonian
Cycle, in this section we will show how to transform that into a single column of mod√
ules in the z-axis direction in O( n) movement time. By using this z-axis column
as an intermediate step, we will have the ability to perform general reconfiguration
√
between any 2 configurations of modules along the x/y plane in O( n) movement
time.
Suppose that we have an initial configuration of n modules with unit-length
dimensions in a single row along the x-axis. Let the modules be labeled i = 0, . . . , n
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along this row so that module i has its leftmost edge at x-axis coordinate xi = i.
If zi is used to denote the z-axis coordinate of module i’s bottom face, then each
module initially has zi = 0. Recall that the coordinate of module i along some axis
direction is the lowest global coordinate of any point on i.
Our goal is to reconfigure these n modules, starting at rest, into an x/z-axis
diagonal with length n in each direction and final velocity 0 for each module in all
directions. Note that this may be achieved by moving each module i a distance of
1 unit-length upward in the z-axis direction relative to its adjacent neighbor i − 1.
Module i = 0 is stationary. This reconfiguration will be completed in movement time
√
T = 2 n − 1 while meeting the requirements of the SRK model.
All modules must begin and end with 0 velocity in all directions and remain connected to the overall system throughout reconfiguration. The effects of friction and
gravity are ignored to simplify calculations, though the bottom face of module i = 0
is assumed to be attached to an immovable base to give a foundation for reconfiguration movements.

Lemma 6: An x-axis row of n modules with unit length dimensions in the z-axis,
may be reconfigured into an x/z-axis diagonal with length n in the z-axis direction
√
in total movement time T = 2 n − 1.

Proof: To achieve the desired final configuration we need to move each module
i = 1, . . . , n − 1 a distance of 1 unit length upward in the z-axis direction relative to
its adjacent neighbor module i − 1. Since all modules i = 1, . . . , n − 1 would do this,
module i would move a total distance of i unit lengths, from zi (0) = 0 to zi (T ) = i
√
in total movement time T. Let T = 2 n − 1. We will show that this reconfiguration
may be completed within this movement time.
Each module i = k must lift modules i = k+1, . . . , n−1 as it moves. Each module
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has at most unit mass 1, so each module must move at most a mass of n − 1. Also,
each module may exert at most a unit amount of force F = 1. By physics equation
1 in Section 1, F = ma = 1. Since each module needs to move mass m ≤ n − 1 then
each module is capable of acceleration a = 1/(n − 1). This will be the acceleration
rate used for these modules during reconfiguration.
To move each module i = 1, . . . , n − 1 a unit distance upward while meeting
the requirements of the SRK model we will need two stages of movement. The
first stage will have positive acceleration in the z-axis direction for movement times
0 ≤ t ≤ T /2 to move the modules upward. Then a second stage of equal time
duration, for movement times T /2 < t ≤ T , will have negative acceleration in
the z-axis direction, but the same magnitude, so that each module finishes with
zero velocity. Let α = 1/(n − 1) be the acceleration magnitude for all modules
i = 1, . . . , n − 1 and let d(t), v(t) represent each module’s relative position and
velocity, respectively, in the z-axis at time t. For module i these values are relative
to its adjacent neighbor module i − 1. Separate values for each module are not
needed as the modules are assumed to move in unison. The modules begin with
relative position d(0) = 0 and need to finish with final position d(T ) = 1 to meet our
reconfiguration goals.
From physics equations 2 and 3 in Subsection 4.2 we get that the relative location
and velocity of each module is:
T
T
1 T
1
d( ) = d(0) + v(0) + α[ ]2 = αT 2
2
2
2 2
8
and
T
T
T
v( ) = v(0) + α = α .
2
2
2
Now, using these midpoint values we may find for the final relative positions and
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velocities:
T T
1 T
T
d(T ) = d( ) + v( ) − α[ ]2
2
2 2
2 2
=

1 2 1 2 1 2
αT + αT − αT
8
4
8

=

1 2
αT
4

and
T
T
v(T ) = v( ) − α
2
2
= α

T
T
−α =0 .
2
2

Thus we have shown that each module begins and ends reconfiguration with
zero velocity in the z-axis direction, which was the only direction of motion during
reconfiguration. Also, since we previously set the acceleration magnitude of each
module to be α = 1/[n − 1] and our stated reconfiguration movement time was
√
T = 2 n − 1 then we have that d(T ) = αT 2 /4 = 1. So each module has moved the
desired relative distance of 1. Also, since the modules each had unit length in the
z-axis direction and all began at the same global z-axis coordinate, all modules have
remained connected to the system throughout reconfiguration.
Finally, the maximum relative velocity achieved by any module was at time T /2,
√
v(T /2) = αT /2 = 2 n − 1/[2(n − 1)] < 1. Thus, we have satisfied the requirement that relative velocities between adjacent modules not exceed a constant bound.
Hence, all requirements of the SRK model are satisfied and we have reconfigured the
x-axis row of n modules to the desired x/z-axis diagonal in total movement time
√
T = 2 n − 1. 2
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Corollary 7: Any 2D configuration of modules in the x/y-axis plane with a Hamil√
tonian Path through it may be reconfigured in movement time T = 2 n − 1 such that
each module i = 0, . . . , n − 1 along that path finishes with a unique z-axis coordinate
zi (T ) = i.

Proof: In the reconfiguration proven for Lemma 6, the modules i = 0, . . . , n − 1
began at time t = 0 with their bottom faces at global coordinate zi (0) = 0 and
√
finished at final time t = T = 2 n − 1 with that face at global coordinate zi (T ) = i
for each module i. To accomplish this the modules needed to begin and end with unitlength dimensions in the z-axis direction, but their dimensions in the other directions
were not significant. Also, adjacent modules i − 1 and i only needed to begin with
face-to-face connections and so any Hamiltonian Path through a 2D configuration of
modules having such connections would be sufficient.
Thus, by the same proof as for Lemma 6, any Hamiltonian Path of modules
along the x/y-axis plane, with each module having unit-length dimension in the zaxis and face-to-face connections through the path, may be reconfigured so that each
√
module i has a unique z-axis coordinate zi (T ) = i in movement time T = 2 n − 1. 2

In Section 4.3 we showed that any connected 2D configuration of unit-length
dimension modules along the x/y-axis plane could be reconfigured into a Hamiltonian
Path of those modules in O(1) movement time. From corollary 7 we have shown that
such a Hamiltonian Path may be reconfigured so that each module i = 0, . . . , n − 1
along that path has its own unique z-axis coordinate zi = i. This required movement
√
time T = 2 n − 1 and created a winding stair step or “spiral” of modules. To
reconfigure this new spiral configuration into a z-axis column, all that remains is to
move the modules so that they all have the same x/y-plane coordinates.
Performing this contraction motion for each axis direction is similar to the recon100

figuration proven in Lemma 6. The difference is that here all modules finish with
the same coordinate value rather than begin with the same value. Also, the modules
may have different lengths in the x-axis and y-axis directions as a result of reconfigurations used to create the initial Hamiltonian Path. However, those lengths are
still no less than 1/2 unit and no more that 3 unit lengths and so we may use the
same relative position and velocity analysis as was used in the proof for Lemma 6.
We will first show that all n modules may be reconfigured so that they have
p
the same x-axis coordinate in total movement time T ≤ 4 (n − 1). In particular,
since the bottom module i = 0 is assumed to have its bottom face attached to an
immovable base, all modules will finish with the same x-axis coordinate as module
i = 0. Let the relative x-axis location and velocity of module i at time t be denoted
as xi (t) and vi (t), respectively. These values for module i = 1, . . . , n − 1 are relative
to the module i − 1 directly below module i.
Note that if module i has relative location xi (t) = 0 then at time t module i
has the same x-axis coordinate as module i − 1 below it. Module i = 0 does not
move throughout reconfiguration. Thus, having xi (T ) = 0 for each module i would
give all modules the same global x-axis coordinate. Finally, let a z-axis “spiral”
configuration of n modules be defined as one where for modules i = 0, . . . , n − 1
module i has unit length in the z-axis direction, a z-axis coordinate of zi = i and
has either an edge-to-edge or a face-to-face connection with module i − 1, if i > 0,
and with module i + 1, if i < n − 1. All modules are assumed to begin at rest and
we will show that the desired reconfiguration may be completed in movement time
p
T = 4 (n − 1) while meeting the requirements of the SRK model.

Lemma 8: A z-axis spiral configuration of n modules may be reconfigured in movep
ment time T = 4 (n − 1) such that all modules have final relative x-axis coordinate
xi (T ) = 0.
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Figure 4.9: z-axis Reconfiguration: The left side of the figure shows a 2D
arrangement moving up into a z-axis spiral. In the right side of the figure, this spiral
is then condensed in the x-axis direction to form what looks like a column (any
differences in the y-axis placement of modules cannot be seen).

p
Proof: Set T = 4 (n − 1) to be the movement time for reconfiguration. For this
reconfiguration we seek to have all n modules finish with relative x-axis location
xi (T ) = 0 at final time T . The actual relative distance needed to be traveled differs
for each module. Let xi (0) = di represent the difference between module i’s global
x-axis coordinate and module i − 1’s global x-axis coordinate. This gives the relative
distance that module i must travel along the x-axis direction during reconfiguration.
No movements will occur and no forces will be exerted in any other axis direction.
If module i’s global x-axis coordinate is less than that of module i − 1 then distance
di equals the length of module i in the x-axis direction. If module i’s global x-axis
coordinate is greater than that of module i − 1, then di is negative and its magnitude
equals module i − 1’s length in the x-axis dimension. If modules i and i − 1 have the
same global x-axis coordinate then no relative movement is necessary for module i.
From the proof for Lemma 6 we have that since a given module may have to
pull up to n − 1 module masses as it moves during reconfiguration, each module is
capable of an acceleration magnitude of 1/(n − 1). For module i which must travel
relative distance di , set its acceleration as αi = −di /[4(n − 1)]. Since that distance
di is dependent on the length of some module, and all modules can have length no
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less than 1/2 and no more that 4 unit lengths (really, no more than 3 unit lengths),
we have that |αi | ≤ 1/(n − 1) for all modules i = 0, . . . , n − 1. Since module i = 0
does not move throughout reconfiguration, α0 = 0.
To meet the requirements of the SRK model, we need all modules to finish with
zero final velocity in the x-axis direction. As before, this will be done by having each
module move with acceleration αi for movement time 0 ≤ t ≤ T /2 and acceleration
−αi for movement time T /2 < t ≤ T . We find for the final relative velocity vi (T )
by the same formulas as for v(T ) in the proof of Lemma 6. Namely, vi (T ) = vi (0) +
αi [T /2] − αi [T /2] = 0. The final relative location xi (T ) is also given by the same
equation as for d(T ) in the proof of Lemma 6, but with αi now in place of α.

T
1 T
T
xi ( ) = xi (0) + vi (0) + αi [ ]2
2
2
2 2
1
= di + α i T 2 .
8
This gives a final relative location of:

T
T T
1 T
xi (T ) = xi ( ) + vi ( ) − αi [ ]2
2
2 2
2 2
1
1
1
= di + α i T 2 + α i T 2 − α i T 2
8
4
8
1
= di + α i T 2 .
4
Since we set αi = −di /[4(n − 1)] and T = 4

p
(n − 1) we have that: xi (T ) =

di + 41 αi T 2 = di − di = 0. Thus, each module has finished with zero final velocity
and zero relative location as desired. Also, consider any adjacent pair of neighboring
modules i − 1 and i that had only an edge-to-edge connection between them. Our
relative acceleration of module i was given by the location of these modules relative to
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each other, and the appropriate length of either module i or module i − 1 dependent
on that relative location. By this movement that edge-to-edge connection has been
transformed into a full face-to-face connection with each module having the same
global x-axis coordinate.
For adjacent modules beginning with face-to-face connections no relative movement between them was necessary. So, we have that the all modules have stayed
connected to the overall system throughout reconfiguration. Finally, the maximum
velocity difference between adjacent connected modules i and i−1 is still given by the
relative velocity of module i at the midway point of reconfiguration and is bounded
by a constant factor: vi (T /2) = αi T /2 ≤ 2. Hence, all axioms of the SRK model
have been satisfied. All modules finished with relative location xi (T ) = 0 and have
p
achieved the same global x-axis coordinate in movement time T = 4 (n − 1). 2

From the result just proven, we may conclude that the same reconfiguration may
be taken in the y-axis direction.

Corollary 9: A z-axis spiral configuration of n modules may be reconfigured in
p
movement time T = 4 (n − 1) so that all modules have final relative y-axis coordinate yi (T ) = 0.

Proof: The reconfiguration proven in Lemma 8 has condensed all modules in our
previous “spiral” configuration to all have the same global x-axis coordinate in movep
ment time T = 4 (n − 1). Yet, we could have switched the labels on the x and y
axis and the proof would still hold. Furthermore, since the reconfiguration described
above only changed the x-axis coordinates of the modules, the same reconfiguration
may still be performed now on for the y-axis direction in the same movement time
p
T = 4 (n − 1). This results in all modules having final relative y-axis coordinate
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yi (T ) = 0 (as well as relative x-axis coordinate xi = 0 from earlier reconfigurations).
By a combination of the last three results, we may reconfigure any 2D configuration of n modules in the x/y-axis plane, which has a Hamiltonian Path through
√
it, into a z-axis column in O( n) movement time. The only remaining problem is
that the modules in this column may have different lengths, possibly 1/2, 1, 2, 3/2,
2, 5/2 or 3 unit lengths, in the x-axis or y-axis directions. Yet these modules by
definition may expand or contract in any axis direction from any of these lengths to
any other in O(1) movement time. Since all modules in this column configuration
do have unit-length in the z-axis direction, and have no neighbors in the x or y-axis
directions, then we may assume that all modules may simultaneously reconfigure to
achieve unit-length dimensions in all axis directions in O(1) total movement time.
Thus, in combination with the results of Section 4.3, we are able to reconfigure be√
tween any pair of 2D configurations in O( n) movement time. 2

Theorem: Let A and B be two connected configurations of n modules, with each
module having a z-axis coordinate of 0 and unit-length dimensions. Let modules δ in
A and β in B have the same coordinate location. Reconfiguration from A to B may
√
be completed in O( n) movement time while satisfying the requirements of the SRK
model.

Proof: From Lemma 5 in Section 4.3 we have that the modules in configuration A
may be reconfigured in O(1) movement time so that a Hamiltonian Path is created
through the modules and is known. Let the modules along this path be labeled
i = 0, . . . , n − 1. All modules began with global z-axis coordinate zi = 0. Let the
global coordinates in the other two dimensions be given by setting the location of
module i = 0 as x0 = 0 and y0 = 0 with the coordinates of all other modules defined
by their position relative to module i = 0. Since our reconfiguration algorithm
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actually created a Hamiltonian Cycle to allow for this Hamiltonian Path, we may
choose any module in A to be module i = 0. Thus, let the previously described
module δ in configuration A be labeled i = 0.
The connections between adjacent modules i and i + 1 along this path are faceto-face connections. Given this Hamiltonian Path, from Corollary 7 we have that
√
these modules may be reconfigured in movement time T = 2 n − 1 so that each
module i finishes with a unique global z-axis coordinate zi = i. Denote this new
configuration as the spiral configuration. Next, from Lemma 8 and Corollary 9 we
have that this spiral configuration may be condensed in the x-axis direction, then
the y-axis direction, so that all modules finish with the same global x-axis coordinate
xi = 0 and the same global y-axis coordinate, yi = 0. Each of these reconfiguration
p
steps required only T = 4 (n − 1) movement time. This established a z-axis column
of modules, each having unit length in the z-axis direction and having some length
between 1/2 and 4 unit lengths in each of the x and y-axis directions.
By definition these expanding cube modules are able expand or contract their
length in any dimension, in O(1) movement time, from some initial length between
1/2 and 4 units to a final length of 1 unit. Since each module in a z-axis column has
no adjacent neighbor along the x or y-axis dimensions, these modules may simultaneously reconfigure to each have unit length dimensions in all directions in O(1)
√
movement time. For each of the steps just described a total of O( n) movement
time has been used to reconfigure from initial configuration A to a z-axis column of
modules each having unit-length dimensions.
Note that this same series of steps would also work to change configuration B to
√
the same z-axis column in O( n) movement time. Then, by the Principle of Time
Reversal [175], we may reconfigure from the z-axis column to configuration B in
the same movement time using the same amount of force. For this reconfiguration,
let module β in B be labeled i = 0 so that the resulting z-axis column finishes at
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x/y-axis coordinates (0,0).
Recall that module δ from A had the same initial coordinate location as module
β. Since δ was also labeled i = 0 in the reconfiguration from A to a z-axis column,
we have that the column in each reconfiguration is located at the same x/y-axis coordinate location. Therefore, in total, we may reconfigure from configuration A, to the
√
z-axis column, and then to configuration B in O( n) movement time. Since each
step used in this reconfiguration was previously shown to meet the requirements of
the SRK model, the entire reconfiguration has been completed in the desired movement time while satisfying the SRK model. 2

4.5 Summary
In this chapter we presented our algorithm for general reconfiguration between 2D
configurations of expanding cube-style self-reconfigurable robots. This algorithm re√
quires O( n) movement time, met the requirements of the SRK model given in [175],
and is asymptotically optimal as it matches the lower bound on general reconfiguration given in [175]. In addition, it was also shown that a known Hamiltonian Cycle
could be formed in any 2D configuration of expanding cube-style modules in O(1)
movement time.
There are a number of open problems remaining. For simplicity, in this chapter
we assumed that all reconfigurations of modules were executed by a centralized controller to permit synchronous movements. In the future, asynchronous control would
be preferable. Local, distributed control of reconfiguration movements is also a topic
of future interest. In this chapter we have ignored the effects of friction and gravity
in the SRK model, but frictional and gravitational models should be included in
future work. Note that this makes the Principle of Time Reversal invalid. Furthermore, the general problem of reconfiguration between two arbitrarily connected 3D
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configurations remains open, although we have developed an algorithm for certain
types of configurations. Our current work focuses on extending this, and developing
simulation software to implement these algorithms with the SRK model.
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5
Scalable and Physically Stable
Locomotion for SR Robots
in the Presence of Gravity

Previously, Chapters 3 and 4 presented our own work that utilized careful analysis
of the forces that self-reconfigurable robot modules undergo to produce algorithms
with significant asymptotic improvements in the movement time taken for reconfiguration. However, those algorithms did not account for some important real-world
factors, such as effects due to gravity and the stability of robotic structures formed
in the presence of gravity. Now, in this chapter we consider such factors to design
robotic control algorithm for locomotion which is both highly scalable and practically
useful. Additionally, we demonstrate via simulation that our algorithm provides a
significant improvement in locomotion speed over prior algorithmic approaches.

Organization of this Chapter This chapter begins in Section 5.1 with an overview
of the goals and motivations behind this portion of our thesis. Next, in Section
5.2 we review the most relevant prior literature related to the main topic covered
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by this chapter, locomotion for a large SR robot. Section 5.3 then begins to introduce our Robomotion algorithm for scalable yet physically stable locomotion of
SR robots. Section 5.4 next gives the intuition behind Robomotion’s design and
high-level pseudo code for the algorithm. Following that, Section 5.5 describes a
simulation implementation of Robomotion as well giving empirical results showing
the strong advantages of this algorithm. Section 5.6 then gives detailed problem
definitions and pseudo-code for Robomotion. This is followed by rigorous proofs of
correctness in Section 5.7 with straight-line movement covered in Subsection 5.7.1,
reversal of movement covered in Subsection 5.7.2, and turning locomotion covered
in Subsection 5.7.3. Section 5.8 then describes how modules in a robot could be
initialized to run the Robomotion algorithm and Section 5.9 then discusses how the
Robomotion algorithm could be extended to be more efficient or handle uneven terrain. Finally, Section 5.10 describes the useful BLOCKS module hardware design
before we conclude by summarizing the contributions of this chapter in Section 5.11.

5.1 Overview of Contributed Work
Self-reconfigurable robots exhibit great potential largely due to their potential to be
scalable. Here we take scalable to mean that most or all of the abilities for an SR
robot can, in theory, be extended by simply adding more modules. Scalable flexibility
can exist if more modules allow more complex and more numerous actions. Scalable
power can exist if the powers of individual modules can be combined to exert large
collective forces. Much progress has been made in the field of self-reconfigurable
robots over the past two decades, but realizing this potential for scalability – and
doing so for the sake of accomplishing useful tasks – is a process that is just beginning
in the most recent literature. Our work presented here makes significant steps forward
to extend the scalable abilities for this style of robot. While our plan to develop these
abilities can produce many benefits, we believe that it will address 2 main goals in
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particular:
• linking theoretical algorithms with practical hardware concerns, and
• designing scalable control algorithms for complex robot actions.
For the first goal, we note that despite the advances in both areas, the practical hardware side and the theoretical algorithmic side of this field are still not
fully linked. The hardware demonstrations that have become increasingly impressive are still largely based on methods that would fail if applied to robots using
many more than one or two dozen modules. Theoretical control algorithms which
have been shown to scale to robots with thousands – or in one case over a million
modules – usually do not analyze the forces that these modules will experience in
a real-world setting. Thus, they cannot be directly applied on a large scale to any
current hardware system. Our initial algorithmic work on self-reconfigurable robots,
presented earlier in the previous two chapters of this thesis, was able to show that
careful consideration of forces could lead to substantial improvements in reconfiguration movement times. That work showed the merit of using a theoretical approach
to consider the practical details of controlling these robots. Still, even that work
failed to consider basic external forces like gravity. This need for physically stable
reconfiguration algorithms is a primary concern for the locomotion algorithm which
will later be introduced in Section 5.3.
Our second goal, to design scalable control algorithms for complex SR robotic
actions, is a challenging one regardless of whether we do or don’t consider gravity and
other forces. Some prior work in the field has produced algorithms that were highly
scalable, but they only allowed robot locomotion [69] or general reconfiguration.
Our plan here is to design scalable algorithms, but do so while allowing the robot to
execute multiple different subtasks, likely all done in order to meet a single overall
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goal. Unlike most prior locomotion algorithms, the Robomotion algorithm which
is described in this chapter provides stable exterior surfaces during locomotion so
that robot modules executing other functions could be attached. Moreover, the
algorithmic framework used by Robomotion makes it easy for modules to switch
between different roles, an aspect which can help facilitate a multi-tasking behavior
for self-reconfigurable robots.
For our two goals just stated, and especially for linking theoretical algorithms
with practical concerns, quite possibly the biggest hurdle to overcome is developing
scalable theoretical algorithms that are physically stable. For self-reconfigurable
robots, the most basic algorithmic problem is how the system can reconfigure from
one arrangement of modules into a different arrangement. As described in Chapter 2
covering related work, algorithms have been proposed to reconfigure robots with
specific hardware designs [193], to optimally minimize the module movement time
for reconfiguration [176], or even to use local rules for a distributed algorithm that
theoretically scales to systems with millions of modules [67].
Yet to our knowledge, none of these proposed algorithms has addressed the vital
aspect of maintaining stability during reconfiguration when considering the forces
created by gravity and those created by modules moving throughout the system.
Theoretical algorithms that scale to large numbers of modules either completely
ignored the effects of these forces, or dealt with simple module configurations that
had only small internal holes and assumed that the effects of gravity were implicitly
handled. Algorithms that ran on actual hardware systems dealt only with small
numbers of modules so that successful operation was due more to the strength and
power of the individual components used rather than algorithmic techniques that
could handle more complex configurations.
Our work presented in this chapter makes some initial steps toward addressing
this challenge for robot modules operating at the macro-scale level. Results in this
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direction could greatly aid research groups who are building self-reconfigurable hardware to achieve meaningful demonstrations using more than 100 modules. One caveat
to note is that our focus thus far has been for modules on the order of centimeters
or millimeters in size and algorithms designed for such modules would likely need
to be heavily redesigned for tiny, micro-scale modules where the effects for forces
like friction and gravity are very different. Some initial force analysis has already
been done for tiny, micron-sized modules [49, 50]. However, those results find similar
limitations going in the reverse direction as they are unlikely to hold for the different
set of forces experience by macro-sized modules.
To address the problem of physically stable reconfiguration for macro-scale modules in the presence of gravity we first consider a simpler problem: that of generating
locomotion with the SR robot toward some desired goal location. Before giving the
design of such a locomotion algorithm, it is useful to first look at the accomplishments of prior work – where we would hope to match their success – and where there
is still need for improvement, in addition to achieving physical stability.

5.2 Related Work
In order to achieve highly scalable locomotion – for robots with thousands or millions
of modules – we must have distributed control algorithms that use sub-linear memory
and processing per module. The best previous example is the Million Module March
(MMM) algorithm by Fitch and Butler [69]. The robot’s goal is to reach a specified
goal region and each module executes the same, limited plan: repeatedly calculate
its best route to a desired goal region based on the routes chosen by neighboring
modules. In this way modules closer to the goal region in a sense pass information
back to modules further away. This approach is flexible and was shown to work
on a robot with just over 2 million modules. However, it did not consider physical
stability and so would create configurations which would be unstable in the presence
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of gravity. Also, the constant replanning of routes in MMM can lead to inefficient
locomotion.
Aside from MMM, the other main approach to highly scalable locomotion for
lattice-style SR robots is not a specific algorithm but a general technique known as
waterflow or cluster flow. In this algorithm, modules in the middle of the robot stay
in place while modules at the back move up, slide across the top, and then come
to the front of the robot to reattach there. Continual repetitions of this generate
locomotion that looks like water flowing along the ground. Algorithms implementing
this technique have been made by several research groups [14, 25, 124].
As other researchers have noted1 , the key to generating fast locomotion with
these types of techniques is to have a high ratio of moving modules relative to the
total number of modules in the robot. In this chapter we refer to this ratio as the
Simultaneous Active Movement (SAM) rate which we describe later in Section 5.4.
Both the waterflow technique and MMM restrict module movement to the exterior
surface of the robot. For dense robot shapes, which are more likely to be stable,
we would expect the SAM rate to drop as the number of modules grows and more
modules become trapped in the robot’s interior. We empirically verify this with our
simulation results given in Section 5.5 and show that Robomotion instead maintains
a high SAM rate by allowing interior module movement. Of course, the SAM rate
of an algorithm will drop even faster if we use a slow control algorithm. One highly
scalable implementation of waterflow by Butler et. al. used stateless local rules to
reduce computation [25]. However, later analysis found this approach to be unwieldy
as standard program-based control had tens of rules while stateless local controllers
had hundreds of rules. [17]
General reconfiguration algorithms could also be used for locomotion by contin1

From page 5 of [14]: “the speed is proportional to the ratio of moving meta-modules relative to
the total number of meta-modules.”
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Figure 5.1: Left: A Waterflow style algorithm by Butler et. al. [25] Middle: The
Million Module March algorithm. [69] Right: Robomotion in simulation.

ually requesting new configurations in the desired direction of movement. However,
most are not highly scalable as they require linear memory or are too slow due to
requiring linear time for planning or, worse still, using a centralized planner. One
reconfiguration algorithm that did use sub-linear memory is the scale independent
algorithm of Nagpal and Stoy [229]. This specified the goal region as overlapping
rectangular boxes and then placed modules into the goal region relative to the scale
of the boxes. Thus, the algorithm was “scale independent” in the sense that the
shape of the bounding boxes would remain the same regardless but the algorithm
would change the scale of those boxes (their size relative to the physical module sizes)
depending on how many modules were in the robot being controlled. To fill these
scalable bounding boxes, this algorithm forms static scaffolding in the goal region
first so other “wandering” modules can flow freely through the gaps that are formed.
However, Nagpal and Stoy found that their scheme had worse performance compared
to traditional reconfiguration algorithms in terms of number of moves, time steps,
and messages.
A similar reconfiguration algorithm by Stoy was not scale independent but still
used that scaffolding technique [222]. Here static modules in the scaffolding would
send out signals to attract wandering modules to new locations. This algorithm
could be adapted to locomotion but would have some movement inefficiency since
multiple wandering modules can be attracted to a single open location. Also, no
guarantees about physical stability are made. Another approach given by Ravichan115

dran, Gordon, and Goldstein [174] used only O(log n) memory per module while
finding a bijection between initial positions of modules and the desired target positions. However, that work did not focus on the motion plan to reconfigure those
modules.
Some reconfiguration algorithms allow “tunneling” module movement through
the interior of the robot’s structure [251, 20], a key property of our own Robomotion
algorithm. However, since there is no central coordination between the planned paths
for modules, the SAM rate for these prior tunneling algorithms is likely to be similar
to that of MMM, which also uses a decentralized, greedy approach. The SAM rate
for the MMM algorithm is considered in Section 5.5 of this chapter. Also, these
tunneling algorithms do not guarantee physical stability.
The Robomotion algorithm described in this chapter is for lattice-style SR robots,
but fast locomotion has been demonstrated in hardware for small chain-style SR
robots. In this style the robots form kinematic chains or loops. Work by Yim et. al.
may have the fastest locomotion demonstration [199], but other work by Yim [305],
Shen et. al. [208], and Murata et. al. [141, 297] show various locomotion gaits with
walkers, snake-like sidewinders, or rolling loops. However, if gravity is considered,
these techniques would not scale to moving very large robots (with thousands or
millions of modules) and also they are not directly applicable to lattice-style robots.
Physical stability occurs in hardware demonstrations for SR robots, but the topic
of stability has not been heavily studied for highly scalable theoretical algorithms.
Prior work by Shen et. al. has shown how to balance a chain-type SR robot by
calculating the center of mass of the robot in a distributed manner [140]. However,
this did not consider physical stability in the sense of guaranteeing limits on shear
and tension forces experienced between adjacent modules. These stability guarantees
are a key contribution of the Robomotion algorithm presented in this chapter, along
with its high scalability and movement efficiency benefits.
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5.2.1

Review of the MMM Locomotion Algorithm.

With the Million Module March (MMM) algorithm Fitch and Butler were able to
show simulated locomotion demonstrations with robots using over a million modules.
Since this was a milestone accomplishment for scalability, it is worth explaining how
this method worked, precisely what benefits it provided and what improvements
are most needed. For their simulation of MMM, the authors used the sliding cube
abstract model to represent a lattice-style SR robot. That is, each module was
represented by a cube that can slide along flat surfaces formed by other “cube”
modules. Modules are arranged in discrete lattice locations and individual modules
move by transitioning from one lattice location to another immediately adjacent
location. Their algorithm then represented the locomotion problem as a simple
Markov Decision Process (MDP): a process where at each time step the module is in
a certain state s and from that state chooses an action a from a set of actions which
are allowed from state s. This transitions the module to a new state s0 and gives
the process a reward for taking that action. For the MMM algorithm, each lattice
location is a potential state for a module and the available actions are transitions
to adjacent lattice locations. For rewards, each lattice location received a value for
how beneficial it is for some module to occupy that location. A goal region where all
modules are supposed to transition into is assumed to be known to all modules and
it is assumed that at least one module begins inside that goal region. In the MDP
the best values come from locations inside this goal region. Specifically, there is a
reward of 0 for locations at the bottom-most level of the goal regions with rewards
becoming slightly more negative for each level higher up (ranging from 0 to -1).
For locations outside the goal region no reward is given, but there is a -1 cost
for each step spent outside the goal region and a very large cost is assigned to any
transition movement that causes a collision with an obstacle or another module. The
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MDP value of any lattice location in the goal region can be directly calculated (based
on its height from the ground) while for other locations it can be determined from the
shortest path (i.e. the shortest number of steps) from that lattice location to some
unoccupied location in the goal region. Thus, any changes to MDP values begin in
the goal region and are propagated backwards to all modules in the robot.
A given module only has to keep track of the MDP values for its own position
and any unoccupied positions immediately next to it. That module will update the
MDP values for its locations whenever neighboring modules signal that their values
have changed. This will happen very often since MDP values come from shortest
paths to the goal region, and these paths will be disrupted by any module that
moves across them. If we consider the shortest path for every module in the robot to
the nearest unoccupied position in the goal region, then we can say that “d” is the
longest distance value found for any of these shortest paths. Taking this value, the
time to propagate “correct” MDP values from the goal region back to all modules
in the robot is O(d) steps. This can mean that each movement iteration is delayed
while these values are recalculated and re-propagated, or simply that modules further
from the goal region begin moving according to values that are outdated and may
be incorrect.
Overall, this locomotion algorithm is one of the best for locomotion of lattice-style
SR robots. It is simple, fairly robust, and is highly scalable. Thus, the advantages
and shortcomings of this method provide a good initial metric for our own locomotion algorithm that we will soon describe. In particular, some key aspects of this
MMM locomotion algorithm are:

A. Scalability due to a small program for execution.
Each module in the system only needs to know (1) how far up from the bottommost level it is, (2) whether it is in the goal region or not, and (3) what are the MDP
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values of its location and locations immediately next to it. Values 1 and 3 would
require very little memory to store and value (2) could be small, depending on the
complexity of the goal region. Furthermore, each of these values are very easy to
calculate using simple arithmetic whenever the module moves or neighboring MDP
values change. The only other calculation comes from another simple safety check
covered in point “D” below. This simplicity allows modules with very limited capabilities to run this algorithm and used such scarce resources that Fitch and Butler
were able to simulate over a million modules running this scheme.

B. Locomotion for covering very uneven terrain.
There is nothing in this simple locomotion algorithm that relies on long, straightline movements or wide spaces for clearance. Thus, any uneven terrain and any obstacles are treated the same as a lattice location already occupied by some module:
other modules simply plan a path around it. Also, since each module is continually
recalculating its nearby MDP values – and thus replanning its path to the goal region – then even shifting conditions among the obstacles could be handled as well as
possible without better sensing capabilities.

C. Locomotion for dynamically changing directions, but takes O(d) time
to do so.
Again, since MDP values are continually being recalculated, changing the location of the goal region will not have much of a negative impact on the algorithm.
The only drawback is that correct, current MDP values must start within the goal
region and be propagated backwards. Thus, a large change in the location of the
goal region (such as moving it to the side to cause the robot to make a 90 degree
turn) would require O(d) steps for those values to be calculated and propagated back
to all modules in the robot (again, where d is the longest distance from any module
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to the nearest unoccupied goal region location). This either requires a pause in the
robot’s movement – which could occur if the new goal region location is simultaneously broadcast to all modules – or simply that modules furthest from the new goal
region will continue in the wrong direction until the O(d) propagation steps have
occurred.

D.

A limited search method to avoid movements that disconnect the

robot.
The MDP values tell each module a direction in which it should move. They do
not tell each module whether or not it is safe to start moving. One potential problem
is that two modules could decide to move into the same location at the same time
and cause a collision as a result. To avoid this modules are required to call ahead
to some neighboring module responsible for an unoccupied position and to “lock” or
reserve that location before moving into it. Another, more difficult problem is that
a module could disconnect the overall robot by moving if it is the only remaining
link between two halves of the system. To avoid this, modules must make a quick
search (by sending messages through neighbors) to find a cycle connecting two of
its immediate neighbors. A module must then lock this cycle, to prevent any of
those other modules from moving, and then it is safe to move. This cycle check was
done with iterative deepening search and worked well in dense configurations, but
in sparse configurations could be much slower in verifying if a given module can move.

E. Algorithm can produce physically unstable configurations during movement.
In the Million Module March algorithm the effects of gravity were not considered,
other than an MDP value preference for locations lower to the ground. Critically, no
checks are ever made to verify if a module could move without making the overall
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robot structure unstable. Checks were only done to ensure connectivity and to
avoid collisions. This can result in configurations – such as a long, thin strand of
modules hanging out into space – that cause modules to break under the weight of
the neighbors they support. This problem could be even worse if the robot was mean
to carry some load while moving.
5.2.2

What Else Is Needed?

The summary above covered many of the key strengths and weaknesses of the Million
Module March algorithm, and this gives a good representation of what the best work
in the field has to offer on locomotion for lattice-style SR robots. This now leads us
to the question of what else needs to be done to improve on the algorithmic designs
tackling this problem. We feel that the most important of these considerations are:

A. A physically stable reconfiguration algorithm.
This aspect is essential if we are to use the speed and scalability of theoretical algorithms in practical implementations on actual robot hardware. Yet this is
something that has largely not been addressed by work in the field of SR robots.
The locomotion algorithm we present next identifies a large class of physically stable
configurations and dynamically constructs and deconstructs them while providing
physically stable locomotion.

B. An algorithm that is as scalable as MMM with a possible improvement
on movement time.
The main improvement of the MMM locomotion algorithm over prior work was
how little computation was required of each module for each movement step. For
practical implementations this permits the use of hardware with limited processing
abilities, and for simulations it means that a single computer can effectively replicate
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or approximate the behavior of a million modules. We have the same level of scalability for our own locomotion algorithm, but improve on the practical movement
time of the MMM method. In that algorithm each module was constantly having to
recalculate movement plans since each module was only self-interested. By getting
the modules to act in a coordinated fashion instead, then modules can more often
move in straight-line paths (reducing delays of changing direction) and can do so
with far fewer safety checks to avoid disconnecting the robot and to ensure that
stability is maintained.

C. An algorithm that allows for fast locomotion while forming a base
from which the robot can perform other tasks.
The MMM algorithm, like most locomotion algorithms, was designed solely for
the task of locomotion. Little consideration was made for how this method might
also provide a base for the robot to do other tasks while still generating locomotion. The difficulties here are both physical and electronic. On the physical side, to
interact well with other tasks, a locomotion algorithm would likely need to make a
static platform from which other tasks can be safely executed without concern for the
moving modules that generate locomotion. On the electronic side, if the locomotion
modules are expected to only execute that locomotion algorithm and nothing else,
there are potential communication conflicts as those modules might have a harder
time responding to outside signals (such as a command to stop locomotion) and will
have a harder time relaying messages from one end of the robot to the other. Even if
the locomotion algorithm provides physical platforms for executing other tasks, this
inability to relay messages could isolate these tasks from each other or restrict where
they can be placed on the robot. An ability to permit these other tasks, along with
allowing communication with them and between them, is a useful and likely essential
requirement for any practical locomotion algorithm.
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D. An algorithm that allows for more simultaneous movement among
modules in the robot.
Many of the locomotion algorithms in the field for lattice-style SR robots restrict
the movement of modules to the exterior surface of the robot while keeping the
interior area as dense as possible. Most others, like the MMM algorithm, simply have
a very strong preference and behavior tendency toward this restriction. This has the
advantage of being more stable – if no interior modules move then the structure is
less likely to collapse under the weight of moving modules above – but this approach
also has the drawback of being slower than what otherwise might be possible. The
stability advantage works for filled-in structures, and for most shapes with such
structures the exterior surface area grows much more slowly than the interior volume.
Thus, most of the modules in the robot spend most of their time waiting for other
modules to move out of the way before beginning movement themselves. For our
own locomotion algorithm, we propose a method that not only allows “tunneling” to
permit interior movement for modules, but does so in a highly organized fashion to
maximize the amount of tunneling possible while still maintaining physical stability.
Now that we know what prior work in the field has accomplished, and what goals
we would set in designing a new locomotion scheme, we can begin to introduce our
new algorithm. Our algorithmic ideas are intended for the sliding cube abstract
model, described previously in Chapter 2, which was also used as the basis for the
MMM locomotion algorithm of Fitch and Butler [69]. To begin, we’ll assume that
we’re working with configurations of modules resting on a flat surface. We’ll also act
as though modules can withstand significantly more compression force than tension
or shear force upon connection between modules. Motivation will later be given
for why these are reasonable assumptions and, when relevant, we’ll also consider
what methods are available to extend past these assumptions. Later, in Section 5.10
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we’ll propose the BLOCKS design for one way that the sliding cube abstract model
could be implemented in hardware. While this might be the most efficient way to
implement our algorithm, Robomotion could be implemented by any robot hardware
that meets the sliding cube abstract model.

5.3 Introducing the Robomotion Algorithm
Many prior algorithms have accomplished the key task of generating locomotion
for SR robots, but to our knowledge only the Waterflow technique (as described in
Section 5.2) has previously been able to scale to robots with very large numbers
of modules while only using robotic structures – configurations of modules – which
are stable in the presence of gravity. We introduce such a method here with our
Robomotion algorithm, which focuses on 3 main goals: scalability, speed-efficiency,
and stability.
For Goal 1, scalability, we mean that the algorithm could reasonably be expected
to execute on a SR robot, implemented in hardware, composed of thousands or
millions of modules. This means that the amount of memory needed within each
module cannot grow linearly with the number of modules in the robot. Also, each
module should decide to take actions based only on information local to it in the
robot (i.e. from nearby neighbor modules).
Similar to locomotion is the task of reconfiguration: transitioning a collection of
modules from one specific configuration to another. Yet this usually requires an exact
specification of the goal configuration. For a robot with n modules this requires Ω(n)
memory for at least 1 module. Often linear processing is also required to plan the
movements of individual modules. As we describe in Section 5.4, our algorithm can
achieve per module constant bounds on memory, processing, and communication
usage since it focuses on locomotion and so less-specific goal requirements can be
used. This has allowed us to simulate robots with over 2 million modules.
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For Goal 2, speed-efficiency, we are actually interested in the locomotion speed of
the robot. There are two parts to creating fast locomotion: the physical movement
approach and the means of controlling it. Since we are interested in scaling to robots
with large numbers of modules, a small group of modules will likely not be strong
enough to push or pull the rest of the module collection. Prior scalable locomotion
algorithms avoided this limitation by having some modules remain stationary while
other modules flowed from the robot’s back to its front. We have also adapted
this approach for our algorithm presented in this chapter. To have a means of
control that is equally scalable, a very distributed algorithm is required. Global
synchronization, for example, could not be allowed because doing so would become
too slow as the number of modules becomes very large. This makes it difficult to
intelligently coordinate the simultaneous actions of all modules in the robot and
commonly results in inefficient module movements or unnecessary delays between
movements. Our algorithm minimizes these inefficiencies by using straight tunnels
through the robot’s interior through which modules can travel. Moving modules
typically only have 1 option, going forward in the same tunnel, and so very little
computation or inter-module communication is needed when deciding how to move.
Later, in Section 5.5 we will give empirical results confirming our speed advantage
compared to other leading scalable locomotion algorithms.
For Goal 3, stability, we want to guarantee that our
robot will not collapse under its own weight during locomotion. This is a difficult global property to maintain
because SR robots are able to form so many different
shapes, many of which are unstable in the presence of Figure 5.2: A: A subtle change making a big
gravity. Figure 5.2 shows how a slight change to 1 mod- stability difference. B:
Convex-corner transition
ule’s position can dramatically affect stability. In Config
by Module S.
1, the inter-module connections A1 -B1 and A2 -B2 experi125

ence very small tension and shear forces due to the weights of modules B1 and B2 ,
respectively. However, by moving 1 module, in Config 2 those same inter-module
connections must support all modules stacked above A1 , a far greater amount of
shear and tension force bounded only by the height of the stack. Compression forces
in other parts of the robot are about the same for either situation but are less important. Similar to large manmade structures, most SR robot hardware implementations
handle compression forces much better than shear or tension forces on inter-module
connections.
For a scalable algorithm, we do not have time to globally check for stability before
every module move. Yet stability is a critical property. A real robot which loses
speed-efficiency will just move slowly. A real robot which loses stability will break
hardware units. This cannot be a property that is probabilistically met. It must be
guaranteed. For our Robomotion algorithm presented here, we guarantee stability
while assuming only a very limited set of physical abilities for modules. We’ll describe
later in this chapter exactly what is meant by the term stability, but basically it is
that we limit the shear or tension forces experienced by the connections between any
pair of adjacent modules. This is done while achieving the goals of scalability and
locomotion speed-efficiency described earlier.
In addition to our 3 main goals, we make our algorithm more realistic by handling potential hardware errors: message drops and module delays in computation or
movement. We also disallow convex corner transitions by individual modules. This
is a movement where a module must detach from one side of a neighbor module
and move to reattach on a second, orthogonal side of the same neighbor module.
In this way the moving module effectively moves around a “convex” corner formed
by 2 orthogonal surfaces as in Figure 5.2, Part B). Many hardware implementations
have had difficulty executing these movements and so we do not use them in our
Robomotion algorithm.
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To accomplish our goals, our algorithm has a distributed approach through dynamic but explicit coordination within small groups of modules. This coordination
allows us to maintain difficult global properties – like physical stability – while only
using very small amounts of computation or inter-module communication. These
groups are dynamically formed whenever they are needed, and disassembled when
no longer needed. In a sense, modules act like biological stem cells, able to join any
group and take on whatever role is required. This could allow great flexibility for
cases where a module breaks and could allow modules in our locomotion algorithm
to easily transition into roles in other algorithms.
Yet dynamically forming multi-module groups requires consensus that each has
agreed to join the group and precisely which role each will take. Proving that a
consensus will always be reached becomes difficult when the needs of the robot could
change at any time (i.e. a group being formed is no longer needed), when different
modules hear about those changes at different times (since we rely on module-tomodule communication), and when messages sent between modules are not guaranteed to always be received.

5.4 Overview of Intuition for Robomotion
To make our theoretical algorithm applicable to as many lattice-style robot hardware
types as possible, Robomotion assumes the commonly-used Sliding Cube abstract
model [113]. In this model each module is represented as a cube and modules are
able to slide along flat surfaces formed by other cubes and make convex and concave
transitions between those surfaces. Communication occurs with messages passed
between adjacent modules. It has been shown that algorithms made for this model
can be executed by a range of hardware implementations [113]. To further extend the
applicability of our Robomotion algorithm, we disallow convex turns as this action
is hard for many hardware implementations. We now describe our Robomotion
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algorithm and the intuition behind it. Again, our main goals for this work were: fast
locomotion speed, physical stability, and high scalability.
5.4.1

Fast Locomotion

To help evaluate the speed of our locomotion algorithm, we define the Simultaneous
Active Movement (SAM) rate as the ratio of the number of moving modules compared
to the total number of modules in the robot. Prior work has noted how locomotion
speed for lattice-style SR robots correlates closely with this metric [14] and that
this rate tends to correlate with the exterior surface area of the robot2 [14, 69].
Asymptotically, an ideal SAM rate would be 1:1. This occurs when, on average, a
constant fraction of modules in the robot are able to simultaneously move. To get a
high SAM rate we’ll need to have the surface area of the robot – which is the area
along which modules can travel – to be asymptotically equal to the volume of the
robot. A robot only two modules high could have the top surface of modules move
for a 1:1 SAM rate, but in general as the number of modules grows large keeping one
dimension asymptotically shorter than another is difficult to achieve or maintain.
Instead, our Robomotion algorithm uses interior movement to reach a 1:1 SAM
rate. Modules begin at the back of the robot and move to new positions at the front,
just like in the Waterflow approach described in our Related Work Section. Yet
now modules move through interior tunnels instead of across the exterior surface of
the robot. By using a constant fraction of the robot’s volume to move modules, we
can achieve a 1:1 SAM rate. However, interior movement makes physical stability a
harder property to maintain.
2

From page 9 of [69]: ”We note that for simple cubic shapes, the surface area of the robot increases
with n2/3 , so in fact we should expect parallelism relative to n to decrease as the robot gets bigger.”
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5.4.2

Stable Locomotion

Most SR robot algorithms do not consider stability, but most do maintain another
global property: connectivity. For this property, each module in the robot has a path
(series of physical connections) to any other module in the robot. For stability, it
helps to consider the common prior approach to connectivity: safety searches.

Prior Solution: Safety Searches With this method, before any module m moves
it first finds alternate paths to connect its neighbors. Module m then locks into place
any modules on these paths before m itself can move. This technique was used by
the highly scalable MMM algorithm [69]. However, there are three main drawbacks
to this approach. (1) If we allow unbounded searches, a single search could be very
slow. In the worst case we would have a single loop of all n modules in a robot and
would have to go through all of them to make an alternate path, finally allowing 1
module to move. (2) If we bound searches, then we might miss the opportunity to
move modules that could have safely moved, thereby lowering the robot’s SAM rate.
Finally, (3) without any global coordination, the movement of modules can become
very random and the structure formed for the robot becomes hard to predict.
For modules moving through the robots interior, these paths are really tunnels.
Without global coordination, random module movements can quickly create complex
internal mazes of tunnels and verifying stability becomes much more complex than
the simple “find any path” searches needed for connectivity. Just as we would not
trust the stability of gold mining tunnels that were randomly dug above and below
each other, for an SR robot we need to be more coordinated in how we form these
interior movement tunnels.

Our New Solution: Support Columns Our Robomotion algorithm avoids these
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Figure 5.3: From left: (a) a single L-group; (b) 1 line of columns; (c) multiple adjacent column lines to show what a full robot looks like; (d) four columns alternating
alignments to improve support.

tricky situations by using static support columns placed at repeated intervals through
the robotic structure. Modules in these support columns do not move and so can
provide support. Modules between these columns attach to them for support and are
free to move without fear of causing instabilities. To form these support columns,
we use repeated groupings of 3 modules which we refer to as L-groups. An example
L-group is pictured at the far left of Figure 5.3 while the other portions of that
figure show how L-groups can be stacked into a column or into a set of adjacent
columns to form a full robot structure. The gaps in pictures (b) and (c) of Figure
5.3 – which account for 1/4 of the available volume in those structures – show where
other modules could travel freely through the structure. If we can keep new modules
constantly moving through these gaps then we’ll have our desired 1:1 SAM rate.
Define a slice of modules as a specified set of modules all having the same coordinate position for a given axis direction (assuming those directional axes are aligned
with the rows and columns of our robot’s lattice structure). Robomotion generates
locomotion by repeatedly disassembling the columns of modules in the backmost
slice of the robot, sending those modules through the interior tunnels, and finally
assembling a new slice of modules (forming new support columns) at the front of the
robot. We can actually disassemble or assemble an entire slice in parallel and still
maintain stability. Keeping columns close together bounds the number of modules
hanging from the side of any given column module. Assembling at most 1 slice at
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the front, and 1 slice at the back, of the robot at a given time limits the number of
modules hanging from the front and back of any column module.

The Meaning of Stability:

If each module has roughly the same weight, this

may also mean that we’ve bounded the amount of shear or tension force experienced
on the connection between most pairs of modules. In particular, it does mean that
we’ve limited the shear or tension forces on connections between modules that are
horizontally aligned (if we consider a single column of L-groups in isolation). The
only other factor to consider is the connections between vertically aligned modules:
the modules in the support columns themselves. These connections would only
experience compression forces if the columns didn’t have modules hanging off to
a side. However, since our L-groups are all aligned in the same direction, all hanging
modules are on the same side (the right side, in Figure 5.3). In that figure, part (b)
in particular shows a single column which would be unbalanced and likely to fall over
to the right side. In part (c) of that figure the effect is greatly diminished because
most of the hanging modules are actually supported with a column on each side.
Only the rightmost column is unbalanced and would pull on connections to modules
(and columns) to its left to remain stable. Better still, if we have an even number
of columns, we can flip the alignment for every other column to counter-act any
imbalances, such as shown in part (d) of Figure 5.3. This is the final configuration
that we use later in our proofs of correctness.
5.4.3

Scalable Locomotion

This support column structure also permits a highly scalable locomotion algorithm.
The only safety checks we need come while assembling or disassembling a column
(as part of a slice). These checks are: (1) consensus between modules in an Lgroup to decide to disassemble or to decide if assembly of that L-group is complete,
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and (2) messages between L-groups (in the back slice) from the top down to state
when a column is ready to be disassembled, and messages from the bottom up
(front slice) to state when a new column has finished being assembled, and (3)
1-directional horizontal messages (perpendicular to movement direction) between
L-groups to state when a slice is ready to be disassembled or has finished being
assembled.
Only constant-bounded memory and communication is needed. Disassembly or
assembly communication really only involves 5 modules: the 3 modules in an L-group,
a module from an adjacent L-group above (for disassembly) or below (for assembly)
stating that the column is ready, and a module from a side-adjacent L-group stating
that a slice is ready. Thus, a module only needs to know state about its own Lgroup (if it’s in one) and to receive messages from neighbors. Thus, each module
needs only a constant-bounded amount of memory if we put a limit on the number
of messages “yet to be read” for any module. Overflow messages could be dropped
as that challenge is also handled by Robomotion (as described later in Subsection
5.4.6). Modules moving through the robots interior can just follow directions given
by adjacent L-group modules. Therefore moving modules only need to remember
their state (i.e. that they are moving) and the most recent move direction order
received.
Only constant-bounded processing is needed as well. Inside of the robot, only
1 module per L-group does anything: it sends direction messages to moving modules which pass by. Moving modules just follow orders and thus require almost no
processing. The only remaining work is the safety checks performed when assembling/disassembling columns of L-groups. This entails (1) directing any adjacent
moving modules to the right locations, and (2) agreeing with other members of the
same L-group when its time to disassemble or when assembly is complete. So Robomotion needs only a constant-bounded amount of processing per L-group per module
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action (or action request in case a moving module freezes and ignores repeated move
direction messages). Thus, we have now outlined how Robomotion meets all of our
stated main goals: fast locomotion, guaranteed physical stability and connectivity,
and high scalability (limited memory / processing / communication per module).
5.4.4

Algorithm Outline: One Tunnel

Control for Robomotion is mostly done by controlling a single tunnel and then repeating that control structure for each tunnel in the robot. We assume the robot
begins execution with each module knowing its initial role: either being a stationary
L-GROUP module or being a moving FREE module. Each L-GROUP module begins with knowledge of the forward direction (direction of desired locomotion) and
the locations of the 2 other members of its L-group. L-GROUP modules at the front
of the robot begin with a is-frontend = true status and L-GROUP modules at
the back begin with a is-backend = true status while all other modules begin
with false for those values. Each module also knows the up and down directions
by remembering which side of its cube shape faces each direction.
These assumptions are to simplify our presentation here. Due to the repeated
structure of our support columns, if necessary we could broadcast a single message
with the desired direction of movement to all modules and then quickly calculate
the role and L-group neighbors for every module. The simplest method would probably be to choose a single module as the starting point and then propagate out an
initialization message to all other modules. Each module would then determine its
own role and L-group neighbors based on the role/neighbors of the adjacent module
which passed along the initialization message.
To handle message drops, we use a question-reply format. One module A will
repeat its “question” message to module B until B sends back a “reply” message
confirming that it successfully received A’s message (or when A no longer desires to
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send its initial message). Module B just assumes that, if its reply message is lost,
there will be another chance to reply when A repeats its initial question message.
This means that the same message could be received multiple times. Because of
this, all messages used by Robomotion are designed so no error occurs if duplicate
messages are received. For control of a tunnel as a single unit, we assume an external
controller (such as a human at a laptop) which can broadcast signals to the robot to
tell it to reverse its movement direction or make an orthogonal turn. These broad
commands must then be executed by individual modules in a distributed fashion.
Send move-direct messages to any adjacent FREE modules.
if is-backend == true and disassemble-now == true then
Send a become-backend message to module in forward direction.
(switch to being a FREE module after getting the reply message.)
end
if given a become-backend message then
Set is-backend = true.
end
if is-frontend == true and assemble-now == true then
Send a become-l-group message to any module in forward direction.
(set is-frontend = false after getting the reply message.)
end
if given a reverse-direction message then
Swap the values of is-frontend and is-backend.
Swap the values of forward and backward directions.
end
Algorithm 1: The L-GROUP module algorithm. (high level)

if given a move-direct message then
Execute the requested move, if legal.
end
if given a become-l-group message then
Switch to being a L-GROUP module in the current location.
Set is-frontend = true.
end
Algorithm 2: The FREE module algorithm. (high level)
The psuedo-code shown in Algorithms 1 and 2 we give a high-level view of how
modules interact in a tunnel or respond to broadcast signals to reverse the locomotion
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direction. In that code, a “legal” move for a FREE module is one where it moves into
an unoccupied space and has a solid path to travel into that space (i.e. a flat surface
made be 2 adjacent L-GROUP modules). The disassemble-now and assemblenow variables are explained in the next subsection. Later, subsection 5.4.6 gives
further descriptions of how we execute orthogonal turns or handle situations where
only some modules receive a given broadcast signal from the external controller.
Details of how modules within an L-group come to consensus on decisions, as well
as full algorithmic proofs, are left for the Appendix sections.
5.4.5

Algorithm Outline: Connecting Adjacent Tunnels

With a working algorithm to generate locomotion with one tunnel, we now only need
to keep adjacent tunnels moving at about the same rate. We do this by passing messages through a slice whenever an L-group determines that it has finished assembling
or is safe to be disassembled. Algorithm 3, which would also be run by L-GROUP
modules, shows how this works for disassembly. Whenever a module switches to
an L-GROUP algorithm, it initializes dis-ready-up = true if there are no other
L-groups above it and dis-ready-side = true if there is no other L-group to one
side of its L-group. Otherwise these values are initialized to false. A process similar
to this would be done for assembly and the assemble-now safety check variable.
if a dis-ready message is received from above then
Set dis-ready-up = true.
end
if a dis-ready message from a side direction then
Set dis-ready-side = true.
end
if dis-ready-up == true and dis-ready-side == true and no adjacent
modules in backward direction then
Set disassemble-now = true.
Send a dis-ready message to the L-group modules below.
Send a dis-ready message to the L-group modules in side directions.
end
Algorithm 3: The L-GROUP module collaboration algorithm. (high level)
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5.4.6

Other Challenges Solved

In addition to the key challenges of maintaining connectivity and stability, Robomotion also handles several other smaller challenges.

Convex-corner Transitions Many existing hardware implementations cannot perform convex-corner turns and using several individual modules to form groups of fully functional “metamodules” is expensive and unwieldly. However, there are two
viable options for getting individual modules around a convexFigure
5.4:
corner. Option 1 is to have that module travel along a 3rd surface Options 1 (top)
and
Option
which is orthogonal to the surfaces making that corner. Figure 5.4 2 for aiding
shows an example of this. Option 2 would be for a second moving convex-corner
transitions.
module to come and push the first module past that convex-corner,
or pull the first module back from that corner.
For Robomotion, the only convex-corner transitions needed are when an L-group
is being disassembled or assembled. We have 2 methods that can allow these corner
movements, one method for each of our 2 options given previously. Method 1 is to
have at least 3 modules “beyond” the last L-group in the tunnel. That is, behind
the back of the tunnel (and back of the robot) or in front of the front of the tunnel/robot. In this case two of those modules, along with the next L-group in the
tunnel, act as a 3rd orthogonal surface for other modules to travel in or out of the
tunnel. For our second method, we simply have a FREE module wait at the end of
the tunnel, making a flat surface at the back of the robot with the last L-group in
that tunnel. Now any module “beyond” that L-group can slide next to that waiting
FREE module, and the waiting module could pull it into the tunnel. Conversely, a
waiting module at the front of the tunnel could be pushed out beyond the frontmost
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L-group by another FREE module coming behind it in the tunnel.

Making orthogonal turns
nel turn is simple:

Conceptually, making a tun-

change one L-GROUP module to

FREE and when it moves a gap is formed to start a
new tunnel.

In practice we need modules in the front-

most 2 L-groups to reset their roles, forming 2 new Lgroups facing in the desired orthogonal direction.
ure 5.5 shows an example of this.

Fig-

One of those

new L-groups will also communicate with the last Lgroup in the old tunnel to eventually take over the isbackend status and disassemble that last L-group in the Figure
5.5:
old tunnel.
Finally, to coordinate multi-tunnel turns, Showing how a
tunnel can begin a
we could mark only every other L-group as a “valid” turn. Yellow modules are FREE and
turn starter.
Since tunnels have a 2-module width, purple
modules
this prevents 2 parallel tunnels from having an “off by are part of the new
orthogonal tunnel.
one” error and making new tunnels which do not line
up.

Module Delays Movement through the interior of the robot is acyclic (forward
or backward in tunnel), so no deadlock can occur. Similarly, dependancies between
adjacent L-groups (for safety checks) are 1-directional and so deadlock is avoided.
Finally, within an L-group, 1 module (designated by being in the middle) makes
all the group decisions. It acts on these decisions after getting confirmation from
the other 2 L-group members, so no race conditions or deadlocks occur within an
L-group. Thus, Robomotion can withstand delays in module movement or computation without error.
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Figure 5.6: Top: Showing how to start disassembling an L-group with extra modules above and to the side. Bottom: Disassembling an L-group with extra modules
to its side.

Delays of external messages For our model, we anticipate that an external control may be needed to send “change locomotion direction” messages to the robot as
a whole. Yet the robot is composed of many individual modules and so there could
be delays in passing such an external message to all modules in the robot. To handle
these delays, we place a time stamp on all external messages. This time stamp is the
only use of memory that would not be constant-bounded. However, even this could
be bounded if modules could be trusted to respond to such external messages within
some large time span, after which we could reset the time stamp counter to zero.

Odd robot dimensions Our L-group components have even dimensions, 2 modules
tall and 2 modules wide, so they naturally fit robot configurations that have even
dimensions. However, if a robot configuration has an odd number of modules in one
or more dimensions, only a few extra steps are needed to pull in those extra modules
and return the configuration to having only even-numbered length dimensions. We do
not give pseudo-code for these steps here, but Figure 5.6 shows it visually executed.
The bottom portion of Figure 5.6 shows how extra modules to the side of an L-group
could be pulled into a movement tunnel. The top portion of Figure 5.6 shows an
L-group with extra modules above and to the side. This could handle a case where
the robot configuration has an odd number of modules in its height and in its width
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dimension. The top portion of the figure shows how to pull into the tunnel the extra
modules above the L-group. This leaves us back in the case where there are only
extra modules to the side, which again is handled by the reconfiguration steps shown
in the bottom half of the figure. If these extra modules are only pulled into the tunnel
when an adjacent L-group is disassembled, this adds a small constant factor to the
time to disassemble an L-group but does not change the asymptotic movement time
for a single tunnel or for an entire robot running the Robomotion algorithm. This
delay can be reduced even further if we begin pulling these extra modules into the
tunnel whenever there is room rather than just waiting for an adjacent L-group to
start disassembling. In this way the extra modules will be pulled in simultaneously
and so we only pay a small, constant-bounded time cost for the entire robot rather
than a separate cost for each disassembling L-group.

5.5 Simulation Results
In addition to our theoretical results, we have also simulated our Robomotion algorithm to experimentally verify its performance. Our simulation is written in Java and
can optionally use Java3D to display the robot modules. The basis of this simulation
was meant to aid us in making comparisons to the leading locomotion algorithm in
prior work: the Million Module March. While our simulation runs on a serial computer, it is a distributed rather than centralized implementation in that each module
executes its own independent algorithm. We enforce that the only communication
between modules is message passing between adjacent, connected modules. For sensing, a module A (which is cube shaped) can detect if it has an adjacent neighbor on
any of its 6 sides or if it can safely move forward into an adjacent lattice location.
Since our modules can not make convex-corner transitions, this means that the space
is open and that there is a flat surface for travel (i.e. adjacent neighbor modules)
between A’s current location and the desired new lattice location.
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Modules do not know their global positions. The total robot configuration and
shape is not known by any module and is not known by any external controller.
Thus, each module is forced to act based only on local information or on messages
received from adjacent modules. Also, since there is no global knowledge of module
positions, any external controller cannot specify exact placements for modules in a
desired configuration. Instead, we allow less exact specifications like direction and
distance for locomotion or the desired number of parallel tunnels at the front of the
robot. This method for controlling the robot is more limiting, but we believe it is
more realistic for a scalable system in real hardware since it allows us to use only a
constant amount of memory within each module.
Since our simulation runs on a single processor, the modules of course must
execute in a serialized fashion. However, to make our simulation more realistic,
at the start of its execution a randomized order is chosen for the modules. Our
simulation then executes in iterations. Within each iteration the modules execute
in the randomized order that was chosen and, when its turn comes, each module
executes its current algorithm.
To simulate message passing, a message sent from module A to module B will be
placed on a queue for B when A executes its algorithm. Module B will then read
all messages on its queue whenever it has its next turn to execute its own algorithm.
Note that this implementation actually makes Robomotion appear slower than it
would be when executed on actual hardware. This is because messages sent between
modules typically take 1 iteration for travel, the same travel time as a physical module
moving between adjacent lattice locations. This communication delay occurs more
in Robomotion than in other locomotion algorithms because of our question-reply
format for handling messages (used to avoid errors due to dropped messages).
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Figure 5.7: Left: Robomotion stays fast even with huge numbers of modules in
the robot.
Right: Robomotion SAM rate remains high even as the number of
modules grows.

5.5.1

Speed-Efficiency Comparisons

To make our comparison as direct as possible, we executed simulations for the same
test that was performed for the Million Module March algorithm. We ran cubeshaped collections of n modules a distance of n1/3 − 1 module lengths over flat
ground. This distance was chosen by the MMM authors because n1/3 is the length of
1 side of the robot’s cubic shape and they wanted a 1-module length overlap between
the start and goal locations for the robot. Tests were run for different values of n
to see how the algorithm performed for different robot sizes. The most important
speed statistic for a locomotion algorithm is probably how long it takes the robot
to travel a single module-length or “unit” distance. Thus, we took the total number
of actuations made by a robot during a locomotion test and divided by the n1/3 − 1
distance traveled for robots of size n. Statistics for Robomotion come from our
simulation while numbers for MMM are taken from its own publication. [69]
For this test we have also simulated a simple implementation of the “Waterflow”
style of locomotion to use as a baseline comparison along with MMM and Robomotion. As mentioned earlier in our Related Work Section (Section 5.2), Waterflow is
a style of algorithm where modules at the back of the robot slide up, slide across the
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top of the robot, and then slide down the front to become the new front of the robot.
In this way, the modules tend to “flow” like water toward the desired goal location.
Many different research groups have devised different ways to control this style of
locomotion [14, 25, 124]. , yet any implementation should have roughly the same
module movements and so should give roughly the same locomotion speed (differing
only by small constant factors).
In Figure 5.7 we illustrate the statistical speed comparison, based on simulations,
between these 3 key locomotion algorithms. Here a “time step” is the time for a single
module to move a single module length (unit distance). Experimentally, we found
that the running time for the Waterflow algorithm had near-perfect linear growth
compared to n1/3 , where n is the number of modules in the robot. Up through
robots of size 403 MMM had similar running time growth, but was less efficient than
Waterflow. However, from n = 403 to n = 753 MMM actually had a slight speed-up.
We’re not sure of the cause, but one educated guess is that traveling a longer distance
(49 and 74 unit distances for the last 2 data points shown) gave modules in the robot
enough time to spread out into a flatter robot shape. The dense cube shape of the
initial configuration probably limited movement.
Meanwhile, the running time for our Robomotion algorithm is a stark contrast
to the other two. We maintain near-constant speed for all values of n that we tested.
Specifically, the running time hovered between 12.33 time steps per unit distance
traveled for n = 103 and 13.43 for n = 803 = 512, 000 modules. This consistent
performance is not surprising since each “tunnel” through the robot is predominantly
independent of all others. The only slight delays are the message checks sent between
tunnels to keep any one from getting ahead of (or falling behind) in its movement
speed compared to adjacent tunnels. Experimentally, there was very little effect
(less than 1 time step per unit distance traveled) when we added these checks to
our algorithm. If implemented on actual hardware, we expect the effect would be
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even smaller since messages should travel much faster than moving modules but our
simulation used 1 time step for either action. On hardware, we also expect that
Robomotion and Waterflow would both gain in speed since these algorithms have
modules travel long straight distances, from the robot’s back to its front. These
modules could increase movement speed or conserve momentum by not stopping
during this trip since there’s no need to re-plan their travel path.
In addition to the speed of the robot, we also looked at the Simultaneous Active
Movement (SAM) rate for these 3 locomotion algorithms. Recall that we defined this
measure in Section 5.4 as the ratio of moving modules to the total number of modules
in the robot. Figure 5.7 shows the average percentage of modules that were moving
at any given time, which is basically just taking the total number of actuations made
and dividing by the total time steps taken and by the total number of modules. The
results in this graph are very similar to the previous graph. Waterfow and MMM
both start with good SAM percentages, but lose efficiency as the number of modules
in the robot grows large. This time it is Waterflow which is slightly less efficient,
and beyond n = 403 there is again a slight improvement for MMM. In contrast to
these effects, Robomotion once again remains steady, and fast, ranging from about
9.8% to 7.5% as the number of modules increase. We note that while Robomotion is
substantially better on both metrics, its advantage on raw locomotion speed seems
slightly better than its SAM rate advantage. A likely cause is that Robomotion
becomes more efficient with longer tunnels, and so for large values of n it was able
to be nearly as fast even while having a very slight drop in SAM percentage.

5.6 Formal Description of Problem, Terminology, and Algorithm
In this section we’ll present detailed pseudo-code and proofs of correctness for our
Robomotion algorithm. Recall that our algorithm works by having most modules
in “L” shaped arrangements, called L-groups to form tunnels. Other modules then
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Figure 5.8: A single tunnel, and a single L-group, with various parts labeled.

move through those tunnels, from the back to the front, to create movement. This
operation is created by modules executing 1 of 3 possible roles: L-main, L-child,
or Free. An L-group is composed of one L-main module in the center and two
adjacent L-child modules to form an “L” shape. There is a space between those
two L-child modules where a fourth module could be added to complete a 4-module
square. We refer to this space as the path-space of this L-group. Modules moving
through the tunnel will travel through the path-space of various L-groups in that
tunnel. These moving modules are executing the Free algorithm role.
Each L-group stores two values related to movement. The move-direction value
gives the desired direction of locomotion while the prev-direction value gives the
opposite direction of locomotion. In a straight tunnel these two directions are opposite. This will only change when we introduce a turn into a tunnel and then
move-direction and prev-direction will sometimes be orthogonal for one Lgroup in the middle of a turn. We say one module is ahead of another if it is further
along in the move-direction and say that one module is behind another if it is
further along in the prev-direction. Similarly, we say that a Free module f in a
tunnel is at the front of that tunnel if it is in the path-space of some L-group G in
the tunnel, and every L-group ahead of G in that tunnel has its path-space filled
by another Free module.
Within a tunnel, 1 or 2 L-groups furthest in the move-direction with have
frontend status while 1 or 2 L-groups furthest in the prev-direction will have
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backend status. These statuses just cause the L-group modules to behave slightly
differently. An L-group with frontend status tries to form a new L-group in front of
it (to generate locomotion) and an L-group with backend status tries to disassemble
any L-group behind it and move those modules into the tunnel (again, to generate
locomotion). L-groups in the middle of the tunnel with neither status simply take
any passing Free module, which would be in that L-group’s path-space, and direct
that Free module to move 1 step forward in the move-direction.
5.6.1

Forward Locomotion Pseudo-Code

With some high level descriptions now given and the relevant terminology defined,
we’ll now give the algorithms for the L-main, L-child, and Free roles which generate forward locomotion. Later in this section we’ll later give the extra pseudo-code
for these roles which allows us to reverse the locomotion direction and generate turns.
Remember that in the code below most of our messages are sent with a questionreply format. The initial message (the question) is sent to pass information from
module A to module B, and then an acknowledgment message (the reply) is sent
from B to A so that A knows its original message was received. Since the L-main
and L-child algorithms are longer, we’ve broken them up into 2 sections: normal
‘role’ behavior and actions in response to messages received. Finally, note that in
the code below, the ready-above and ready-below variables get set when the
L-main modules receive messages by the same name from adjacent L-groups in the
appropriate directions. The handling of those messages when received is not shown
in this pseudo-code.
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Initialization: L-main assumes is-frontend = true, is-true-frontend
= false, is-backend = false.
if l-child-1 == false or l-child-2 == false then
- Send an init-lchild message to the non-initialized L-child.
if is-frontend == true and is-true-frontend == false and both
L-childs are currently initialized then
- Send a (is-true-frontend) message to the module behind.
(Variable set to true after reply.)
end
if is-true-frontend == true and both L-childs are initialized and
(L-group or ground below or ready-below == true) then
- Send an init-lmain message to any module ahead.
(frontend status is lost after reply.)
end
if is-backend == true and both L-childs are initialized and
( no L-group above or ready-above == true ) then
if any module behind then
Set back-count == 0.
Send a become-free message to module behind.
Send a move-order message to module behind (instructions to move
behind l-child-2.
if back-count == 0 and no module behind then
Set back-count = 1.
if back-count == 1 then
Send ready-to-dis message to l-child-2.
if back-count == 2 then
Send ready-to-dis message to l-child-1.
if back-count == 3 then
Send become-backend message to l-main ahead.
end
Algorithm 4: The L-Main ‘role’ algorithm.
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if given a reply to an init-lchild message then
Mark the sender (l-child1 or l-child-2) as initialized.
if given a is-true-frontend message then
Set frontend = false and send back a reply message.
if given a reply to an is-true-frontend message then
- Set is-true-frontend = true.
- Mark l-child-1 and l-child-2 as not initialized.
if given an init-lmain message then
Send back a reply message.
if given a reply to an init-lmain message then
Set is-frontend = false and is-true-frontend = false.
if given a ready-to-dis message from l-child-2 and back-count == 1
then
Set back-count = 2.)
if given a ready-to-dis message from l-child-1 and back-count == 2
then
Set back-count = 3.)
if given a become-free message then
Switch to the Free algorithm.
if given a become-backend message then
Set backend = true and back-count = 0.
Algorithm 5: The L-Main message-response algorithm.
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if frontend == true and l-child-1 == true and
is-true-frontend == true then
if no module in front of l-child-1 then
Send a move-order message to the module in the path-space with:
- Move into the l-child-2 space.
- Move forward.
- Tell any blocking module to move in front of the l-child-1 space.
else
Send a move-order message to the module in the path-space with:
- Move into the l-child-2 space.
- Move forward.
- Tell any blocking module to move in front of the l-child-2 space.
if frontend == true and l-child-2 == true and module ahead then
Send a move-order to module ahead telling it to move in front of
l-main.
if backend == true and l-child-1 == true then
(The move-order messages below are to any module in the path-space.)
if no module behind l-child-1 and ready-to-dis == false then
move-order message = request for a pull-order move in the
opposite of prev-direction.
else if ready-to-dis == false then
move-order = wait-for-replace move toward move-direction.
else if module behind l-child-1 then
move-order message = pull-order move in the opposite of
prev-direction.
else
move-order message = pull-opt move
(pull opposite of prev-direction or move toward move-direction).
if backend == true and l-child-1 == true and ready-to-dis ==
true then
* Send a become-free message to any module behind.
* Send a move-order to module behind with: move behind path-space.
if backend == true and l-child-2 == true and module behind then
* Send a become-free message to any module behind.
* Send a move-order message to the module behind with:
- Move behind the path-space.
- Tell any blocking module to move into the path-space.
if backend == false and frontend == false and l-child-1 ==
true then
Send a move-order to any module in the path-space with: move
toward move-direction.
Algorithm 6: The L-Child ‘role’ algorithm.
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if given an init-lchild message then
* Re-initialize move-direction, prev-direction, path-space,
frontend, backend, l-child-1, l-child-2.
* if l-child-1 == true and backend == true then
Reply only if there’s no module behind path-space.
else
Reply to the initialization message.
if given a ready-to-dis message then
if l-child-2 == true and no module behind then
Reply to that message.
if l-child-1 == true and no module behind and no module in
path-space then
Reply to that message.
if given a become-free message then
Switch to the Free algorithm.
Algorithm 7: The L-Child message-response algorithm.

if given an init-lmain message then
Switch to the L-main role.
if given an init-lchild message then
Switch to the L-child role.
if given a push-me message then
Try to move in that direction to push forward the requesting module.
if given a move-order message then
for each move direction in order do
if type == push then
Send a push-me message to any neighbor opposite
move-direction.
if type == pull-order then
Try to move while pulling a neighbor away from prev-direction.
if type == pull-opt then
* Try to move and pull a neighbor away from prev-direction.
* If that failed, try to move (alone) toward move-direction.
else
* Try to move (alone) toward the given move-direction.
end
if all move attempts failed then
Pass secondary move (if there was one) to the neighbor ahead.
Note: Module deletes all stored messages after a successful move.
Algorithm 8: A broad overview of the Free Module algorithm.
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5.6.2

Robomotion: Formal Problem Statement and Algorithmic Goal

While the code given above fully describes the Robomotion algorithm for forward
locomotion, it may be difficult to see exactly how those roles interact in all situations. Those interactions will become clearer as we give the proofs of correctness for
forward locomotion. Before doing that, first we’ll state the exact problem context
and algorithmic goal that we are trying to meet.

Problem Statement We assume an initial configuration
of n modules, shaped as a solid cube with the number of
modules in each dimension being a multiple of 4. That is,
dimensions of 4i x 4j x 4k, with integers i, j, k > 0. This
configuration rests on a flat plane with infinite distance in all
directions. Each module is shaped as a cube, has unit length
Figure 5.9:
The
in each dimension, and can slide along flat surfaces formed initial configuration
of L-groups in a
by other modules. A module may slide 1 unit distance in unit
robot (empty spaces
time and may push up to 1 module ahead of it or 1 module shown would actually
be filled by Free
behind it while moving. We assume that each module has modules).
a weight of 1 “unit”. When not moving, each module can
withstand > n units of compression force. However, that module can only support a
line of 3 or fewer modules hanging from any single side. Each side may simultaneously
support up to 3 hanging neighbor modules.
We only account for these forces at the granularity of individual modules and set
no limitations on extra forces or stresses which could occur due to environmental
factors (i.e. wind or friction) or due to particular robot configuration shapes. Note
that a configuration made only of 1 very tall support column would be unbalanced
since the support column, made from L-groups, would only have modules hanging
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off of one side. This would cause a great deal of torque on the connections between
modules at the bottom of that support column to keep that column balanced. Having multiple parallel tunnels would significantly reduce this effect and flipping the
orientation of the outmost L-groups, so that all exterior L-groups have the support
column to the “outside” of the robot, would cause any unbalanced columns to lean
inward toward each other. This again might reduce any shear or tension forces caused
by imbalances to within a constant factor, per module, but we do not account for
these factors in our analysis.
In our initial configuration we assume that modules are already given the correct
algorithm roles – L-main, L-child, or Free – to form an array of tunnels as
shown in Figure 5.9. That is, arranged as adjacent columns of L-groups and with the
alignment of every other horizontally adjacent L-group flipped so that each L-group
column is turned “in” toward another L-group column. Every L-group is assumed
to have the same move-direction and that direction is parallel to the length of
the tunnels. Accordingly, the frontmost L-main module in each tunnel begins with
frontend status (meaning that variable is set to true) and the backmost L-main
module in each tunnel begins with backend status. No other L-main module (or
L-group) begins with frontend or backend status.
Modules may send and receive messages with neighbors to which they are directly
attached. We assume these messages may be lost when communicated but, if sent
successfully, they arrive instantly. Modules may delay in their movement or computation but will never fail. Additionally, we assume that there is some external controller
which may broadcast requests of reverse-direction or change-direction to the
robot modules. All robot modules have the ability to send a message back to that
external controller (although few are expected to do so). We also assume that the external controller knows of all tunnels in the robot configuration and, when receiving
a message from a module, can determine which tunnel that module is in. It would be
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possible to have just 1 L-main module in the entire robot listen for external messages
and then relay those to other tunnels. However, for now we place this extra burden
on the external controller to simplify our algorithmic explanations in this chapter.
Modules do not know their global positions. The total robot configuration and
shape is not known by any module and is not known by any external controller.
The external controller only knows the number and arrangement of tunnels in the
robot (for example, there might be 12 parallel tunnels, 4 across and 3 high) but
not the stage of algorithmic execution in those tunnels, exact module placements
in those tunnels, or even if one tunnel is traveling several module lengths behind
another tunnel. The controller merely specifies the direction of travel and it’s up to
the modules in those tunnels to generate locomotion in that direction. Thus, each
module is forced to act solely based on local information (i.e. is an adjacent neighbor
or obstacle present) or on messages received from adjacent modules.

Algorithmic Goal Given the initial movement direction chosen for all L-groups,
our goal is to generate locomotion in that direction indefinitely, or until a reversedirection or change-direction request is received. Such a request may be received at any time. If the robot receives a reverse-direction request it will
eventually succeed in reversing the direction of locomotion throughout every tunnel.
Two reverse-direction requests would result in the robot returning to locomotion in the original direction. If the robot receives a change-direction request it
will start locomotion in a direction orthogonal to the current “forward” direction.
This new direction is to the left or right depending on the chosen value sent in the
change-direction request. At all times during locomotion the robot will be in a
configuration which is physically stable in the presence of gravity according to the
physical limitations of our modules just described above. Furthermore, at no time
will the Robomotion algorithm become “stuck” due to deadlock between modules or
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other such malfunctions.

5.7 Robomotion Proofs of Correctness
For the sake of completeness, we now give formal propositions leading to a proof
that our Robomotion algorithm will generate the desired locomotion without losing
stability or getting stuck (i.e. no deadlock for any modules). These proofs, though
lengthy, are not technically difficult. Again, the main contributions of this work are
Robomotion’s algorithmic design and its experimental results in simulation, rather
than sophisticated proofs of correctness. In the discussions that follow, remember
that at any given time a module executes an algorithm for a specific role such as
Free, L-main, L-child, Turn-Main or Turn-Child. Thus, when we refer to
an L-main module, for example, we are talking about a module which is currently
executing the L-main algorithm. These last 2 roles, Turn-Main andTurn-Child,
have not been mentioned previously. They will be introduced and described later in
Subsection 5.7.3 when we cover turning locomotion.
5.7.1

Forward Locomotion

We’ll now begin proving that the Robomotion algorithm can generate physically
stable forward locomotion in a straight direction. We’ll then cover reversal of locomotion and turning locomotion in the subsections that follow. For all propositions,
theorems, and proofs we assume that we never have a case where 2 tunnels S and
T are aligned with the same or opposite movement directions, with one tunnel just
2 module widths behind the other tunnel (i.e. just 1 empty module space between
them). Since Free modules act in response to whatever messages they receive, this
could cause problems if a Free module moved between these 2 tunnels and started
receiving conflicting orders from the 2 different tunnels. In no other way could a
Free module get orders from 2 different movement tunnels, so we specifically disal153

low this narrow special case.
In our proof structure, we follow the creed of “just do your job”. Since we’re using distributed control and each module has such a limited worldview, all that that
module can do is execute its assigned tasks in hopes that those actions will be part of
some larger, more useful operation. The back of the tunnel, tunnel midsection, and
front of the tunnel each have different jobs to do. Forward locomotion only occurs
if all sections work together and, in a sense, one section can only work properly if
the other sections are all working properly as well. Thus, we simply prove that each
section executes properly assuming that all other sections are executing properly.

Tunnels are Connected but Independent
We begin by showing that the control of a single tunnel may be viewed independently
of other tunnels. We’ll then verify that the front, back, and midsection of a single
tunnel works as expected.
Proposition 5.7.1. In a straight tunnel, every L-group module a has a connectivity
path to every other L-group module b such that the path between a and b passes only
through L-group modules.
Proof: In a straight tunnel we have a contiguous series of L-groups, all with the
same alignment. A straight line could be drawn through the L-main modules in
that contiguous series, so if a and b are both L-main modules, then this is our path
going only through L-group modules. If either a or b is an L-child module, then
it is directly connected to the L-main in its L-group. Thus, our path simply goes
from a, to the L-main module in a’s group, through a straight line of other L-main
modules, to the L-main module in b’s group, to b. Hence, our proposition is proven.
2
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We say that a Free module m is owned by a tunnel T if m if it is in the pathspace of some L-group in T, attached behind some L-group in T, or attached in
front of some L-group in T.
Proposition 5.7.2. A Free module m which is owned by a straight tunnel T will
remained owned by tunnel T as long as m is Free. Furthermore, m will only receive
move-order messages originating from L-group modules in T, and m will make
movement decisions based only on the arrangement of L-groups in T or other Free
modules owned by T.
Proof: First we’ll show that a Free module m which is owned by T will only
receive messages from T or its Free modules. Next we’ll progress to showing that
m will always remain owned by T. Recall that an L-group will only send moveorder messages to modules in its path-space or, if it’s a frontend or backend
L-group, possibly to modules attached directly in front of it or behind it, respectively.
For a Free module inside tunnel T, it is only in the path-space of one L-group
and is not attached in front or behind any L-group module. Therefore, a free module
in the middle of T will only get messages from the L-group whose path-space it
occupies. Next, recall that in Subsection 5.6.2 we disallowed the case of parallel
tunnels being only 1 empty space in front or behind each other. Therefore, a Free
module attached in front or behind tunnel T is only attached to one tunnel and so
will only receive move-order messages from the frontend / backend L-group
of T or a Free module occupying the path-space of the frontend / backend
L-group of T. A Free module will only pass along move-order messages coming
from the L-group whose path-space it occupies. Thus, we have shown that any
Free module owned by T will only receive move-order messages originating from
some L-group module in T.
Now, to show that Free module m will always remained owned by T as long
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as it is Free, we simply need to show that m never moves away from T. m will
only make moves based on the move-order orders it receives. If it’s in the middle
of tunnel T, it will get orders to fill an adjacent unfilled L-child spot or to move
forward in the tunnel. Both cases keep it owned by T, though the first case will
likely lead to it soon switching to the L-child algorithm. If m is behind a module
backend L-group in T, it will only receive move-order messages which tell it to
move behind another module in that L-group, or behind its path-space. The same
is true if m is ahead of a module in a frontend L-group in T. These movements
will also keep m owned by T. Finally, a Free module only requests a push from an
adjacent Free module if it’s in the path-space of a frontend L-group. Therefore,
if m moves in response to a push-me message, it will just move into the path-space
of a frontend L-group in T, keeping it owned by T. Therefore, any Free module
m which begins being owned by T will only make movements which keep it owned
by T .
Finally, we can quickly show that the moves of module m only depend on L-group
module in T or other Free modules owned by T. Module m will make a requested
move if there is space to move as directed and there is a path to travel along allowing that move. Any module blocking such a space would have to be either another
Free module owned by T or a member of an L-group in T. In the middle of T, the
L-groups of T are always present to allow a path for forward movement. Behind the
backend L-group of T, Free modules will use modules in that backend L-group,
and other Free modules owned by T as the path allowing movement. The same is
true for movement in front of the frontend L-group of T. Therefore, Free modules
will only move based on the arrangements of modules in T or other Free modules
owned by T. Hence, the complete proposition is now proven. 2
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Tunnel Midsection Aides Forward Locomotion
Proposition 5.7.3. Let T be a straight tunnel with all L-groups in T having the
same move-direction. Let f be a Free module in the path-space of some Lgroup within tunnel T. f will eventually either (1) join an incomplete L-group in
tunnel T, or (2) move to the front of T.
Proof: Let G be the L-group whose path-space is occupied by f . G will send
move-order messages to f to move to the L-child-2 direction if possible, otherwise
to move in the move-direction if possible. If G is incomplete, f will be moved
into the L-child-2 position where the L-main of G will eventually initialize it,
completing G and satisfying condition (1) of the proposition.
Otherwise, if f is not already at the front of tunnel T, it will eventually move
forward 1 step into the path-space of the L-group G0 in front of G. The same
actions will occur again, just with the messages coming from G0 instead of G. In
this manner f will either join an incomplete L-group that is passes or, since tunnel
T has finite length, f will eventually move to the front of tunnel T. 2

Tunnel Frontend Aides Forward Locomotion
Proposition 5.7.4. Let G be an L-group with frontend status in tunnel T. Assume
that any modules in front of G are Free. Given 3 or more modules which are in
front of G or at the front of tunnel T, another L-group will be formed in front of G.
Proof: As long as there is no module in front of G’s L-child-1 module, Free
modules in G’s path-space are instructed to request a push forward and then to
move into that space in front of L-child-1. If G’s L-child-1 has a module in front
of it, modules in G’s path-space are instead told to move forward and then to the
side in front of G’s L-child-2.
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G’s L-child-2 module will instruct any module in front of it to move in front of
G’s L-main instead. G’s L-main will initialize any module in front of it to become
a new L-main and start a new L-group in front of G. Thus, as long as there are
3 Free modules in front of G or G’s path-space keeps being filled by new Free
modules, the spaces in front of G will be filled in the order L-child-1, L-main,
L-child-2. A Free module filling the space in front of G’s L-main will eventually
become a new L-main and will initialize its two L-child modules, completely forming a new L-group in front of G. From Proposition 5.7.3 we know that any Free
modules in tunnel T will keep being moved to the front of T, so any modules at the
front of T will eventually be moved into G’s path-space at least until G has 3 or
more modules in front of it. Therefore, we know that a new L-group will be formed
in front of G and the proposition is proven. 2

Tunnel Backend Aides Forward Locomotion
Now we get to a section of the tunnel that requires careful interaction between the
3 modules in an L-group. To prove that all modules behind a backend L-group G
will be moved into G’s tunnel, we need to show that no module can become stuck
behind G with no way to move into the tunnel. This could occur because modules
can’t make convex-corner transitions and so need help from other modules to move
into the tunnel. When considering the multi-module coordination we describe next,
remember that a module can only move 1 unit distance following a single moveorder message. This will keep any module from moving too far in the wrong
direction (such as due to old orders before a reversal of locomotion occurred). Also,
to aid understanding, Figure 5.10 shows an L-group being disassembled with the steps
labeled according to the disassembly conditions that will be given while proving our
next proposition.
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Figure 5.10: A labeled L-group and an L-group being disassembled.

Finally, to simplify our proposition, define an L-group G as endpoint ready if it
meets any of the 3 following conditions: (1) G has a module in its path-space, (2)
G has a module attached behind its path-space, or (3) G has 3 modules attached
behind it (i.e. 1 module attached behind each L-group module in G).
Proposition 5.7.5. Let G be an L-group with backend status in tunnel T and let
G0 be the L-group immediately in front of G in tunnel T. If G is endpoint ready,
then any modules attached behind G will be moved into tunnel T whenever space
is available. L-group G0 will then attain backend status and will also be endpoint
ready.
Proof: The process of moving modules from behind G into the tunnel is controlled
overall by the L-main module in the middle of G. For L-main to decide that there
are no modules behind the L-group, the following conditions must occur in the
following order:
1. L-child-1 begins sending correct wait-for-replace move-order messages.
2. The space behind G’s path-space is found to be empty (thus ensuring there
is no module in that space going the “wrong way”).
After this occurs, L-child-1 finally replies to any init-lchild message from
L-main.
3. The space behind L-main is found empty.
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4. The space behind L-child-2 is found empty.
After this occurs, L-main sends ready-to-dis messages to L-child-1.
5. L-child-1 begins sending pull-order move-order messages (and gets a
reply from a module in the path-space or finds the space empty).
6. The space behind L-child-1 is cleared.
7. L-child-1 begins sending pull-opt move-order messages to the pathspace.
8. The path-space is found empty.
After this occurs, L-child-1 finally replies to any ready-to-dis message from
L-main and so L-main decides that there are no modules behind L-group G.
This order of operations works because any time a step is “cleared” – with the
possible exception of step 3 – we know that step will remain cleared as long as Lgroup G keeps backend status. A Free module behind the path-space and going
the “wrong” way (i.e. not coming from behind L-child-1 or from behind L-child2) would have to be following a move-order originating from L-child-1. Thus,
L-child-1 first begins sending correct move-order messages and then checks that
the space behind path-space is empty.
A module moving behind L-child-2 would have to come from behind the pathspace or behind L-main, so we check those first (with L-main able to verify that
condition 3 hasn’t changed when it hears about condition 4 occurring). Finally, Lchild-1 knows that the last Free module behind any member of L-group G should
be behind L-child-1. That last Free module is only released after all other spaces
behind the L-group G modules have been cleared. Until that happens (and the space
behind L-child-1 is also cleared) Free modules in the path-space are forced to
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wait for another Free module to come behind them. This ensures that no Free
module behind the L-group is left behind.
As an extra safety check, if L-child-1 finds no module behind it, but hasn’t
heard that the spaces behind L-child-2 and L-main are also clear, it sends pullorder messages to any module in the path-space to guarantee that if a module
is behind L-child-2 or L-main, it will not be left behind. However, in our use of
Robomotion this case should not occur as the L-child-1 spot is the first one filled in
front of a frontend L-group and the last one emptied behind a backend L-group.
Regardless, at the time the path-space is finally emptied and L-main gets a reply
to its ready-to-dis message from L-child-1, we know that all spaces behind the
L-group are empty and will remain so as long as L-group G keeps backend status.
At the time that L-main gets that last ready-to-dis message it knows there are
no longer any modules behind L-group G. At this point it starts sending becomebackend messages to the L-main module in L-group G0 . Once that message is
received G0 will attain backend status, and since G’s 3 modules are still attached
behind G0 (and there are no other modules attached behind G or in its path-space)
then G0 also is endpoint ready. Hence, the proposition is proven. 2

As a final point, it is worth noting that at the end of the sequence described in
the previous proposition G0 is in the same situation that L-group G was in at the
start of the sequence. Since L-group G0 is one module length in front of G, repeated
applications of this sequence will lead to back of the tunnel to travel forward. A
similar sequence was described for the front of the tunnel in Propostion 5.7.4, so
combining these gives us an outline for how locomotion for the entire robot can be
generated.
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Complete Tunnel Generates Forward Locomotion
Proposition 5.7.6. At any time in a given tunnel T, the backmost 1-2 L-groups
in that tunnel have backend status. If there are two backend L-groups, then the
one further back has no modules attached behind it. There are no other backend
L-groups in the tunnel.
Proof: We begin at initialization with the single backmost L-group in the tunnel
having backend status and no modules behind it, so the proposition holds initially.
After the Robomotion algorithm begins executing, a new L-group takes on backend
status only when it’s L-main receives a become-backend message. This would only
be sent by an L-main module which has backend status and has determined that
there are no modules behind it’s L-group, via the process just analyzed in Proposition
5.7.5.
Thus, we begin with a single backend L-group G at the back of the tunnel and
this will be the only backend L-group until there are no modules behind it. At
this time the L-group H in front of G will also take on backend status. No other
L-groups will get backend status until H has disassembled G and moved all of its
modules into the tunnel. At this point we are back to the original situation of one
lone backend L-group at the back of the tunnel with no modules behind it. Since
we have shown that the proposition holds at all points during this execution cycle,
our proposition is proven. 2

Proposition 5.7.7. At any time in a given tunnel T, the frontmost 1-2 L-groups
in that tunnel have frontend status. If there are two frontend L-groups, then
the one furthest forward has no modules attached ahead of it. There are no other
frontend L-groups in the tunnel.
Proof: This proposition is proven in the same manner that we proved Proposition
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5.7.6. We begin at initialization with only the frontmost L-group G in the tunnel
having frontend status. Thus, the proposition holds initially. From Propositions
5.7.3 and 5.7.4 we know that Free modules in the tunnel will keep moving to
the front and that a new L-group H will eventually be formed in front of L-group
G. However, L-group H begins with is-true-frontend == false and will not
move any Free modules in front of itself until that variable becomes true. That
variable will only become true when it sends a is-true-frontend message to the
L-group behind it, meaning L-group G, and gets a reply back. When G replies, it
loses frontend status. Therefore, as long as there are 2 frontend L-groups, no
modules will be attached in front of the frontmost L-group, so the proposition holds
at this stage too.
After G loses frontend status and H sets is-true-frontend = true then
we are back to our original situation with a single frontend L-group at the front of
the tunnel. L-groups only take on frontend status when they’re first formed, and
new L-groups are only formed in front of existing frontend L-groups. Therefore,
we know that the only L-groups with frontend status will be at the front of the
tunnel. Since we’ve already shown that the front of the tunnel will cycle through
having 1-2 frontend L-groups – and if there are 2 of them no modules ahead of
the frontmost L-group – then our complete proposition is now proven. 2

Now that each section of the tunnel has been shown to work in isolation, we’re
now ready to show that an entire tunnel operates correctly and that this results
in forward locomotion for a robot configuration made entirely of these tunnels. In
the next proposition, we use stable to mean that the space is physically stable (i.e.
supported below by the ground or by other modules) and open to mean that the
space is not occupied by anything.
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Proposition 5.7.8. For a single straight tunnel T, as long as T always has a stable,
open space in front of it, and no change in movement orders, tunnel T will generate
forward locomotion indefinitely.
Proof: From Propositions 5.7.7 we know that we’ll always have at least 1 frontend
L-group at the front of the tunnel, that the frontmost of those will eventually take
on is-true-frontend status, and that a new frontend L-group will be formed
in front of it as soon as enough Free modules show up. All that we need is for
an constant stream of Free modules to arrive at the front of the tunnel and we’ll
generate locomotion indefinitely.
From Proposition 5.7.3 we know that any Free module in the tunnel will either
join an incomplete L-group that it passes or will move to the front of the tunnel.
Since we’re dealing with a tunnel with a finite number of modules there must be
a finite number of incomplete L-groups. Thus, if we can get an infinite stream of
modules to enter into the tunnel, then we’ll get them to the front and will generate
locomotion indefinitely.
From Propositions 5.7.6 we know that we’ll always have at least 1 backend
L-group, that any modules behind it will be moved into the tunnel, and that the
L-group in front of that backend L-group will also gain backend status once that
occurs. At this point the old backend L-group will be disassembled and the process
begins all over again. This only relies on there being sufficient room in the tunnel
to take those coming modules and, by the explanations in the last 2 paragraphs,
we know that there will eventually be space because those Free modules will be
moved to join incomplete L-groups or to the front of the tunnel where they’ll form
new frontend L-groups. Thus, from these disassembling backend L-groups we
get an infinite stream of Free modules moving into the tunnel and so we generate
locomotion indefinitely.
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Finally, note that at all times Free modules which begin connected to tunnel
T are either in the path-space of some L-group in T, attached ahead of (or behind) some L-group module, or attached ahead of (or behind) some Free module in
the path-space of a frontend (or backend L-group). At no time does a Free
module become disconnected from tunnel T and so there is no chance of somehow
“dropping” modules from our infinite stream. Thus all of the sections of our tunnel
- front, middle, and back - act in coordination. Hence, our proposition is proven. 2

For the following theorem, we refer to the original move-direction value given
to modules in the robot as the “original direction of motion”. This same phrase will
also be used later when we discuss forward and backward locomotion.
Theorem 5.7.9. Let R be a robot of modules, initialized as described in Subsection
5.6.2, resting on a flat, infinite plane. Assuming no change in movement direction
occurs, the Robomotion algorithm will generate endless forward locomotion in the
original direction of motion for the entire robot configuration. No disconnections
ever occur and physical stability is maintained at all times.
Proof: We’ll show that locomotion will effectively happen, then we’ll show that the
robot is physically stable at all times, and finally we’ll show that no disconnection
ever occurs. First, from Proposition 5.7.2, we know that Free modules operating
with one tunnel won’t receive any messages from any other tunnel. Thus, other
than considering stability, we can view the locomotion execution of each L-group
independently. From Proposition 5.7.8, we know that any single tunnel will generate
locomotion forward as long as it keeps finding a space in front of it. All tunnels have
such space, so we know that all of them will effectively generate forward locomotion
if there are no messages between L-group modules in different tunnels which prevent
this. The only such messages are to ensure adjacent tunnels stay together vertically
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and horizontally, so we’ll verify that they do not cause problems as we verify stability.
Our problem statement assumed that we begin with a robot initialized so that
any vertically stacked tunnels are aligned in the same way with L-main modules
above L-main modules. Consider a single vertical stack of such tunnels. The Lmain modules, along with L-child-2 modules between them, form a solid, straight
vertical stack. Initially none of these modules move. Since we allow for arbitrary
compression forces to act on modules, this stack is stable in the presence of gravity.
For a given L-group, off to the side of this stack is possibly an L-child-1 module
(next to a L-main module) and possibly 1 Free module (next to the L-child-2
module in the vertical stack). Our limit for tension or shear forces off of 1 side of a
given module is 3 modules hanging off of that side. At initialization time, we have at
most 1 module hanging off the side of any module in the vertical stack. This covers
all force interactions, so the vertical stack of tunnels is stable. Other vertical stacks
of tunnels which are horizontally adjacent have no force effect. Thus we have that
the entire robot is stable in the presence of gravity right after initialization.
Once locomotion starts, a backend L-group will only start disassembling (by
sending a become-backend message to the L-group in front of it) once all of the
L-groups stacked vertically above it have started disassembling. So tension and shear
forces at the back of the robot are limited per tunnel and we only need to consider
forces caused by modules attached behind the backmost backend L-group in a
single tunnel. Any module attached behind the L-child-2 or L-main modules can
be supported by those L-group modules and only cause 1 unit (1 module worth)
of tension and shear force per L-group module. A module behind the L-child-1
space, and one behind the path-space, can both be supported by the L-child-1
module. Since that module is in turn supported by the L-main module in its group,
that gives a total of 3 units (3 modules worth) of tension or shear force, still keeping
within our constant bounded allowance. Therefore, we have that physical stability
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at the back of the tunnel is maintained. Also, since the dependency order between
vertically stacked L-groups is one-way (tunnels below wait on tunnels above to begin
disassembly) and the topmost tunnel has no condition to wait on, there is no chance
of deadlock.
Now, consider the front end of the tunnel. A frontend L-group will only start
assembling a new L-group in front of it once all of the L-groups below it are completed. So tension and shear forces at the front of the robot are limited per tunnel
and we only need to consider forces caused by modules attached ahead of the frontmost frontend L-group in a single tunnel. The forces may be attributed just as we
did at the back of the tunnel and so physical stability at the front of the tunnel is
assured. Also, the order of dependence is again one-way (tunnels above wait on tunnels below) and the bottommost tunnel has no condition to wait on, so again there
is no chance of deadlock. Furthermore, since the middle of the tunnel is arranged in
the same way that the initial robot configuration had, the middle of the tunnel must
be physically stable. Thus, we have that the entire robot is physically stable in the
presence of gravity.
So we have that the robot is physically stable at all times and the messages
between vertically stacked tunnels do not impede locomotion. The only other intertunnel messages are those between horizontally adjacent tunnels, and they simply
cause a frontend L-group to delay starting a new L-group in front of it until the
L-group to its left has been fully formed or a backend L-group to delay starting
disassembly until the module to its right has started disassembly. These messages act
just like the vertical messages to maintain alignment, so in the same manner they do
not impede locomotion. This was the last check we needed, so we have now proven
that locomotion will continue indefinitely and that the robot will be physically stable
in the presence of gravity at all times. Finally, we’ll show that no disconnection occurs. From Proposition 5.7.8 we have that no disconnection occurs between modules
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in a single tunnel or Free modules attached to or traveling through that tunnel.
Thus, the only disconnection that could occur would be if, among 2 adjacent tunnels,
one tunnel got so far ahead of the other that they were no longer touching. Yet our
messages between backend and frontend L-groups prevent this both horizontally
and vertically. So although the overall robot’s front or back edge might start to slant
slightly, it will remain stable and adjacent tunnels will maintain contact with each
other. Hence, our theorem is now proven in full. 2

5.7.2

Reverse Locomotion

Only a slight extension of our algorithm is needed to facilitate reversal of a tunnel’s
locomotion direction. We assume that a movement reversal is initiated by an external
controller which broadcasts a reverse-direction message to all modules in the
robot. That message comes with a count value which is incremented each time the
external controller tries to reverse the robot’s locomotion again. We assume that at
least 1 L-main module without backend status in each tunnel is able to hear and
reply to the external controller’s broadcast message. (A backend L-main would be
unreliable if it is not the only backend L-group in that tunnel and it is about to be
disassembled.) The message will then be relayed to all other L-groups in each tunnel.
We could have just 1 non-backend L-main module in the entire robot respond to
the message and then begin sending the message throughout the entire robot. The
1-per-tunnel requirement is just used here to keep our focus on individual tunnels
and simplify our analysis. Finally, we assume that when the robot is initialized, each
module in the robot begins with a variable expected-count initialized to 0. After
this initial point, when new L-main modules are created via init-lmain modules,
they’ll get an updated expected-count value from that message which initializes
them.
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if given a reverse-direction message then
if count in message < expected-count then
- Send back an ack-reverse-direction reply message.
else if message.count == expected-count + 1 and
rev-move-direction == false and rev-prev-direction == false
then
- Set expected-count = message.count + 1.
- Send back an ack-reverse-direction reply message.
- Swap the is-frontend and is-backend variable values.
- Set is-true-frontend = false.
- Set ready-above = ready-below = false.
- Set ready-left = ready-right = false.
- Swap the move-direction and prev-direction values.
- Mark both L-child modules as not initialized (so they’ll be
re-initialized).
if module ahead in move-direction then
Set rev-move-direction = true.
else
Set rev-move-direction = false.
end
if module behind in prev-direction then
Set rev-prev-direction = true.
else
Set rev-prev-direction = false.
end
end
end
if given an ack-reverse-direction message then
if message came from move-direction then
Set rev-move-direction = false.
else
Set rev-prev-direction = false.
end
end
Algorithm 9: Extension of L-Main message handling to allow reversals.

if rev-move-direction = true. then
Send a reverse-direction message with count = expected-count
-1 in direction move-direction.
end
if rev-prev-direction = true. then
Send a reverse-direction message with count = expected-count
-1 in direction prev-direction.
end
Algorithm 10: Extension of L-Main role algorithm to allow reversals.
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For the propositions that follow, we designate a reverse-direction order by
having a unique count value. Each attempt by the external controller to reverse
the robot’s locomotion direction will have a unique value which increases by 1 each
time. However, to cause the desired effect for one direction reversal order there will
be many reverse-direction messages which get sent (from the external controller
or between modules) and each of those messages will have the same count value.
Proposition 5.7.10. All L-groups will eventually get each reverse-direction
order and set its move-direction and frontend / backend statuses correctly.
Proof: Reverse-dirction messages are only handled by L-main modules, so we
only focus on them in this proof. If a message comes in with a lower count value,
the L-main responds with a reply message but does nothing else. If the message
comes in with a higher than expected counter value, it is ignored. Only if the counter
value is exactly as expected and previous reverse-direction messages have been
successfully passed on (as marked by the rev-move-direction and rev-prevdirection variables being false) does the L-main respond in full by sending a
reply message, swapping its direction values and frontend / backend statuses,
and forwarding that message to other adjacent L-mains.
So, an the L-main module waits for a specific counter value, will only react (by
reversing its direction) to values in order, and will only react once to each. Since
reverse-direction messages are sent until a reply is received, the higher-valued
messages that are first ignored will be repeated until there is some reply. Thus, if
every L-main can receive at least 1 message for each unique reverse-direction
order, every L-group will act upon each of them exactly once.
To see that this occurs, note that any L-main which responds to a reversedirection message must do so in proper counter order: i, i+1, i+2, etc. Therefore,
if we can find 1 L-main that has sent out messages for requests 1 through “i”,
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then we know that all L-mains (and so all L-groups) will respond to all requests 1
through “i”. To find this L-main, first consider the base case when no reversedirection orders have ever been sent out. All requests originally come from the
external controller, which will not send out request “i+1” until it has heard a reply
to request “i” from at least 1 L-main (without backend status) from each tunnel.
Any L-main can respond to the first request with counter value 1 and so one
in each tunnel eventually will. By the descriptions above, it will relay that message
to adjacent L-groups and eventually all will respond. Now, consider the case where
message “i” has already been responded to by at least 1 L-main in each tunnel and
the controller is now sending out request “i+1”.
In any given tunnel, we know that there is at least 1 L-main that has already
reacted to message “i”, and so will be available to react to message “i+1”. When it
does so, this becomes our L-main which has responded to each “reverse-direction”
request, 1 through “i+1”. It may have first received some of those message from
adjacent L-groups instead of from the external controller, but the effect is the same.
The “i+1” request will then emanate out from this L-group and will eventually reach
and be responded to by every other L-group in the tunnel. Thus, every L-group in
the robot will respond to every reverse-direction request exactly once. Hence,
our proposition is proven. 2

Proposition 5.7.11. There are always 1-2 frontend or 1-2 backend L-groups
at each end of the tunnel. Also, if there are 2 L-groups with frontend/backend
status at one end of the tunnel, there are no modules attached ahead/behind the
frontmost/backmost L-group. There are no frontend/backend L-groups in the
tunnel except for those 1-2 L-groups at each end of the tunnel.
Proof: From earlier Propositions 5.7.6 and 5.7.7 we begin with this new proposition
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holding true before any reverse-direction messages are sent. We now will show
that the proposition still holds after reverse-direction messages are sent. First,
since we begin with the only frontend/backend L-groups being at the ends of the
tunnel, and new L-groups can only gain those statuses by receiving specific messages
from an L-group already having that status, we know that there will not be any
frontend/backend L-groups in the tunnel except for those at the ends. Thus,
we know that there will not be any frontend/backend L-groups except those at
the ends a the tunnel. For the remaining conditions of our proposition, we need to
show that there are exactly 1 or 2 such L-groups at each end. Consider a single end
of the tunnel. If there is only one L-group at this end of the tunnel with frontend
or backend status then this L-group will merely switch from frontend status
to backend status (or vice versa) when receiving a reverse-direction message.
So regardless there is always 1 frontend or backend L-group at this end of the
tunnel, so the proposition trivially holds.
The only remaining case is when we have two frontend / backend L-groups
at one end of the tunnel. Consider first the frontend case with L-group G the
frontmost L-group and L-group H the one behind it. From Proposition 5.7.7 we
know that there are no modules attached in front of L-group G. These two L-groups
will switch to backend status upon receiving the reverse-direction message.
This reversal now means that L-group G is now furthest “back” (i.e. it’s still furthest
out at this end of the tunnel) and has no modules attached behind it. Furthermore,
L-group H won’t start a new backend L-group until G is disassembled and moved
into the tunnel. So the proposition holds here as well.
Finally, the case of two backend L-groups G and H works in the same way.
If G is furthest back, then it has no modules behind it. When G and H “reverse”
direction and become frontend L-groups (with G now at the front since it remains
the furthest out at this end of the tunnel) G has no modules attached ahead of it.
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Also, since G begins with is-true-frontend = false when it reverses its movedirection, G will not move any modules ahead of it until it is sure that H has lost
frontend status. Thus, because our frontend and backend cases are mirror
images of each other, our proposition holds regardless of the number of reversedirection messages that are sent through the tunnel. 2

Theorem 5.7.12. Let R be a robot of modules, initialized as described in Subsection
5.6.2, resting on a flat, infinite plane. Given an even number of reverse-direction
orders from the external controller, endless locomotion will eventually be generated
in the original direction of motion until another reverse-direction order is sent.
Given an odd number of reverse-direction orders from the external controller,
endless locomotion will eventually be generated opposite the original direction of motion until another reverse-direction order is sent. No disconnections ever occur
and physical stability is maintained at all times.
Proof: From Proposition 5.7.11 we know that we’ll still have 1-2 frontend or
backend L-groups at each end of the tunnel. Proposition 5.7.10 tells us that all
L-groups will eventually receive all necessary reverse-direction messages (and
thus will eventually find the correct move-direction value). Thus, we know all
modules in the middle of the tunnel will eventually start moving Free modules in
the tunnel in the proper direction. Therefore, Free modules will eventually reach
the proper “front” of the tunnel. We also know that L-groups at the ends of the
tunnel with either frontend or backend status will eventually have the correct
status between those two options. All that remains to show that locomotion will be
generated properly is to show that the reversals of movement direction will not (1)
keep a new L-group from being formed in front of the tunnel, and (2) keep modules
behind the backmost L-group from being moved into the tunnel.
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First we’ll show condition (1). Let G be the current frontmost L-group. As
described earlier in Proposition 5.7.4, Free modules in front of G will be funneled
to the positions of L-child-1, L-main, and L-child-2, in that order. This will
eventually form a new L-group in front of G. The only issue that could block this
process is if there is a module in front of G which is not Free and blocks one of
the L-group locations (L-child-1, L-main, L-child-2) from being filled. The Lchild-2 location is the only one that Free modules pass through to reach another
location (in this case, L-main). Yet the only roles that modules in front of G could
be executing are L-main or L-child roles from an old L-group of which they were
a part. When an L-group is being disassembled, the L-child-2 location is the first
one cleared. So, if there is a module in the L-child-2 location which is not Free,
then it must be executing the L-child role and it must be the case that the L-main
location is still filled by some module. In this case, it will eventually receive an initlmain message from G’s L-main module and so will be initialized and will start a
new L-group in front of G. Thus, we have shown condition (1) that new L-groups
will continue to be formed in front of the tunnel.
All that remains for proving locomotion occurs is to show condition (2), that
modules behind the backmost L-group will be moved into the tunnel. Let G be that
backmost L-group. Recall that Proposition 5.7.5 stated that all modules behind
backmost L-group G will be moved into the tunnel if there is either a module in
G’s path-space, a module behind G’s path-space, or >= 3 total modules behind
G. Well, if G ever had frontend status, then at that time a module leaving G’s
path-space would have to move out beyond that path-space. (We’d just call that
same spot something different, behind or in front of the path-space, depending on
which direction we’re currently calling “forward”.) Also, any module “beyond” G’s
path-space could only move back into the path-space or into one of the L-child
locations. Yet, if it moved to an L-child location, then to allow that movement
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there must have been either a module in G’s path-space or two other modules
attached beyond (in front of) G to allow that movement. Thus, at all times when
G has frontend status, if there are any modules in front of G then there’s either
a module in G’s path-space, a module attached beyond G’s path-space, or >= 3
modules attached beyond (in front of) G. These conditions also hold when G has
backend status, so we have the necessary conditions for Proposition 5.7.5 to hold
and we know that any modules attached behind backend L-group G will be moved
into the tunnel.
Condition (2) was the last locomotion-related condition to check since we already
showed that the middle and front of the tunnel will properly generate locomotion
despite any reversals in movement direction. Therefore, we have proven that endless locomotion will be generated in the proper direction. Finally, for the conditions
of connectivity and stability, our earlier reasoning from the proof of Theorem 5.7.9
still holds. L-group modules within a tunnel are always connected through other
L-groups, and Free modules in a tunnel are always connected to an L-group member or to another Free module that is attached to the L-child-1 module in some
frontend/backend L-group. So connectivity and stability in a single tunnel is
maintained. For the entire robot, new L-groups are still not formed in front of a
tunnel until the tunnels below and to the left are also ready. Old L-groups behind a
tunnel are not disassembled until the tunnels above and to the right are also ready to
do the same. Since the condition variables controlling this in a frontend/backend
L-main module are reset every time it gains one of these statuses, this inter-tunnel
connectivity and stability check still holds despite any reversals of movement direction. With connectivity and stability now proven, and locomotion generation having
been proven above, we have now proven our complete theorem. 2
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Figure 5.11: Showing the arrangement of Turn-Main and Turn-Child modules
in a turn.

5.7.3

Locomotion With Turns

In this subsection we describe our algorithm for creating turns in a single movement
tunnel. Descriptions of how to manage multiple turning tunnels will be given later.
We handle a turn in a tunnel much like we controlled a single L-group: one central
controller will manage two partners that follow along. However, now instead of 3
individual modules, our turn will be comprised of 3 L-groups. The middle controlling
module, running a turn-main algorithm, will send commands to two adjacent modules, each running the turn-child algorithm. The arrangement of these modules
within a turn is shown in Figure 5.11 from a “bird’s eye” view from above the turn.
Both of the turn-child modules share the same l-child-1 module and neither will
have an l-child-2 module above. The turn-main module will have an l-child-2
module above it (not shown in this figure) but will not have a l-child-1 module.
A turn begins when a change-direction message is sent from an external controller giving a new desired direction of locomotion. Only L-main modules with
frontend status will respond to that signal and only if the new direction is orthogonal to the current move-direction of that L-main module. Assume for the
moment that there is only 1 frontend L-main in the tunnel which responds to this
signal. After pseudo-code for executing a turn is given we’ll explain how the case of
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2 consecutive frontend L-mains is handled without any additional work.
An L-main module with frontend status responds to an appropriate changedirection message by changing to running the Turn-Main algorithm instead. The
Turn-Main algorithm then initializes two Turn-Child modules beside it. These are
initialized in the locations of the old L-Child-1 module (from the old L-Main) and
the L-Main module behind the Turn-Main module (in the opposite of the old move
direction). Once both of these Turn-Child modules are initialized, the Turn-Main
module will construct a new orthogonal tunnel and disassemble the old tunnel sections. Specifically, the order of operations is:
• Initialize both Turn-Child neighbors.
• Start a new frontend L-group in the new move direction (and wait for it to
form a new L-group in front of it so that it loses frontend status).
• Disassemble any adjacent L-group ahead of Turn-Main in the old move direction.
• Wait for there to be at most 1 adjacent L-group opposite of the new move
direction.
• Disassemble any remaining L-group modules opposite of the new move direction.
• Wait for there to be at most 1 adjacent L-group opposite of the old move
direction (the prev-direction tunnel).
• Disassemble any remaining L-group modules opposite of the old move direction.
For each of these sections, starting a new orthogonal tunnel or disassembling
L-groups in any of 3 old tunnel directions, we have already defined algorithms to
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successfully execute these tasks. A frontend L-group will start a new tunnel L-group
and a backend L-group will disassemble an old L-group. All the Turn-Main algorithm
has to do is manage the process of creating new frontend or backend L-groups around
it at the appropriate times (and re-initializing the appropriate Turn-Child neighbor
when certain frontend/backend roles are complete). Similarly, the Turn-Child modules job is mostly to listen for directions from that Turn-Main module. Detailed
pseudo-code for the Turn-Main and Turn-Child roles are given in Algorithms 12 and
11, respectively.
if There is a module in direction l-child-2 then
Send a become-free message in that direction.
Send a move-direction message in that direction with instructions to
move in the l-child-1 direction.
if given a become-backend message from oppositeOf(turn-main)
direction then
Send a ready-to-dis message in the turn-main direction.
end
if given a become-backend message from the turn-main direction then
Switch to an l-main algo with backend = true.
end
if given a is-true-frontend message then
Send back a reply message.
end
Algorithm 11: Pseudo-code for the Turn-Child algorithm.
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if init-new-lchild-1 == false then
Send an Init-turn-child message in direction new-lchild-1
else if init-old-lchild-1 == false then
Send an Init-turn-child message in direction old-lchild-1
else if init-new-move == false then
if old-lchild-1 == new-move then
Send an init-lmain message in direction old-lchild-1
else
Switch to an l-main algo with frontend = true, l-child-1 =
new-lchild-1, move-direction = new-move, and turn-part =
turn-main.
else if clear-old-move == false then
Switch to an L-Main algo with backend = true, L-child-1 =
Old-Lchild-1, Move-Direction = oppositeOf(Old-Move, and
Turn-Part = TurnMain.
else if clear-new-lchild1 == false then
if ready-new-lchild1 == true then
Send a become-backend message in direction new-lchild-1
else if clear-old-lchild1 == false then
if No neighbor in direction old-l-child-1 then
Set ready-old-lchild1 = true
if ready-old-lchild1 == true then
Send a become-backend message in direction old-lchild-1
else
Switch to an l-main algorithm with backend = true, lchild-1 =
new-lchild-1, move-direction = new-move, and turn-part = null.
if given a ready-to-dis message then
Set either ready-new-lchild1 or ready-old-lchild1 = true (for
whichever direction the message came from.)
end
if given a become-backend message then
Set either cleared-new-lchild1 or cleared-new-lchild1 = true
(for whichever direction the message came from) and also set either
init-new-lchild1 or init-old-lchild1 = false as well.
end
Algorithm 12: Pseudo-code for the Turn-Main algorithm.
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Figure 5.12: A single tunnel as it turns to the right. Yellow modules are the
moving Free modules. Purple modules are acting as part of the tunnel’s corner
junction. Tri-color modules are acting as part of normal L-groups.

To make these algorithms work, we must make a couple very small changes to
the L-main and L-child algorithms. First, if either algorithm receives an init-turnchild message, it converts to the Turn-Child algorithm and sends back a “reply”
message to acknowledge that the initialization message was received. Also, for the
L-main algorithm, whenever it loses frontend status it checks the is-in-turn flag
variable. If that variable is set to true then the algorithm switches to the Turn-Main
algorithm without re-initializing (since that’s the role it must have had previously)
and sets init-new-move = true and init-new-lchild1 = false. This lets
the Turn-Main module know that the new orthogonal tunnel has successfully been
created and that one Turn-Child neighbor needs to be re-initialized. Similarly, if
a backend L-Main module reaches the stage where it wants to send a becomebackend message to the L-group in front of it, a check is made on the is-in-turn
variable. If set to true, now the L-main module converts back to the Turn-Main
role and sets cleared-old-move = true and init-old-lchild1. These new additions allow the Turn-Main algorithm to briefly assume a traditional frontend or
backend role but don’t affect the functionality of the L-main or L-child algorithms.
Recall that a Turn-Main module starts as a frontend L-main module. Since
there are either 1 or 2 frontend L-main modules at the front of any straight
tunnel, it’s possible that we could have 2 consectuive L-main modules which convert
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to the Turn-Main algorithm. However, this is easily handled as the front Turn-Main
module, before it can start any orthogonal tunnel, would have to convert the back
Turn-Main algorithm to the Turn-Child algorithm. Yet the Turn-Main algorithm
doesn’t respond to any such request. Thus, the front Turn-Main module will remain
stuck trying to initialize that Turn-Child module behind it until it is eventually
converted to being a Free module by the Turn-Main behind it. Thus, we can really
only have 1 operational Turn-Main module at the front of a tunnel. We are now
ready to prove the effectiveness of this turn arrangement.
Proposition 5.7.13. Let T be a tunnel whose modules receive an orthogonal changedirection order message. Assuming no new change-direction or reversedirection orders are sent, the frontend L-groups in T will initiate a new locomotion tunnel in the desired direction and disassemble any remaining tunnel sections
in any of the other 3 cardinal directions. The new tunnel will generate endless locomotion in the newly chosen direction. No disconnections ever occur and physical
stability is maintained at all times.
Proof: As described earlier, only a frontend L-main module will respond to a
change-direction order, and it will do so by converting to a Turn-Main algorithm and trying to initialize two adjacent Turn-Child modules. We can have at
most 1 or 2 frontend L-groups in a tunnel, and if there are 2 then they are consecutive. A Turn-Main tries to initialize the L-main module behind it to convert to
a Turn-Child and will not do anything else until that Turn-Child is initialized.
Since a Turn-Main module would ignore such a request, then we will have exactly
one operational (non-stuck) Turn-Main module that is created in reaction to a
change-direction order.
To prove that new orthogonal locomotion is started and that old tunnels are
disassembled, we need to show that (1) Turn-Main starts adjacent frontend or
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backend L-groups when needed, (2) Turn-Main learns when those frontend /
backend L-groups complete their tasks so the base arrangement of Turn-Main
and Turn-Child groups can be reset, and (3) that the frontend / backend
L-groups have the necessary surrounding conditions to be able to complete their
tasks.
We’ll first do this with start of the new orthogonal tunnel. This begins with
either the Turn-Main module starting a new frontend L-group or by it telling
an adjacent Turn-Child module to start that. Which gets chosen depends on
whether the Turn-Main or its Turn-Child is further forward in the new desired
move-direction. In either case, a Free module located above the other TurnChild module and a Free module located above the L-child-1 module of the two
Turn-Childs will be able to work together to push one of them out in front of
this new frontend L-group. Other necessary Free modules will come from the
old tunnel, so we have the necessary conditions for a new L-group to be formed in
front of this temporary frontend L-group. Once that new L-group is formed, it
will send back a is-true-frontend message, letting our temporary frontend Lgroup know that it can return to either Turn-Main or Turn-Child status. The
frontend L-main module, when it loses frontend status, will switch back to
being a Turn-Main with init-lmain = true if the turn-part variable was set
to indicate that. Otherwise, the L-main will switch back to the Turn-Child role
and it will send a message to Turn-Main to set its init-lmain variable. In either
case, the new orthogonal tunnel is created and the Turn-Main is able to move to
disassembling the old tunnel sections.
Now, for the disassembling of old tunnel sections, we begin with moving into the
tunnel any modules found ahead of Turn-Main in the old move-direction and
then any modules behind Turn-Main opposite the new move-direction. In both
cases Turn-Main converts to being a backend L-main a uses one of its Turn182

Child neighbors to take on the backend L-child-1 role. Recall that Turn-Main
started as a frontend L-main, so in front of it in the old move-direction there is
either no modules, Free modules, or 1 L-group without any further modules in front
of it. As a result, when Turn-Main converts to a backend L-main it can move
those modules into the tunnel just as was done earlier when we reversed the movement
direction of a tunnel. For the direction opposite the new move-direction, the only
modules attached there would have to come from an adjacent tunnel. That is why no
disassembly will occur from this side until a become-backend message is received
from that direction, indicating that only one L-group remains and all others have
been disassembled. Since only one L-group remains, with no other modules behind
it, again it can be disassembled just like at the back of any normal straight tunnel.
The ability to disassemble from this direction is included so that adjacent tunnels
can be merged together. If no modules are found in that direction, then this entire
disassembly process is skipped.
Finally, the only remaining task is to disassemble modules from opposite the old
move-direction. Again, this is not started until we’ve heard a become-backend
message from that direction (relayed through a Turn-Child to the Turn-Main)
indicating that only one L-group remains there. At this point, and after tunnel
sections in the other 2 directions have already been disassembled, Turn-Main can
send a signal to the appropriate Turn-Child to start a backend L-group and move
those last few lingering modules into the tunnel. The Turn-Main module will know
that this has been completed when this backend L-main module sends a becomebackend message to the Turn-Main. At this point the Turn-Main module will
have completed all of its tasks of starting a new tunnel and disassembling in the other
3 directions and realizing that all of those tasks have been completed. At this point
the Turn-Main can become a backend L-main with its new L-group aligned with
the new orthogonal tunnel and with that direction as its move-direction value.
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Since this L-group will either be at the back of the new tunnel, or only have 1 TurnChild group of modules behind it, it can act as a normal backend to a straight
tunnel. Thus, our sequence of creating a turn is completed and our proposition is
proven. 2

5.8 Setting Up Tunnel Grid Configurations.
Thus far in this chapter we have described our Robomotion algorithm, given the
intuition for why it works and given detailed proofs that it generate the desired
locomotion. However, up until this point we have assumed that the modules in a
SR robot begin with the correct algorithmic roles before locomotion starts. Now,
in this section we’ll show how instead we could begin with each module executing
the same initialization algorithm which will then allow the modules to determine
for themselves which Robomotion algorithm role they should have in order to start
locomotion.
For our Robomotion algorithm, it helps to have a set of coordinate axes to use
as a basis. We’ll let these directions be based on the robot’s environment rather
than around individual modules and will assume that each module has a sense of its
orientation relative to these coordinates. For the vertical direction in which gravity
acts, we label this the z-axis direction with “up” referring to movement upward away
from the ground and “down” for movement toward it, just as one would expect. For
the other two axes, the y-axis direction will be in and out of the page for the figures
shown in this chapter, while the x-axis will be the direction left and right across
the page. We’ll refer to movement into the page along the y-axis as “forward”,
movement out of the page as “backward”, and left-right movement across the page
on the x-axis will still be labeled “left” and “right” accordingly. Finally, we’ll also
assume that we’re beginning our algorithms with the SR robot in a single, connected
configuration of modules.
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Since the tunnel grid structure is just composed of repeated instances of the same
L-group component, we should be able to set up these tunnels fairly easily. This can
be done by sending messages across the robot that, as it passes from one module
to the next in a particular direction, cycles through the possible L-group roles that
the module could have. What we need first, though, is some starting point from
which we can begin cycling through these roles. All modules in the system need to
agree on this starting point and it would be best if these modules could dynamically
decide on this point rather than assuming that the modules begin with some shared
knowledge.
It is, however, a safe assumption that all modules can begin execution at the same
point in the same program. We can set up a decision algorithm for all modules in
the robot to use in picking a global starting point if each module has some criterion
for choosing the better of two possible starting points. To establish this criterion, we
note that the starting point module should be at the lowest vertical level, so that our
grid structure can start firmly on the ground. Without any other hard restrictions,
we can also arbitrarily decide that we want the “frontmost” module (the one furthest
forward in the y-axis direction) among those at the bottom level, and for breaking
any ties among the frontmost modules we’ll pick the one farthest to the right (in the
x-axis direction). These conditions define a globally optimal start module for our
algorithm.
With this criterion established, we can now find the globally optimal module for
starting our tunnel grid structure. We do this by having each module simultaneously
find local optimums, broadcast those findings, and then wait for all neighboring modules to come to an agreement about the best local optimum that they’ve seen. Highlevel pseudo-code is given for this algorithm in Figure 5.13. Overall, this algorithm
works like a distributed, asynchronous version of Breadth-First Search. However,
instead of having a single starting point for the search, all modules initially begin as
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Figure 5.13: Pseudo-Code: A high-level outline of a program that each module
would run, simultaneously, to choose a globally optimum starting module for the
entire robot.
the root of some such search. When a module sends a message to its neighbor about
the best locally optimum module m0 it has seen so far, this is equivalent to asking
that neighbor to join the spanning tree rooted at m0 . Whenever a module receives a
notice about a local optimum module m0 that is better than any it has seen before,
it switches to join the growing spanning tree for m0 instead. The module’s parent in
this tree is whichever neighboring module first asked it to join that tree (by send-
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ing a message about m0 ) while the module regards all other neighboring modules as
children in this spanning tree.
Eventually, all modules in the system receive a message about the true globally
optimum module mopt , switch to join the spanning tree rooted at mopt , and we end up
with only that single spanning tree remaining. Moreover, this search process doesn’t
end for any module until a message declaring the global optimum is received. A
module can only decide on the global optimum if the module itself determines that
it is a local optimum and all neighbors agree with it (thus confirming that it is a
global optimum). This works because of the spanning tree structure we dynamically
set up, and because a module will only reply to (and so agree with) its parent in the
tree after it has heard agreement from all of its own children first.

Theorem:

A module running the ‘GetGlobalOptimum’ method will only decide

that it is the global optimum itself if it actually is the globally optimum module.

Proof Sketch:

For proof by contradiction, assume that some module m0 – which

is not the global optimum – incorrectly decides that it is the optimum. We can show
that this would require every module in the robot to reply that it agrees that m0
is the best module choice it has seen. Yet the true global optimum, call it mopt ,
would not give such a reply. Thus, m0 could not have gotten agreement from all of
its neighbors that m0 was the best module choice seen and therefore could not have
declared itself the global optimum. 2

We now have a method that each module can run simultaneously to select which
particular module should start arranging the tunnel grid. The method is also quite
simple – each module only has to check a couple conditions for each message received
from a neighbor – so we have thus far kept with our desire for highly scalable algo187

rithms. Also, the running time of this method is also good considering that we’re
finding a global consensus among these modules. All that’s required is for the optimum module to send out its coordinate, have that message broadcast to all other
modules in the robot and then return back to the sender, and finally the optimum
module sends out a second message confirming that it has been chosen as the global
optimum.
This running time for this method is O(l), where l is the longest distance, in
module units, of the shortest path from the globally optimum module to some other
module in the robot. For a robot with n modules, this could have l = O(n) in
√
the worst case, but something closer to l = O( 3 n) is more likely for the dense
configurations that we’re planning to encounter (as those configurations are more
likely to be physically stable).

5.9 Handling Multi-Tunnel Coordination and Uneven Terrain.
So far we have a very scalable approach for forming a grid of movement tunnels and
for managing each movement tunnel individually. These approaches require very
little processing or memory on the part of each individual module, but still gives
us fast movement speed and physical stability in the presence of gravity. However,
our turning technique which is so effective for a single tunnel becomes inefficient
when applied simultaneously to multiple tunnels. This is shown in the left portion
of Figure 5.14. Our technique only starts one orthogonal tunnel at the very front
of all of the current tunnels, so all horizontally aligned tunnels are merged. While
this may be what we need in some cases, such as when the robot needs to squeeze
through a tiny gap, in general it is not very efficient.
A much more efficient approach would be to take an initial situation with x
parallel tunnels and create x new orthogonal tunnels. This alternative is shown in
the right side of Figure 5.14. This would be created by having all x original tunnels
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Figure 5.14: Left: A basic turn which merges tunnels. Right: Multi-tunnel
coordination whichz maintains the module throughput – and general locomotion
movement speed – even when progressing through a turn.

start a turn at the frontend, but then to start a second turn 2 modules back for
x − 1 of those tunnels. That is, all of them except the one furthest “outside” on this
turn. This process repeats, with x − 2 tunnels also starting a new orthogonal tunnel
4 modules from the frontend, x − 3 tunnels starting an orthogonal tunnel 6 modules
back, etc. In general, numbering the tunnels i = 1 to x from the outside to the inside
of a turn, tunnel i would start i orthogonal tunnels, beginning at the frontend and
moving toward the back.
This efficient approach to turning could be achieved by having each tunnel in
the robot maintain two values: one counting how many other tunnels are to its left
and the other value counting the tunnels to its right. Then, for a turn going to the
right, the tunnel with 0 neighboring tunnels to its left (the leftmost tunnel) would
be responsible for starting the turn by sending signals to all other tunnels (thus
ensuring that all tunnels are aligned for where to start the turn). Upon receiving
such a signal, every other tunnel would then know how many orthogonal tunnels to
start based on the count of tunnels to its left. A turn going to the left would be done
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with a similar manner, just with the rightmost tunnel sending out signals to begin
the turn. As a further extension, if we begin initially with x horizontally parallel
tunnels, we could just as easily create y orthogonal tunnels with x 6= y. The desired
number of orthogonal tunnels would be given in the change-direction messages
that are sent out to begin the turn. An individual tunnel would then decide how
many orthogonal tunnels to start based on the value of y and on how many tunnels
are “outside” of it in the turn being formed. All of these extensions of turning ability
could be done with our Turn-Main and Turn-Child algorithmic roles described
earlier. The main new concern is that while we are starting a complex multi-tunnel
turn we may have to ignore new change-direction orders to start yet another
turn.
Our algorithm as described was only for traversing perfectly flat terrain. This
was done to allow us to more easily prove the speed and reliability properties of
Robomotion. Yet our algorithm is not limited just to these flat settings. Just as
we’ve been able to turn a tunnel horizontally, we could also turn it vertically to
create a tunnel with modules moving straight up or straight down. This would allow
a tunnel to travel over an obstacle or down into a valley.
However, if we strictly keep to our limit of only allowing a 3-module overhang in
any configuration, this limits the height of obstacle or depth of valley which we can
traverse. This is true for any algorithm controlling a Self-Reconfigurable robot, not
just Robomotion. A tunnel can be built upward to any height if the modules can
handle the compression force, but when climbing out of a valley (or after moving
over an obstacle) a limitation occurs as we try to pull the last modules up and out of
that valley. Once there is no longer a support column reaching to the bottom of the
valley (or base of an obstacle) all L-group modules in the remaining vertical tunnel
are effectively hanging off of the first horizontal L-group resting above the valley (on
top of the obstacle). Any constant-sized bound on the number of modules that can
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hang down here limits the length of the vertical tunnel we can pull out of the valley.
It is worth noting, however, that this doesn’t mean that SR robots are forever
limited to use in flat desert settings or in locations without gravity. It only means
that these robots have limits on the size of cliffs they can climb and canyons they
can cross, the same as any non-flying robot or vehicle. Our Robomotion algorithm
could traverse up or down an infinite flight of stairs, for example, so long as the
size of each step was short enough for the module hardware units to withstand the
forces experienced climbing a single step. Alternatively, Robomotion could traverse
a canyon of infinite depth as long as the canyon is narrow enough for Robomotion
to build a straight tunnel between the sides of that canyon. Thus, stable control of
SR robots behaves much as we would expect for any physical system.

5.10 The BLOCKS Module Design
As a final small contribution to this chapter, we
now describe a potential hardware design that
could be used as an initial basis for the algorithms just described. A good abstract hardware
design can serve as testing template for various
hardware abilities that we may consider: bending
or twisting, connection strengths or communication methods. By having a good model for a potential hardware implementation, we can better Figure 5.15: BLOCKS: An
example hardware design for SR
note the advantages of these abilities and make robots.
our theoretical algorithms more practical for any
currently existing self-reconfigurable robots. Our proposed basis hardware is the
BLOCKS design which is a nearly literal implementation of the sliding cubes model
[71]. This is a popular model used for much of the theoretical work in the field
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because it represents the important aspects of most lattice style SR robot hardware
designs while abstracting away the details.
For our module design each block has a cube shape. The connection between
modules works like a roller coaster, with the face of one module making the track
and the opposing face of the other module acting as the roller coaster car. Thus,
each module has 3 “track” faces and 3 opposing “coaster car” faces. The wheels and
the track are toothed, as in Figure 5.15 part [B], so that motion can be generated
regardless of the surface orientation. Figure 5.15 part [C] shows a green module and
a blue module with an I-beam structure connecting them in the center and a black
gear wheel on either side. Part [D] of Figure 5.15 shows a single module face, with
the light-gray lines as the tracks and the dark-gray center line as the gap where the
I-beam connector of another module can be inserted.
To make convex-corner transitions between orthogonal surfaces (that is, detaching
from one side of a neighbor module and moving to reattach at a second, orthogonal
side of that same neighbor module) one module could receive a boost from a neighbor
module, just as we did to avoid convex-corner transitions during our Robomotion
algorithm. This was covered previously in Subsection 5.4.6. Since a typical roller
coaster track is one-dimensional, a 2D surface of modules naturally forms lines of
parallel tracks in a single axis direction. To form tracks along the surface in the
orthogonal direction we allow rotation for the circle area inscribed within each square
face of the modules, as in Figure 5.15 part [A]. This works like a railroad turntable
which is used to turn around locomotives or cable cars. Other mechanical solutions
are also possible for this macro-sized (3-4 inches per dimension) module.
We believe that a module design similar to this one will require less torque to
move modules between lattice positions than most current module designs which
require swinging one or more modules from one location to the next. Moving a
given module between many locations in a straight line can also be accomplished
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by a smooth, fast action. This could potentially alleviate the problem of slow mechanical reconfiguration times that other research groups have noted [47]. Perhaps
most importantly, a design of this nature would allow modules to maintain stable
connections at any position along the line between adjacent lattice positions. This
opens the possibility for sheets of robot modules to stably shear past each other, and
thus allow the sliding movement of multi-module components instead of the typical
limitation of single-module movement. Along with these advantages, we believe that
implementing this hardware design will be no more difficult than any currently used
design.

5.11 Summary
In this chapter we have presented a novel locomotion algorithm for lattice-style selfreconfigurable robots. This algorithm is highly scalable, produces movement which
is more efficient than prior locomotion approaches, and always keeps the robot physically stable in the presence of gravity. We do this while overcoming possible failures
in message passing or delays in module execution. Thus, we believe this to be a good
step toward developing scalable control algorithms which would actually work on
real hardware implementations. Moreover, the proposed algorithm provided physical
structures (static exterior surfaces) and algorithmic techniques (switching modules
between small algorithmic roles) which could serve as a basis for scalable control of
complex multi-tasking actions by a self-reconfigurable robot. In addition to these
contributions, this chapter also introduced a potentially useful approach to module
hardware, BLOCKS, and discussed likely directions for future work on multi-tunnel
coordination and traversal of uneven terrain that could build upon the locomotion
algorithm we presented.
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6
Conclusion

With the main contributions of our work having been described in detail in the previous chapters, we now conclude by summarizing those contributions and describing
possible directions for future work.

6.1 Summary of Contributions
Our work in this thesis focused on designing control algorithms for lattice-style SelfReconfigurable robots. We made theoretical contributions to this field of research by
carefully accounting for the forces experienced by individual modules within a SR
robot. Initially this resulted in our first contribution, covered in Chapter 3, which
showed a lower-bound on the time necessary to reconfigure a robot with n modules.
In that work we also showed this bound to be attainable for at least one non-trivial
example, namely that of the x-axis to y-axis reconfiguration problem. This result
was significant because it showed an asymptotic improvement in the movement time
√
for this task, taking only O( n) time, compared to prior reconfiguration algorithms
which took O(n) time. Our lower bound and the algorithm which matched it were
shown to be asymptotically optimal given our assumptions on the abilities of indi194

vidual modules which we had defined in our abstract model for that problem.
Extending our initial work, another of our significant contributions to the SR
robotics field, covered in Chapter 4, was to develop a general reconfiguration algorithm which matched the movement time lower bound we had previously shown. Our
algorithm allowed reconfiguration between arbitrary 2D arrangements of expandingcube lattice-style modules. Again, this was significant because the movement time
achieved was significantly faster than prior algorithms which reconfigured between
2D arrangements of modules. Given the same abstract model and assumed module
abilities as in our first contributed work, this more general reconfiguration algorithm
would be asymptotically optimal since it matched our lower bound on movement
time which was previously shown.
For another significant contribution, we extended our consideration of forces to
include the affects of gravity upon an SR robot. This was covered in Chapter 5.
Most prior work on control algorithms for SR robots, our own prior work included,
would often create configurations of modules which would most likely be unstable
in the presence of gravity. This means that these algorithms, as fast and efficient
as they might be, could not be effectively implemented in real hardware for a robot
with hundreds or thousands of modules. Doing so would mean those hardware units
would likely break during the algorithm’s execution. Thus, we designed a locomotion
algorithm for Self-Reconfigurable robots which was physically stable in the presence
of gravity. We also implemented this algorithm in simulation and were able to show
that our locomotion algorithm was significantly faster than prior leading locomotion
algorithms for lattice-style SR robots. Even with these strong abilities, our algorithm
was still simple enough to scale to a simulated robot with over 2 million modules
and robust enough to account for possible module delays or dropped messages.
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6.2 Future Work
While the contributions summarized above are significant, there is still much work
to be done in extending the capabilities of control algorithms for SR robots. We now
describe 3 major potential areas for future work.
6.2.1

Scalable Control: Self-Reconfigurable Tools Framework

In our Robomotion algorithm we utilized multiple simple algorithmic roles for individual modules. When distinct modules, each with their own role, acted in coordination this resulted in a physically stable, yet robot and highly efficient locomotion
algorithm. We believe this algorithm shows a critical first step toward a more general approach for controlling a complete SR robot with skills for locomotion, object
manipulation, and object transportation. To simultaneously manage these abilities,
a possible direction for future work could create a set of scalable control algorithms
built from two very different, but potentially complementary techniques.
For the first technique, we would develop a framework for self-reconfigurable tools
to aid in high-level control. Each tool would be defined by several aspects. These
include the number of modules needed to make the tool, the tool’s capabilities once
formed, and which modules in the tool will be available to attach to the larger selfreconfigurable robot. A heterogeneous system with modules of different abilities
could lead to more specialized tools. A module with a drill or a camera sensor
could require a tool at the edge of the overall system that can move it quickly and
precisely. A module with delicate or expensive sections might call for a tool with
a shock-absorbing formation to protect its precious inner parts. In general, the
dynamic structure of a self-reconfigurable robot would permit it to group modules
into grippers, protective shields, or locomotion tools as needed.
The ideas for this framework are inspired by the neural systems that control
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humans and other animals. Another research group has presented similar ideas [47,
50] by introducing concepts of forming modules into structures for bones (support),
joints (force actions), and neural pathways (energy and communication). However,
the work presented is still just for initial designs and many details are still to be
resolved, including the description of an overall system for forming and controlling
these anatomical parts. Moreover, their focus appears to be on static formations
of SR modules. We would seek to also develop tools that can at least partially
reconfigure during operation to fully utilize the dynamic nature of these systems. We
believe that a hierarchical tool framework is a key concept necessary for controlling
general actions by a SR robot while still scaling to systems with very large numbers
of modules. The creation of a detailed tool framework would turn control of these
robots toward high-level abstractions and away from the tedious work of specifying
exact module placements for each operation.
The second technique, which we would seek to use for low-level control to complement our tools framework, is that of local rules reconfiguration algorithms. These
algorithms take an initial configuration of robot modules and rearrange it into a
desired final configuration, but do so with each module using only simple rules and
information that is local to that module’s current location within the total robot’s
arrangement. Due to the simple requirements placed on any individual module in
the robot, these algorithms have been successful at efficiently scaling even to systems
with hundreds of thousands of modules. Yet that success has been limited to only
solving one isolated problem at a time, such as generating forward locomotion or
filling holes in a configuration.
We conjecture that a possible reason for this limitation is that while a set of local
rules can create useful global behavior in the system, a single set of rules is only
useful for a single type of global behavior. Thus, for each different robotic task –
locomotion, forming a conveyor belt, climbing – a different set of local rules would be
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needed. Our proposed compromise is that algorithms based on a hierarchical tools
framework are likely better for high-level control of general robot behavior, while
local-rules algorithms are a proven, scalable option for the low-level implementation
of the commands given by the high-level system. For our proposed work we would
develop a detailed tools framework and investigate the utility of combining it with
local-rules algorithms. This would create a complete system that efficiently scales to
robots with very large numbers of modules while still allowing general behavior for
that robot.
In addition, to facilitate scalable control for external human operators, another
task for future work would be to develop an intuitive user-interface for controlling
the self-reconfigurable robot. Through the use of the tools framework proposed here
we can treat the entire SR robot as a single large “tool” component. Thus, a human
can give it high-level commands which result in complex behaviors to execute the
intended actions. This provides the basis required for designing a simplified userinterface which allows great control over this powerful technology. A high quality
simulation with this user-interface will also aid our “background” goal of providing
insights on which hardware qualities a self-reconfigurable robot module must have
to be as efficient as possible.
6.2.2

Scalable Adaptability: Building Bridges with SR Robots

The ideas proposed previously in Chapter 5 gave designs for a physically stable
locomotion algorithm which could be a basis for highly scalable, and stable, general
reconfiguration simply by not deconstructing some of the tunnels that are formed.
This would be an important step forward for the field of self-reconfigurable robots,
but one important limitation of the ideas just proposed is that they can only handle
a particular subset of robot configurations. While the arrangements formed by that
algorithm would always be stable, how many stable configurations will it never be
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Figure 6.1: Module Bridges: Used to cross deep chasms or form complex
configurations that are stable.

able to reach? Initially it may seem like a daunting task to characterize all possible
stable configurations, let alone developing algorithms that can transform the robot
into those configurations without failure. Luckily, we may find that most, if not all,
of these physically stable configurations are composed of a repeated, fundamental
shape type that future work could learn to identify and create.
In order for a self-reconfigurable robot to cross deep ditches or chasms during
locomotion, or for it to achieve most configurations in the presence of gravity, the
robot must in a sense build “bridges”. It may build external bridges which are
structures built over gaps or holes in the robot’s environment. These are necessary
to cross chasms because the gap is too deep for the robot to simply drop modules
down to the bottom and form stable columns. Similarly, internal bridges must be
made within the robot’s structure in any case where there is not a contiguous column
of modules from the top of the robot down to ground level. Reconfiguration plans
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requiring nothing but such contiguous columns are very limiting.
As part of the proposed future work we would develop algorithms for dynamically creating bridges from self-reconfigurable robot modules. Such algorithms will
actually tackle two different aspects of the problem: designing the optimal bridge
structure and determining how to reconfigure the modules to create it. For both
of these aspects, we intend to characterize the meaning of optimal bridge design
and optimal reconfiguration by setting limitations on the physical abilities of the
robot’s modules, such as the maximum forces that a connection between two adjacent modules can withstand in terms of tension, compression, or shearing between
the modules. These limitations match the SRK model which we had proposed in earlier publications [175] and this proposed research on designing and creating bridges
builds upon our prior work [175, 176].
When determining an optimal bridge design, future work could first look at designs for one-sided bridges, which we refer to as half bridges, that are stably connected
at only one end. The reason for this is that when the robot reconfigures to form a
bridge, it often will have to start from one side and will reach the opposing side
only after the bridge is formed, as shown in Figure 6.1. A similar problem is faced
when deconstructing a bridge through reconfiguration, such as when the robot must
continue locomotion after having crossed a deep ditch. For the question of optimal
bridge design, we would explore solutions to several variants of the problem which
together form a whole class of problems central to the issue of stability for SR robots.
These include achieving maximum overhang given a set number of available modules,
creating a bridge with a specified overhang that can support the maximum possible
weight placed upon it, or even restrictions on the vertical placement of the starting
or ending position of the bridge. While we are not aware of any similar work to
this in the field of self-reconfigurable robotics, there is some related literature on
the problem of achieving a maximum overhang with a stack of frictionless blocks
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[167, 89]. One indication from this literature is that determining the exact optimal
bridge design for all specific instances of this problem may be intractable, but it is
more likely feasible to produce a general form for giving solutions that are provably
near-optimal.
Once the design of optimal robot bridges is understood, the task of reconfiguring
a system of modules to form that bridge can also be tackled. A simple starting point
is to begin with a collection of modules at one end of the intended bridge. When
reconfiguring to form the bridge, the modules must form a stable structure at all
times despite the forces applied by gravity and by other modules moving into place.
One possible restriction is that not all bridge designs can be stably created from one
side – consider an arch made of stone blocks, which is completely unstable until the
keystone is set into place. However, our initial work on this problem suggests that in
order to reconfigure modules into an optimal bridge with a specified overhang, we can
iterate through a series of near-optimal half bridges with increasing overhangs, using
each half-bridge as a basis for building the slightly longer half-bridge that follows it,
until we can approach the overhang distance of the desired bridge and construct it
as a final step.
6.2.3

Scalable Power: Force Actions

One of the primary advantages that a SR robot design promises is that as more
modules are added to the system, the abilities of the robot increase accordingly. For
the topic of object manipulation, adding more modules should give the ability to
handle larger objects. Yet this requires that the magnitude of the forces that the
robot can exert also scale up as the number of modules in the system increases. The
challenge of how to create these scalable force actions is an open problem that we
will address as part of this proposed work.
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To our knowledge, the only work with selfreconfigurable robots related to this topic was the
introduction of the scalable joints concept given by
Christensen, et al. [47]. In their paper, the authors gave initial ideas for a scalable hinge joint,
a ball-and-socket joint, and a line of modules that
could contract like an animal muscle. The difficulty
was that the hinge joint could only scale in one dimension, along the length of the joint, while the
ball-and-socket joint would have to be formed from
disconnected sections of modules that might only
Figure 6.2: Rotation: A rotator arm creates scalable rotaforming “muscles”. Detailed force analysis or con- tion from straight-line module
movement.
trol algorithms were not given for either joint type
be reconnected with contracting lines of modules

and the ball-and-socket joint in particular would
have many key stability problems to overcome.
Alternatively, the use of the BLOCKS hardware design allows a simpler and
more intuitive approach to scalable force actions. The scalable force actions a robot
might need to apply can be thought of in terms of the movements we might wish
to apply to some object that the robot has grasped: translations along each of the
three axes – x, y, and z – and rotations around each of these three axes – producing
pitch, yaw, and roll. Thus, the problem of generating any scalable force action can
potentially be reduced to the simpler tasks of generating scalable translations and
scalable rotations.
Scalable translations are easily handled with the BLOCKS module design since
an individual module’s natural motion is to slide forward on tracks formed by other
modules. By pushing something in front of it, a single module can create a limited
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translational force. The magnitude of this force can be scaled up by adding a long
train of modules pushing forward, or even 2D arrangements, effectively forming sheets
or columns of modules shearing past each other.
The task of generating scalable rotations with the BLOCKS design, or any other
self-reconfigurable hardware platform, is much harder to tackle. For lattice-style
self-reconfigurable robots the natural movement is along straight, orthogonal lines.
By attempting to approximate a rotational movement with these straight lines the
nearly inevitable result is a slow, jerky movement as the modules must constantly
switch from one axis direction to another. Closed-chain stye SR robots can form
chains into concentric rings fairly naturally with the hinge joints commonly contained
in these modules. Yet merely forming these concentric rings, like with the ball-andsocket design referenced earlier, does not immediately lead to a method of generating
rotational forces. This design must first overcome difficult problems with connecting
the concentric rings in a manner that still allows them to move and, more importantly,
designing some additional module structure that can turn these concentric rings and
actually generate a rotational force. Even if a satisfactory module arrangement
is found, a complex motion planning problem remains for controlling each of the
modules in this structure.
Some initial work we have done on scalable force actions has produced a design
that we believe will create smooth, scalable rotational force actions. The general
concept can be represented by a single line of modules, called a rotator arm, which is
connected to a flat surface of modules, which is referred to here as the module board.
The ends of this rotator arm spin around its center creating a component much like
a spinner on a board game. To understand the difficulty of connecting this rotator
arm to the module board, consider a simple 2D line drawing with a square inscribed
inside of a circle, as in part [A] of Figure 6.2. The lines of the square represent the
straight line tracks provided by the module board while the circle represents the path
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traced out by the ends of the rotator arm as it spins. The gray bars in this figure
represent the rotator arm at 2 different positions during its spin.
As the rotator arm spins, only its center module remains in a fixed location while
all other modules in the arm trace out circular paths that do not fit the straight
tracks provided by the flat surface below. We remedy this problem by using pairs of
modules to connect the rotator arm to the module board. This is represented by one
red square and one overlapping blue square at the ends of the rotator arm in Figure
6.2. The overlapping colors form a shade of purple where they overlap. Within each
pair, one module (the red square) follows a straight track along the module board
while the other (the blue module) slides up and down the rotator arm to give the
proper distance from the arm’s center. Portion [B] of Figure 6.2 gives an expanded
view to show how the two modules spin relative to each other as the rotator arm
itself spins. The “proper distance” for the pair of modules along the rotator arm
is simply the distance from the current straight line track being used back to the
rotator arm’s center and is given by simple trigonometric functions dependent on the
arm’s current angle.
This module arrangement provides us with a means of generating rotational forces
which scale with the number of connectors between the rotator arm and the module
board. Instead of one arm, we expect that this construction may generalize into 2D
surfaces covered with connector pairs which would further increase the scalability of
this design. We have already made some initial investigations in this regard and will
also continue to investigate how these ideas can apply to other existing hardware
platforms, along with the other ideas for existing platforms expressed earlier in this
section. In general, by combining this rotational construction with the more natural
ability to produce scalable translational forces, future work could show the ability to
move a given target object along any desired path while using scalable force actions
to match the size and mass of that object.
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